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ABSTRACT 

 

In recent years, emerging countries have assumed an increasingly prominent position in the 

world economy, as growth has picked up in these countries and slowed in developed 

economies. Two related phenomena, among others, can be associated with this growth: 

emerging countries were less affected by the 2008-2009 global economic recession; and they 

increased their participation in foreign direct investment, both inflows and outflows. This 

doctoral dissertation contributes to research on firms from emerging countries through four 

independent papers. 

The first group of two papers examines firm strategy in recessionary moments and 

uses Brazil, one of the largest emerging countries, as setting for the investigation. Data were 

collected through a survey on Brazilian firms referring to the 2008-2009 global recession, and 

17 hypotheses were tested using structural equation modeling based on partial least squares. 

Paper 1 offered an integrative model linking RBV to literatures on entrepreneurship, 

improvisation, and flexibility to indicate the characteristics and capabilities that allow a firm 

to have superior performance in recessions. We found that firms that pre-recession have a 

propensity to recognize opportunities and improvisation capabilities for fast and creative 

actions have superior performance in recessions. We also found that entrepreneurial 

orientation and flexibility have indirect effects. Paper 2 built on business cycle literature to 

study which strategies - pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical – enable superior performance in 

recessions. We found that while most firms pro-cyclically reduce costs and investments 

during recessions, a counter-cyclical strategy of investing in opportunities created by changes 

in the environment enables superior performance. Most successful are firms with a propensity 

to recognize opportunities, entrepreneurial orientation to invest, and flexibility to efficiently 

implement these investments. 

The second group of two papers investigated international expansion of multinational 

enterprises, particularly the use of distance for their location decisions. Paper 3 proposed a 

conceptual framework to examine circumstances under which distance is less important for 

international location decisions, taking the new perspective of economic institutional distance 
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as theoretical foundation. The framework indicated that the general preference for low-

distance countries is lower: (1) when the company is state owned, rather than private owned; 

(2) when its internationalization motives are asset, resource, or efficiency seeking, as opposed 

to market seeking; and (3) when internationalization occurred after globalization and the 

advent of new technologies. Paper 4 compared five concurrent perspectives of distance and 

indicated their suitability to the study of various issues based on industry, ownership, and 

type, motive, and timing of internationalization. The paper also proposed that distance 

represents the disadvantages of host countries for international location decisions; as such, it 

should be used in conjunction with factors that represent host country attractiveness, or 

advantages as international locations. In conjunction, papers 3 and 4 provided additional, 

alternative explanations for the mixed empirical results of current research on distance. 

Moreover, the studies shed light into the discussion of differences between multinational 

enterprises from emerging countries versus those from advanced countries.  

Keywords: recession; crisis; international expansion; distance  
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Introduction 

 

Emerging countries
1
 have assumed an increasingly prominent position in the world economy 

in recent years (Hoskisson et al., 2013), as growth has picked up in these countries and 

slowed in advanced economies (Ramamurti, 2012).  This growth can be associated with two 

related phenomena, among others. First, emerging countries were less affected by the 2008-

2009 global economic recession,
2
 which has solidified their position as the most important 

source of world economic growth.  Gross domestic product (GDP) growth in emerging 

countries decreased from 8.9% in 2007, before the crisis, to 6.0% in 2008 and further slowed 

in 2009, but to a still positive 2.8%.
3
 Since then, emerging countries have recovered to 7.3%, 

6.2%, and 4.9% GDP growth in 2010, 2011, and 2012 respectively (IMF, 2011, 2012, 2013). 

Meanwhile, GDP growth in advanced countries decreased from 2.8% in 2007 to 0.1% in 2008 

and culminated in a -3.7% contraction in 2009. Since then, advanced countries have also 

recovered, but to the more limited levels of 3.2%, 1.7%, and 1.2% GDP growth in 2010, 

2011, and 2012 respectively (IMF, 2011, 2012, 2013).  Together these figures show that, 

despite the crisis, GDP in emerging countries has continued to grow and has remained above 

that of advanced countries throughout the years.  Table 1 details GDP growth for emerging 

and advanced countries. 

                                                           
1
 There is no full consensus regarding a definition of emerging country, but one generally accepted definition is 

to consider emerging countries those with a rapid pace of economic development and government policies 

favoring economic liberalization and the adoption of a free market system (Hoskisson et. al, 2000).  This 

doctoral dissertation uses emerging countries data from both the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Investment (UNCTAD), although these institutions may include 

slightly different groups of countries in their definitions. The term “developing” is used with the same meaning 

as “emerging” and the term “economy” is used as substitute for “country” depending on the preferences of 

journals selected for submission of specific papers (see also note 6). 

2
 This dissertation adopts the IMF definition of recession as two consecutive quarters of real gross domestic 

product (GDP) decrease. Although countries have had GDP contractions in distinct quarters throughout 2008 and 

2009, and some countries have alternated GDP expansion and contractions from 2007 to 20112, the recession 

became known as the 2008-2009 recession. 

3
 As a whole, the emerging countries group did not have GDP contraction neither in 2008, nor in 2009, 

considered as full years; nevertheless, individually, some emerging countries may have had 2 consecutive years 

of GDP contraction and thus entered recession between 2008 and 2009.  That is the case of Brazil, which will be 

discussed in further details in papers SR-1 and SR-2.  
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Second, emerging countries have recently increased their participation in international 

business (Hsu et al., 2013a), including exports (Aulack et al., 2000; Gaur et al., 2013) and 

foreign direct investment (FDI).
4
 FDI inflows received by emerging countries have increased 

from a pre-crisis level (average 2005-2007) of 34% of total to a post-crisis level (average 

2008-2010) of 48% of total, as shown in Table 2. This trend has strengthened in recent years, 

with emerging countries reaching an absorption of 58% of total FDI inflows in 2012 

(UNCTAD, 2013), as shown in Table 3. Similarly, FDI outflows from emerging countries 

have increased from 16 percent of total in 2007 (UNCTAD, 2011), before the crisis, to 32% in 

2010, after the crisis (UNCTAD, 2013). Again the trend has strengthened in recent years, and 

FDI outflows from emerging countries reached a record high of 35% of total in 2012, 

amounting US$ 481billion, as shown in Table 3. 

                                                           
4
 This dissertation adopts the standard UNCTAD definition of FDI as being an investment involving a long-term 

relationship and reflecting a lasting interest and control by a firm in an enterprise resident in a foreign country 

(UNCTAD, 2006).  

Table 1

Real GDP growth (%)

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Advanced countries 2.8 0.1 -3.7 3.2 1.7 1.2

Emerging countries 8.9 6.0 2.8 7.3 6.2 4.9

World 5.4 2.8 -0.7 5.2 3.9 3.1

Source: created by the author, based on IMF World Economic Outlook

(Sep., 2011, update Jan., 2012, update Jul., 2013)
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Table 2

FDI inflows by region, 2005 - 2010

change

US$ billion % US$ billion %

Developed countries 968 66% 723               52% -25%

Developing countries 445 30% 581               42% 31%

Transition countries 59 4% 87                 6% 48%

Total Emerging 504 34% 668               48% 33%

World Total 1472 100% 1391 100% -5%

Source: created by the author, based on UNCTAD, 2011

FDI inflows

Average 2005-2007 Average 2008-2010

Table 3

FDI inflows and outflows by region, 2010 - 2012 (US$ billion)

2010 2011 2012 2010 2011 2012

Advanced countries 696           820           561           1030 1183 909           

Developing countries 637           735           703           413           422           426           

Transition countries 75             96             87             62             73             55             

Total Emerging 712           831           790           475           495           481           

World Total 1409 1651 1351 1505 1678 1391

Memo: %  of world total

Total Emerging 51% 50% 58% 32% 29% 35%

Source: created by the author, based on UNCTAD, 2013

FDI inflows FDI outflows
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The increased importance of emerging countries in the world scenario has been 

reflected in academia by a recent growth in research on these countries (Peng et al., 2008; 

Thite et al., 2012). Indications of such increased interest are the special editions on the topic 

in prestigious journals such as the Academy of Management Journal (2000), Journal of 

Management Studies (2005), Journal of International Management (2007 and 2010) and 

Global Strategy Journal (2012). Other indications of interest are the creation of journals 

especially devoted to research on emerging countries, such as the International Journal of 

Emerging Markets and the International Journal of Business and Emerging Markets, launched 

in 2006 and 2008 respectively, just to name a few. Similarly, the importance of emerging 

countries has been also reflected in the corporate arena.  Indications of increased interest are 

the publications of various reports by investment banks and consulting companies such as the 

Boston Consulting Group (BCG)’s The New Global Challengers in 2006 and several 

subsequent years. Likewise, UNCTAD’s World Investment Report used to show only 

multinational enterprises from advanced countries until 1995, but started to show the top 50 

multinational enterprises from emerging countries since 1996 and the top 100 since 2006. 

However, despite this recent increase in research on emerging countries, 

comprehension of their characteristics continues limited and further investigation remains 

necessary (Aykut and Goldstein, 2006; Bangara et al., 2012; Xu and Meyer, 2013).First, there 

is a need to consider the extent to which theories used to study strategy in mature, developed 

economies are suited to the unique social, political, and economic contexts as well as firm 

characteristics of emerging countries (Wright et al., 2005). Clear examples come from the 

patterns of international expansion followed by multinational enterprises from emerging 

countries.
5
 They question the main theories of international business (IB) (Mathews, 2006a; 

Tan and Meyer, 2010), developed based on companies from advanced countries (Fleury and 

Fleury, 2007; Li, 2003) and are not necessarily applicable to the context of emerging 

countries (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007; Guedes, 2010). A second issue that requires further 

                                                           
5
 Multinational enterprises from emerging countries (E-MNEs) are companies that originated from emerging 

countries and are engaged in outward foreign direct investment  in one or more foreign countries, where they 

exercise effective control and undertake value-adding activities (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007; Luo and Tung, 2007, 

UNCTAD, 2011). 
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examination refers to the empirical side. Researchers investigating emerging countries face 

sampling and data collection problems (Hoskisson et al., 2000). 

The purpose of this doctoral dissertation is to advance our knowledge on firms from 

emerging countries through four independent papers. As shown in Figure 1, the papers are 

grouped in two major themes - strategy in recessions (SR) and international expansion (IE) - 

each comprising two papers. 

 

 

 

 

The first group of two papers examines firm performance in recessionary moments 

and uses Brazil, one of the largest emerging countries (Ogasavara and Hoshino, 2009), as 

setting for the investigation. Recessions have been thoroughly studied from a macroeconomic 

perspective (Mian and Sufi, 2010; Zarnowitz, 1985) of understanding their causes and 

Emerging countries

(overarching theme)

International expansion (IE)Strategy in recessions (SR) 

Paper SR-1: Characteristics and 

capabilities that enable superior 

performance

Paper SR-2: Strategies that enable 

superior performance

Paper IE-1: When distance matters

for international location decisions

Paper IE-2: Dimensions and

perspectives of distance

Figure 1: Doctoral dissertation framework
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consequences for countries; but within strategic management there has been little 

investigation of the effects of recessions on firms and how firms should deal with these events 

(Bromiley et al., 2008; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989; Mathews, 2006b). Paper 1 (SR-1) links 

the resource-based view of the firm to literatures on entrepreneurship, improvisation, and 

flexibility to examine the characteristics and capabilities that enable a firm to have superior 

performance in recessions. Paper 2 (SR-2) complements the investigation building on 

business cycle literature to study which strategies – pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical – enable 

superior performance in recessions. 

The second group of two papers investigates international expansion of multinational 

enterprises, particularly the use of distance for international location decisions. The concept of 

distance has a central role in IB research (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013), but empirical testing 

of its power to explain location decisions has been mixed (Berry et al., 2010; Shenkar, 2001). 

Paper 3 (IE-1) examines circumstances under which distance is less important for 

international location decisions. Paper 4 (IE-2) complements the investigation by indicating 

the dimensions and perspectives of distance that are most suitable to investigate selected 

phenomena. The analyses in these two studies have important implications for multinational 

companies from emerging countries, particularly pointing out differences in the 

internationalization patterns of these companies compared to their counterparts from 

advanced countries. 

Although the four papers are independent, they all have issues in common.  First, the 

four papers deal with firms from emerging countries, the overarching theme of this 

dissertation. In the SR group of papers, the emerging market component is in the empirical 

testing, given that the sample is from Brazil, an important emerging country. Moreover, some 

of the characteristics, capabilities, and strategies proposed as important for success in 

recessions are expected to be more common in firms from emerging countries, although 

testing of this statement is beyond the scope of the studies and is just suggested for future 

research. The IE group of papers discusses the validity and suggests a perspective for 

investigations of an important IB concept in the context of emerging countries. In addition, 

the papers discuss important implications of these analyses to companies from emerging 

countries. 
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Second, strategic management and international business are intrinsically related 

disciplines, or arguably parts of the same field. For instance, the research setting of the SR 

papers, the 2008-2009 global economic recession, certainly is an international phenomenon, 

and a firm’s exposure to international markets was an important determinant of how it was 

affected by the recession. Likewise, the topic of the IE papers - international location 

decisions - refers to strategies that firms follow in their expansions to other countries. 

The remainder of this doctoral dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents 

paper 1 (SR-1). Chapter 2 presents paper 2 (SR-2). Chapter 3 presents paper 3 (IE-1). Chapter 

4 presents paper 4 (IE-2). In the end, a conclusion combining the contributions of all papers is 

presented. Please note that, considering that each chapter of this dissertation presents an 

independent, stand-alone paper, this doctoral dissertation differs from traditional doctoral 

dissertations in the way information is organized and formatted.
6
 

 

                                                           
6
 First, there is some redundancy among the texts of the papers, particularly in their introductions, literature 

reviews and explanations of variables. Second, papers have differences in formatting, as each paper follows 

formatting rules of the specific journal selected for submission; that is the case of the preference for verb tenses 

and choice of words or expressions, for instance. Other formats such as headings and references have been 

standardized to facilitate reading of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 1: Paper 1 (SR-1) 

 

 

Firm’s characteristics and capabilities that enable superior 

performance in recessions 

 

Abstract 

Recessions are recurring events in which most firms suffer severe impacts while others are 

less affected and may even prosper. Strategic management has made little progress in 

understanding the reasons for these differences in performance. We link the resource-based 

view (RBV) of the firm to literatures on entrepreneurship, improvisation, and flexibility to 

create an integrative model that indicates characteristics and capabilities that enable a firm to 

adapt to and be successful in recessionary environments. Based on partial least squares (PLS) 

calculations for Brazilian firms during the 2008-2009 global recession, we find that firms that 

pre-recession have a propensity to recognize opportunities and improvisation capabilities for 

fast and creative actions have superior performance in recessions. We also find that 

entrepreneurial orientation and flexibility have indirect effects. 
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1.1 Introduction 
 

Today’s global marketplace is characterized by increased turbulence due to major shocks such 

as the 2008-2009 recession (Li and Tallman, 2011; Ma et al., 2014), one of the most 

important global economic events since the Great Depression of the 1930s (Agarwal et al., 

2009; Crotty, 2009). Economists have thoroughly studied recessions (Mian and Sufi, 2010; 

Zarnowitz, 1985), mostly from a macroeconomic perspective of understanding their causes 

and consequences for countries. The effects of recessions, however, are not limited to 

countries. They can transform industries (Latham and Braun, 2011; Caballero and Hammour, 

1994) and severely affect the performance or even survival of firms (Srinivasan et al., 2005). 

Most importantly, while most firms do suffer severe impacts from recessions, other firms are 

less affected and even prosper in these moments (Gulati et al., 2010), and the reasons for such 

heterogeneity in firm performance are not fully understood (Geroski and Gregg, 1997). In 

particular, within strategic organization there has been little investigation of the effects of 

recessions on firm performance and how firms should deal with these events (Bromiley et al., 

2008; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989; Mathews, 2006b). 

A theoretical perspective that is helpful for such investigation is the resource-based 

view of the firm (RBV) (Barney, 1986, 1991; Dierickx and Cool, 1989), which posits that the 

value of resources, or their relevance, depends on the particularities of the environment 

surrounding the firm (Ireland et al., 2003; Miller and Shamsie, 1996). In this paper, we link 

the RBV to literatures that have been suggested for changing environments—such as 

entrepreneurship, improvisation, and flexibility—to study the resources, in the broad sense of 

the term, that help firms experience superior performance in recessions. More specifically, we 

build an integrative model to examine the characteristics and capabilities that firms possess 

before the recession that may protect them from the negative effects of recessions and grant 

better performance. In this sense, we answer a call for research on how firms steer 

successfully through changing environments following major shocks that simultaneously 

affect multiple industries (Agarwal et al., 2009; Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997). Along these 

lines, it is particularly important to investigate the interactions between competitive contexts, 

organizational resources, and behavior (Worren et al., 2002). 
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Our study offers three main contributions to research on strategic organization. First, by 

indicating resources, including firm characteristics and capabilities that enable firms to have 

superior performance in recessions, this paper advances our knowledge on the business cycle 

management literature. This is an unexplored research stream that should be high on the list of 

strategy scholars (Bromiley et al., 2008). Second, our paper enhances our understanding of the 

complex relationship between entrepreneurial orientation, flexibility, and improvisation, 

which have not been investigated in a same study. In particular, various constructs are 

sometimes seen as antecedents, correlates, and outcomes of entrepreneurship (Anderson et al., 

2009; Scott et al., 2010). Third, the paper contributes to the nascent theory of improvisation. It 

creates a new perspective of improvisation as a capability for performance rather than for 

learning objectives. Moreover, our work investigates antecedents of improvisation and 

provides statistical testing of ideas that have been limited mostly to theoretical exercises. 

 

 

1.2 Recessions and their consequences to firms 

Recessions are recurring events—part of business cycles comprising periods of economic 

growth followed by periods of economic contraction (Latham and Braun, 2011). They are 

technically defined by the International Monetary Fund as a decrease in real (inflation-

adjusted) gross domestic product (GDP) for two consecutive quarters (Claessens and Kose, 

2009). Several economic theories try to explain business cycles (Mian and Sufi, 2010), 

including the causes and consequences of their recessionary stages (Parker, 2012; Zarnowitz, 

1985), but with a country-wide perspective. In this paper, we take a business perspective and 

focus on three important consequences of recessions for firms: change in demand patterns, 

increase in competition, and increase in uncertainty. These factors represent important facets 

of the organizational environment (Clark et al., 1994; Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001), 

particularly affected by recessions.7 

                                                           
7
 Scholars have proposed various factors important to analyze the organizational environment; Grewal and 

Tansuhaj (2001) also included technological uncertainty, which we do not think is necessarily altered in 

recessions; Worren et al. (2002) consider uncertainty from exogenous sources, competitors, and suppliers. 
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First, recessions reduce the demand for most firms’ products and services (Srinivasan 

et al., 2011). This is a result of decreased disposable income due to lower employment or of 

decreased consumption confidence due to job insecurity (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 2011; Hall, 

2005; Kaytaz and Gul, 2014; Lamey et al., 2012). Besides this general demand reduction, 

recessions alter demand patterns (Hampson and McGoldrick, 2013; Mansoor and Jalal, 

2011)—the variability in customer populations and preferences. A recession’s impact varies 

among consumers of different income levels. Middle and low income classes tend to suffer 

the most (Grusky et al., 2011; Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005). A recession’s impact also varies 

among product segments and industries. Consumers become more price conscious (Hampson 

and McGoldrick, 2013) and “downtrade” to cheaper items, brands, and stores (Ang et al., 

2000; Kaytaz and Gul, 2014) or even look for product substitutes in other segments and 

categories (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 2011; Srinivasan et al., 2011). Products considered 

discretionary, such as leisure, entertainment, cultural, beauty, and luxury items, suffer more 

(Ang et al., 2000; Mansoor and Jalal, 2011; Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005), while necessities, 

such as housing, health care, and food at home, are less affected (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 

2011; Kamakura and Du, 2012). The demand for durable goods is particularly reduced, as 

credit is more limited and expensive (Deleersnyder et al., 2004; Gertler et al., 2010) and the 

purchase of these goods can be postponed (Apaydın, 2011; Lamey et al., 2012; Mansoor and 

Jalal, 2011). 

Second, and related to the first point, recessions change the market competitive 

intensity—the degree of competition a firm faces (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001). Demand 

contraction creates pressure for firms to cut prices in order to keep sales level (Gulati et al., 

2010; Kaytaz and Gul, 2014; Kamakura and Du, 2012), which tends to increase rivalry among 

industry players (Porter, 1979). In addition, new demand patterns change the relationships, 

power, and trust among firms, their competitors, customers, and suppliers (Apaydın, 2011; 

Lamey et al., 2012), which also leads to higher rivalry. As a result, recessions sharply increase 

competition (Geroski and Gregg, 1997). 

Third, and related to the first and second points, recessions generate uncertainties 

(Latham and Braun, 2008; Parnell et al., 2012). Although changes in demand patterns and 

competitor moves tend to be in the directions mentioned in prior paragraphs, their levels and 

timing are more difficult to predict. As recessions vary greatly in amplitude, scope, and 
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duration (Bromiley et al., 2008; Zarnowitz, 1985), firms cannot foresee how drastic their 

effects will be. Moreover, firms tend to have very misleading expectations when the economy 

turns from expansion to recession (Gore, 2010; Navarro et al., 2010; Zarnowitz, 1985), which 

defies interpretations and imposes severe difficulties on sense making (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 

2001; Weick, 1988). 

Especially in severe recessions, when production levels are seriously affected (Grusky 

et al., 2011; Hall, 2005; Lamey et al., 2012), people lose their jobs, income, and purchasing 

power. Consumers tend to postpone their purchases (Srinivasan et al., 2011) until the end of 

the recession or they look for substitutes to products they no longer can afford. This scenario 

results in big shifts in demand that may make entire lines of business unprofitable. In 

addition, intensified competition provokes new competitor moves and aggravates the scenario 

of changes. Such a situation threatens firm survival (Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989; Parnell et 

al., 2012), and firms are forced to rethink their strategies (Bohman and Lindfors, 1998; 

Geroski and Gregg, 1997) and engage in significant changes to adapt plans and product 

offerings to the new environmental conditions (Ang et al., 2000; Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001). 

Moreover, as a result of uncertainties created by the recession, decision making becomes 

more complex (Mansoor and Jalal, 2011). In the next section, we analyze current models that 

help firms deal with changes, and we propose our own model. 

 

 

1.3 Theory development and hypotheses 

1.3.1 Current models of change 

As discussed in the prior section, a recession is an environmental change that creates 

uncertainty and requires firm change. While the investigation of recessions is limited within 

the management literature, research on change in general is more vast. Among the models that 

serve as frameworks to investigate environmental changes, some of the most relevant are 

dynamic capabilities (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003, 2009; Teece, 2007; Teece et al., 1997), 

strategic renewal (Agarwal and Helfat, 2009; Capron and Mitchell, 2009), the punctuated 
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equilibrium model (PEM) (Romanelli and Tushman, 1994), and how industries evolve 

(McGahan, 2004).  

Although these models explain firm behavior in situations that require change, which 

is the case of recessions, we believe they are not fully applicable to our study. These models 

emphasize revolutionary transformations, usually restricted to a single industry, that require 

lasting organizational change.8 Their main concern is explaining causes or trajectories of 

change, such as the development of capabilities to fit the new conditions of the environment. 

However, a recession is a temporary stage of a business cycle that affects various industries at 

once (Agarwal et al., 2009; Lathan and Braun, 2008), which creates two differences. First, 

only temporary9 changes until the economy recovers may be necessary, not lasting 

transformations. Development of new capabilities in a temporary context is not worthwhile. 

Second, various industries being hit at the same time aggravates the situation. The firm may 

not be able to collect accounts receivable from clients or negotiate accounts payable with 

suppliers, as they are all facing similar difficulties. Risk to survival requires immediate 

response and allows no time for capability building. In this sense, our model focuses on 

organizational characteristics and capabilities that firms already possess before the recession 

as drivers for superior performance, and it is less interested in the trajectories of change, such 

as capability development. 

In addition to these organized models that investigate environmental change, three 

concepts have been suggested as important in situations of uncertainty, instability, turbulence, 

and fast change: improvisation (Bergh and Lim, 2008; Crossan et al., 2005; Miner et al., 

2001), flexibility (Del Sol and Ghemawat, 1998; Ebben and Johnson, 2005; Nadkarni and 

Narayanan, 2007; Volberda, 1996, 1997), and entrepreneurship (Haynie et al., 2010; Hill and 

Mudambi, 2010; Ireland et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2000), but always separately. 

Nevertheless, little research has been conducted particularly on recessions, neither on 

their effects on firm performance nor on how firms should deal with these events (Gulati et al, 

2010; Navarro et al., 2010; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989). The few studies that investigated 

                                                           
8
 McGahan (2004) also discusses industries that are on progressive changes, rather than on more radical 

transformations, but as one specific category. 

9
 Some changes may also persist for the long term, but this is less common. 
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resources valuable in recessionary occasions focused on market orientation and strategic 

flexibility (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001), proactive marketing response (Srinivasan et al., 

2005), or the availability of financial resources (Latham and Braun, 2008). In our view, the 

literature on recessions has not yet identified a single set of firm characteristics and 

capabilities that are relevant in these environments, and it would benefit from a more 

encompassing and unifying approach, which we propose next. 

 

1.3.2 Our proposed model for recessions 

In a conceptual paper, Latham and Braun (2011) proposed a framework to understand the 

underlying firm-level dynamics in recessions. The authors claimed that performance during a 

recession should depend on a firm’s initial conditions—before the recession—and on the 

strategies this firm follows during the recession. We extend their work to determine which 

initial conditions or resources grant superior performance in recessions. For this purpose, we 

create an integrative model linking RBV to literatures on entrepreneurship, improvisation, and 

flexibility to indicate the characteristics and capabilities that enable a firm to have superior 

performance in recessions. 

At this point, two clarifications are important. First, we use a broad definition of 

resources—as encompassing all assets, capabilities, firm characteristics, organizational 

processes, information, knowledge, etc.—controlled by a firm that enable it to conceive of 

and implement its strategies (Barney, 1991; Del Sol and Ghemawat, 1998).Second, by 

superior performance, we mean either of two situations. In the first case, the firm may be less 

affected than competitors by the negative impacts from the recessionary environment, even 

though its absolute performance may decline compared to the moment prior to the recession. 

In the second case, which is less common, the firm may benefit from the recession more than 

competitors and even improve its performance.  

Entrepreneurial activities are usually associated with disruptions in the economy that 

enable firms to generate value by bringing together a unique package of resources to exploit 

an opportunity (Morris and Lewis, 1995; Hill and Mudambi, 2010; Phillips and Tracey, 

2007). Likewise, an economic recession is a crisis situation that changes the normal course of 
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business operations. Scholars have suggested that improvisation and flexibility are relevant in 

turbulent, fast-changing environments. We link improvisation and flexibility to 

entrepreneurship based on a sequence of entrepreneurial activities proposed by Zahra et al. 

(2006). They argued that entrepreneurship involves a sequence of: (a) perception of 

opportunities to productively change existing routines or resource configurations; (b) 

willingness to undertake such change; and (c) ability to implement these changes. Their 

analysis is in line with the well-accepted view of entrepreneurship as the recognition and 

exploitation of opportunities (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Gupta et al., 2004) for 

competitive advantage (Ma et al., 2011; Phan et al., 2009). This view is applicable to new 

ventures and corporate entrepreneurship (Ireland et al., 2003; Phillips and Tracey, 2007), from 

small (Wiklund and Shepherd, 2003) to large firms (Wang, 2008), and also in the context of 

emerging economies (Dib et al., 2010; Scott et al., 2010; Yiu et al., 2007). 

We create a parallel model that explains successful performance in recessions based 

on a similar sequence of activities. In our model, shown in Figure 1.1: (a) the perception of 

opportunities is represented by a firm’s propensity to recognize a recession as an opportunity 

rather than as a threat to its operations; (b) the willingness to act is represented by a firm’s 

entrepreneurial orientation, which encourages employees to be proactive, innovate, and take 

risks; and (c) the ability to implement changes is represented by a combination of both 

improvisation capability and flexibility. In short, we propose that firms that pre-recession 

have a propensity to recognize opportunities, entrepreneurial orientation, improvisation 

capability, and flexibility have superior performance in recessions. These characteristics, 

capabilities and their relationships are shown in Figure 1.2 and described in the following 

sections. 

 

1.3.3 Opportunity recognition in recessions 

Background and definition. Given the scenario of decreased demand, intensified competition, 

and higher uncertainty created by recessions, these moments naturally bring a sense of 

pessimism that usually leads firms to cut costs and investments and reduce their operations. 

Nevertheless, history has shown that Procter and Gamble, Chevrolet, and Camel flourished 
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during the 1929-1933 Great Depression because of heavy advertisement (Gulati et al., 2010; 

Srinivasan et al., 2005). 

 

 

 

 

Different firms follow different strategies during recessions, in part because they differ 

in the extent to which they view a recession as a threat or as an opportunity (Latham and 

Braun, 2011), or at least they are ambivalently able to see both a negative and a positive side 

from the same situation (Plambeck and Weber, 2010). These different views depend mostly 

on how executives fit the information they receive into some kind of cognitive structure to 

interpret the environment (Daft and Weick, 1984; Plambeck and Weber, 2010). For instance, 

executives can be promotion focused, motivated by achievement, or prevention focused, 

concerned with safety and avoidance of risks and losses (Gulati et al., 2010). 

Figure 1.1: Sequential steps for superior performance in recessions
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Opportunities are situations in which new goods, services, raw materials, markets, and 

organizing methods can be introduced (Phillips and Tracey, 2007; Shane and Venkataraman, 

2000). Recognizing opportunities is not restricted to a discovery, as if opportunities were “out 

there” waiting for an insight, but a process of intentional creation that also includes evaluation 

and elaboration (Lumpkin and Lichtenstein, 2005). Similar to Srinivasan et al. (2005), we 

define opportunity recognition in a recession as a firm’s propensity to recognize opportunities 

related to the recession. These opportunities may arise either directly from changes in demand 

(Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001) or indirectly, from the difficulties of rivals (Geroski and Gregg, 

1997; Parnell et al., 2012).  

Figure 1.2: Framework of hypotheses
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This propensity to recognize opportunities from changes in the environment depends 

on employees having the appropriate cognitive mindset (Haynie et al., 2010; Ireland et al., 

2009; McGrath and MacMillan, 2000), as opportunities are not obvious to everyone (Shane 

and Venkataraman, 2000), particularly in a context of uncertainty (McGrath, 1999). Such 

complex environments are fertile for new knowledge (Wang, 2008), but only some firms are 

able to identify when and where this new knowledge can be applied to make new goods and 

services feasible (Ireland et al., 2003). Moreover, in order to recognize opportunities, it is 

necessary to identify alternative knowledge from various sources, evaluate it, and make it 

understandable to the firm (Phillips and Tracey, 2007; Zhou and Wu, 2010).  

 

Hypothesis. An indirect, positive link between opportunity recognition and 

performance10 has been investigated by Srinivasan et al. (2005). In line with these authors, we 

argue that firms that see opportunities in recessions are able to invest (Srinivasan et al., 2005) 

and benefit from the returns on these investments, improving their performance. Firms can 

invest in modern equipment to reduce production costs (Navarro et al., 2010) and develop 

new products that capitalize on consumer preference changes (Ang et al., 2000; Grewal and 

Tansuhaj, 2001). These new projects can help firms differentiate themselves to overtake 

competitors, gain market share (Nunes et al., 2011), and prepare for long-term success (Dye et 

al., 2009; Franke and John, 2011). 

Moreover, investments made during recessions have the potential for high return. As 

most other firms are not investing and are even reducing their operations (Geroski and Gregg, 

1997; Zarnowitz, 1985), firms can take advantage of increased availability of undervalued, 

qualified resources in the market (Gulati et al., 2010). These may include qualified labor at 

lower wages and lower costs of raw materials and advertising rates, as well as fixed assets or 

entire businesses for sale (Bromiley et al., 2008; Campello et al., 2010; Latham and Braun, 

2011; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989). Finally, the drop in sales and production resulting from 

recessions reduces the opportunity cost of redirecting resources, which facilitates change 

                                                           
10

 Srinivasan et al. (2005) include opportunity recognition as part of the larger construct called proactive 

marketing response. 
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(Geroski and Gregg, 1997). In this scenario, firms are more likely to look for new business 

alternatives (Koellinger and Thurik, 2012). Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: Opportunity recognition in recessions has a positive effect on the 

change in performance during recessions. 

 

1.3.4 Entrepreneurial orientation 

Background and definition. Entrepreneurial activities have been given a variety of labels in 

past research (Covin and Wales, 2012), such as entrepreneurial orientation (Covin and Slevin, 

1989; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996), mindset (Haynie et al., 2010; McGrath and MacMillan, 

2000), culture (Ireland et al., 2003; Srinivasan et al., 2005), and strategic or corporate 

entrepreneurship (Hitt et al., 2001; Phan et al., 2009). We consider entrepreneurial orientation 

(EO) the most appropriate construct in our context for two reasons. First, it has been used 

widely across multiple fields (Hansen et al., 2011), including strategic management 

(Anderson et al., 2009),and in investigations of various firms, young and old, small and large, 

public and private (Covin and Wales, 2012). Second, it refers to a characteristic—rather than 

a strategy—of the firm. 

While scholars have posited a variety of definitions for EO, we adopt its original 

definition as the extent to which firms are innovative, proactive, and risk taking in their 

behavior and management philosophies (Anderson et al., 2009; Miller, 1983). A firm with 

high EO is expected to take risks in being proactive to enter new markets and innovative in 

products and processes. Following recent empirical work (Engelen, 2010; Scott et al., 2010; 

Wiklund et al., 2009), we consider three dimensions for the EO construct: innovativeness, 

proactiveness, and risk-taking propensity.11 

Innovativeness reflects a firm’s tendency to favor change and explore and engage in 

new ideas and creative processes that may result in new products and processes (Anderson et 

al., 2009; Cho and Pucik, 2005; Covin and Slevin, 1989; Lee et al., 2001; Lumpkin and Dess, 

                                                           
11

 Autonomy and aggressiveness, additional dimensions proposed by Lumpkin and Dess (1996), were not used in 

recent work according to Wiklund et al. (2009) and would add unnecessary complexity to our analysis. 
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1996), including an ability to learn from experimentation and trial-and-error initiatives. 

Proactiveness relates to a firm’s proclivity to approach opportunities through active market 

research that allows first-mover actions to preempt competitors by introducing new products, 

entering new markets, or aggressively changing competitive tactics (Anderson et al., 2009; 

Lee et al., 2001; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983). Risk-taking propensity is a firm’s 

willingness to incur large resource commitments to uncertain and novel businesses (Lumpkin 

and Dess, 1996; Miller, 1983), which have high return potential but also a reasonable chance 

of costly failure (Engelen, 2010; Lee et al., 2001). 

 

Hypotheses. A positive link between EO and performance has been studied 

extensively and supported empirically (Anderson et al., 2009; Wang, 2008), but there is also a 

growing sentiment among researchers that such a link is contingent on a good fit between a 

firm’s characteristics, strategies, and environmental conditions (Hansen et al., 2011; Lee et 

al., 2011; Wiklund et al., 2009). We believe that particular characteristics of recessionary 

moments, such as uncertainty and intensified competition, create a good fit between EO and 

recessions. First, entrepreneurial firms perform well in uncertain environments partly because 

they seek competitive advantage by taking risks and adapting their efforts to the prevailing 

conditions in such environments (Covin and Slevin, 1989; Haynie et al., 2010; Srinivasan et 

al., 2005). Even more so, these firms rely on a mindset that captures benefits from uncertainty 

(Hitt et al., 2001; Ireland et al., 2003; McGrath and MacMillan, 2000). 

Second, in moments of intense competition and resource scarcity, firms are more 

likely to dedicate resources to trial-and-error experimentation (Daft and Weick, 1984), an 

important characteristic of the innovativeness dimension of EO. In fact, Zhou and Wu (2010) 

claimed that innovation is critical for firms to adapt to these turbulent environments. Hence, 

we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: Entrepreneurial orientation has a positive effect on the change in 

performance during recessions. 
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Returning to our model in Figure 1.2, we claim that in addition to having a direct 

effect on the change in performance during recessions, EO also has two indirect effects. The 

first is EO’s influence on opportunity recognition. Entrepreneurship begins with the intuition 

of a business opportunity as external events unfold in the environment (Ireland et al., 2009). 

Entrepreneurially oriented firms have the intuition skills (Casson and Godley, 2007) required 

to recognize opportunities in uncertain environments (Daft and Weick, 1984), such as 

recessions. These firms are well attuned to identify environmental cues (Ireland et al., 2009; 

Wiklund and Shepherd, 2003) ahead of competitors (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Yiu et 

al., 2007). Furthermore, their entrepreneurial cognition enables sense making for quick 

interpretation of environmental changes and detection of emerging trends (Haynie et al., 

2010; Shane and Venkataraman, 2000; Wright et al., 2000). In line with these arguments, 

empirical investigation by Worren et al. (2002) found that some firms had “proactive 

cultures” that led managers to interpret external events as implying new opportunities. 

Proactiveness is one of EO’s dimensions. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: Entrepreneurial orientation has a positive effect on opportunity 

recognition in recessions.  

 

Returning to our model in Figure 1.2, we claim that EO’s second indirect effect on the 

change in performance is that it also moderates the relationship between opportunity 

recognition and performance. Zahra et al. (2006) argued that entrepreneurship involves a 

perception of opportunities to productively change existing routines or resource 

configurations and a willingness to undertake such change. Recognizing an opportunity does 

not improve performance if the firm is not willing to make the necessary changes to exploit it. 

In other words, if the firm does not take action to invest in an opportunity (Haynie et al., 

2010) and make it happen (Gupta et al., 2004; Wiklund et al., 2009), there will be no profit 

from that opportunity and no improvement in performance. 

Firms vary in their ability to respond to a perceived opportunity (Srinivasan et al., 

2005) and undertake change (McGahan and Mitchell, 2003). We argue that a firm’s ability to 

respond depends on its willingness to act and exploit opportunities, which is part of a firm’s 

EO, in all of its three dimensions. The proactiveness dimension is essential because if the firm 
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is not proactive, by definition it will not take the necessary action to exploit the opportunity. 

A proactive firm anticipates and acts on future needs (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Wang, 2008) 

and EO is rooted in this ability to move ahead quickly with the relevant information available 

on the perceived opportunity (Green et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2000).  

The innovativeness dimension is important because if the firm does not favor creative 

change, an integral part of innovativeness, it will not take the necessary steps to exploit the 

opportunity (Ireland et al., 2003). Entrepreneurially oriented firms innovate by creatively 

engaging with the opportunities presented by the evolving and changing environment (Gupta 

et al., 2004; Haynie et al., 2010).  

Finally, the risk-taking dimension is fundamental because if the firm does not have 

risk-taking propensity, it will not invest in opportunities, whose outcomes are always 

associated with uncertainty and risky returns. In economic downturns, executives tend to 

become risk averse as a consequence of uncertainty and restricted cash flow (Muurlink et al., 

2012; Zona, 2012), but in an entrepreneurially oriented cognition, risk concerns are overruled 

by the foreseen benefits of opportunities (Wright et al., 2000). 

Hypothesis 4: Entrepreneurial orientation moderates the relationship between 

opportunity recognition and performance such that increased entrepreneurial 

orientation strengthens the positive effect of opportunity recognition in recessions on 

the change in performance during recessions.  

 

1.3.5 Improvisation capability 

Background and definition. Improvisation, initially considered a way to fix problems resulting 

from poor planning, gained a positive perspective and emerged as a learning theory in 

organization studies in the 1990s (Leybourne, 2007). It is characterized by action guided by 

intuition in a spontaneous way (Crossan et al., 2005), for a fusion of the design and execution 

in a novel production (Miner et al., 2001). Within strategic management, Bergh and Lim 

(2008) recommend improvisation as an appropriate concept for investigations in contexts of 
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novelties, real-time learning, and tacit knowledge.12 Considering that recessions are new 

situations of change and uncertainty in which prior learning is not expected to be very useful 

(Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001), improvisation is an appropriate approach to our analysis.  

While early definitions of improvisation were very theoretical, more recently some 

authors shifted improvisation to a more practical, strategy-driven perspective concerned with 

performance. That is the case of Eisenhardt (1997), who mentioned organizing in a way that 

actors both adaptively innovate and efficiently execute, Weick (2001), who called it a just-in-

time strategy, and Mendonça and Fiedrich (2006), who mentioned creativity under tight time 

constraints in order to meet performance objectives. 

We follow these recent lines and treat improvisation as a capability based on the two 

dimensions proposed by Crossan et al. (2005): spontaneity and creativity. We define 

improvisation capability (IC) as an ability to generate a successful, fast response to an 

unexpected event: (a) without prior planning (Miner et al., 2001; Vera and Crossan, 2005)—

spontaneity; and (b) through creative adaptation of the resources at hand (Eisenhardt, 1997; 

Vera and Crossan, 2005)—creativity. Originally, these resources might have been intended 

for one purpose and then reconfigured or recombined for a new one. 

 

Hypotheses. As described earlier, recessions alter demand patterns, intensify 

competition, and create uncertainty (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001). In particular, production 

and employment levels are seriously affected in a severe recession (Grusky et al., 2011; Hall, 

2005; Lamey et al., 2012). After losing their jobs, income, and purchasing power, or just 

feeling unsecure, people avoid or postpone their purchases (Srinivasan et al., 2011) until the 

end of the recession. Or they look for substitutes to products they no longer can afford. In 

addition, intensified competition provokes new competitor moves that aggravate the scenario 

of changes. This scenario represents a risk to the survival of firms (Geroski and Gregg, 1997) 

and demands immediate responses. With no sufficient time to plan, these firms have to rely 

on the spontaneity of improvisation for these fast responses. Moreover, a changing 

                                                           
12

 The authors oppose improvisation to absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1989), the latter a function of 

prior, related knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990; van den Bosch et al., 1999), develops cumulatively, and is 

path dependent (Lane and Lubatkin, 1998); thus, it is less applicable to recessions. 
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environment creates uncertainty and becomes less analyzable (Daft and Weick, 1984), which 

creates further planning difficulties and a stronger need for spontaneity. 

In drastic cases, firms’ responses to the risk of survival may include closing 

production sites or offices (Bohman and Lindfors, 1998; Geroski and Gregg, 1997), altering 

the value of their assets (Li and Tallman, 2011). Firms may need to reconfigure these assets 

for new uses related to new consumer preferences, for which the creativity dimension of 

improvisation capability is helpful. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 5: Improvisation capability has a positive effect on the change in 

performance during recessions. 

 

Returning to our model in Figure 1.2, we claim that in addition to having a direct 

effect on performance, IC also moderates the relationship between entrepreneurial orientation 

and performance. Zahra et al. (2006) argued that entrepreneurship involves a willingness to 

undertake changes, complemented by an ability to implement them. In line with this idea, 

several other scholars (Hansen et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; 

Wiklund et al., 2009) propose a stronger association between EO and performance depending 

on environmental conditions and firms’ characteristics. Ireland et al. (2003) note that a firm 

unable to develop capabilities to successfully exploit recognized opportunities does not create 

value. We argue that, in recessionary environments, IC is one of the necessary capabilities—

fundamental for the implementation of changes in existing routines or resource 

configurations—that strengthen the positive association between EO and performance.  

In stable environments, the entrepreneur can make plans before investing or taking 

action. These plans should increase the probability of better returns and performance. 

However, in fast-changing environments such as recessions, responses need to be fast. There 

is not time for complete information gathering and careful planning before taking action. In 

these cases, the entrepreneur may have to rely on intuition as well as judgment to interpret the 

environment; he/she may have to make decisions with imperfect information (Casson and 

Godley, 2007; Daft and Weick, 1984; Elbanna et al., 2012). Success in entrepreneurial 

situations is often associated with speed (Wright et al., 2000) rather than overanalysis (Ireland 
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et al., 2003). In this sense, IC’s spontaneity dimension, which is associated with intuition 

skills for fast responses (Crossan et al., 2005; Miner et al., 2001), is fundamental to guarantee 

a good outcome from these unplanned activities (Ireland et al., 2009) and improve 

performance. Indeed, Bingham (2009) finds that improvisation increases the probability that 

entrepreneurial firms will respond quickly to unforeseen needs.  

Creativity, the second dimension of IC, is also important for entrepreneurial activities 

in recessionary environments. Entrepreneurship has an inherently exploratory nature based on 

entry into novel and often poorly understood business domains (Green et al., 2008) following 

changes in the environment. Knowledge and resources available from the prior situation may 

not be ideal and are not readily transferable to the new context (Haynie et al., 2010). In 

particular, survival pressures during a recession do not allow sufficient time for the firm to 

acquire or develop the appropriate knowledge and resources it needs. Firms need to respond 

to these changes and adapt to the new situation by recycling or recombining the available 

knowledge and resources for new uses (Gupta et al., 2004; Ireland et al., 2003; Keil et al., 

2009). In this sense, IC’s creativity dimension, which is associated with an ability to adapt the 

resources at hand to the new situation, is fundamental to guarantee a favorable outcome and 

improve performance. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 6: Improvisation capability moderates the relationship between 

entrepreneurial orientation and performance such that increased improvisation 

capability strengthens the positive effect of entrepreneurial orientation on the change 

in performance during recessions.  

 

1.3.6 Flexibility 

Background and definition. The literature in strategy and organizations establishes a trade-off 

between two opposite alternatives: specialization and flexibility.13 In situations of instability, 

scholars recommend flexibility, defined as a firm’s ability to rapidly change its policies and 

                                                           
13

 Specialization requires persistence and long-term commitment. It produces economies of scale and creates 

efficiency, but is indicated only in situations of stability, in which chances of benefiting from long-term 

investments are high (Del Sol and Ghemawat, 1998; Ebben and Johnson, 2005; Volberda, 1996). 
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procedures to adapt to changes in the environment that bring uncertainty and have a 

significant impact on performance (Aaker and Mascarenhas, 1984; Rowe and Wright, 1997). 

Volberda (1997) established three dimensions of flexibility—operational, strategic, and 

structural—in which he is followed by Verdú-Jover, Lloréns-Montes, and García-Morales 

(2006).14 The operational dimension of flexibility is defined as a firm’s ability to change 

production volume and product mix through the firm’s existing routines as a response to small 

changes in the environment that are within expectations (Ebben and Johnson, 2005; 

Fiegenbaum and Karnani, 1991; Filley and Aldag, 1980; Volberda 1997). The strategic 

dimension of flexibility is defined as a firm’s ability to relocate or reconfigure its 

organizational resources (Nadkarni and Narayanan, 2007; Sanchez, 1995; Zhou and Wu, 

2010). It relates to more substantial changes in the environment. The structural dimension of 

flexibility is defined as a firm’s ability to adapt its decision and communication processes, 

both internally and externally (Volberda, 1997). We expect it to be related to even more 

substantial changes in the environment.   

  

Hypotheses. A direct link between flexibility and performance has been studied 

extensively and supported empirically. We believe that recessions are typical situations in 

which this link should hold. Scholars recommend flexible strategies in situations of 

uncertainty and intense competition that require fast changes (Ansoff, 1978; Del Sol and 

Ghemawat, 1998; Nadkarni and Narayanan, 2007; Volberda, 1997; Worren et al., 2002). As 

we described earlier, recessions are good examples of situations characterized by changes in 

demand patterns, intensified competition, and uncertainty that require fast changes from 

firms. Accordingly, several authors (Gulati et al., 2010; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989) have 

already suggested flexibility in recessions and even confirmed (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001) 

its positive effect on performance. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 7: Flexibility has a positive effect on the change in performance during 

recessions. 

 

                                                           
14

 The authors also consider the financial flexibility dimension, which is similar to financial slack. 
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Returning to our model in Figure 1.2, we claim that in addition to having a direct 

effect on performance, flexibility also moderates the relationship between IC and performance 

in recessions. IC does not directly improve performance if the firm is not able to provide the 

necessary resources for the improvised actions. Organizational improvisation is a collective 

endeavor (Eisenhardt, 1997) that requires assets and knowledge from various departments. If 

the firm does not have flexibility to relocate these necessary resources from their original 

areas and to reconfigure them to new purposes, the improvised idea will not come true and 

performance will not be improved. Strategic flexibility allows the firm to quickly allocate and 

reconfigure resources (Wang, 2008) to experiment with new products and technologies 

(McGrath, 1999; Wiklund et al., 2009; Zhou and Wu, 2010). 

In addition, improvisation is an ongoing, social accomplishment (Barrett, 1998; 

McDaniel, 2007) in which knowledge is created when new ideas from one person are built on 

prior ideas from colleagues. In a firm that accepts diverse viewpoints, employees are not 

afraid of offering new ideas. This leads to better improvisation and, hence, improved 

performance. Structural flexibility enables such an environment, where employees combine 

free interaction and communication throughout the organization with some definitions of 

priorities and responsibilities for projects (Brown and Eisenhardt, 1997; Worren et al., 2002). 

Indeed, a link between flexibility and improvisation has been already suggested by Grewal 

and Tansuhaj (2001) and Moorman and Miner (1998) in situations of high competitive 

intensity, typical of recessions. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 8: Flexibility positively moderates the relationship between improvisation 

capability and performance such that increased flexibility strengthens the positive 

effect of improvisation capability on the change in performance during recessions. 

 

A firm might show flexibility simply as a state of openness to consider various 

alternative actions, but might not be able to follow those routes of action if it does not possess 

the required resources to make investments. In recessions, as sales drop, profits decline, and 

bank credit becomes limited, pressure for short-term goals increases. In this turbulent context, 

executives become risk averse, particularly if the firm has high debt, and tend to avoid 

investments in new projects (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996). Only when financial slack resources 
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are available as a buffer (Bourgeois, 1981; Srinivasan et al., 2005) can executives take risks, 

experiment with new strategies (McGrath, 1999; Wiklund et al., 2009), and make new 

investments during a downturn (Ireland et al., 2003; Zona, 2012).15 Hence, we offer the 

following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 9: Financial slack positively moderates the relationship between 

flexibility and performance such that increased financial slack strengthens the positive effect 

of flexibility on the change in performance during recessions. 

 

 

1.4. Method 

1.4.1 Research setting, sample, and data collection 

Hypothesis 1 to Hypothesis 9 were tested using data from Brazilian firms on the 2008-2009 

global recession. The crisis started as a mortgage meltdown in the United States (Davis, 2010) 

and quickly spread to most developed and developing countries (Chau et al., 2012; Gore, 

2010; Tanning et al., 2013). It was called the most severe recession since the 1929 financial 

crash (Crotty, 2009; Gore, 2010; Grusky et al., 2011; Sinai, 2010; Wray, 2009).  

Brazil can be considered a good setting for our investigation for two reasons. First, 

emerging countries have more dynamic environments (Hoskisson et al., 2013) in which 

business cycles are more difficult to predict (Xu and Meyer, 2013) compared to developed 

countries. Second, the country was sharply affected by the crisis between the fourth quarter of 

2008 and the first quarter of 2009 (De Negri et al., 2009b; Galveas, 2009), accumulating over 

4% GDP contraction (Pochman, 2009); but, most firms were able to recover relatively quickly 

by the second quarter of 2009. Thus, by the time of this analysis, several firms were already in 

better situations than in the pre-crisis period. Moreover, some firms benefited from the crisis, 

which allows for good comparisons.  

                                                           
15

 Despite this obvious advantage, too much slack may also present disadvantages, as it may hide inefficiencies 

and make firms postpone necessary changes (Latham and Braun, 2008). Nevertheless, a possible reverse U-

shaped effect of slack (Bourgeois, 1981; Zona, 2012) is beyond our scope. 
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Our sample is made up of publicly-traded firms as well as non-traded firms of various 

sizes and industries in the manufacturing and services sectors. Data were collected from a 

survey questionnaire sent to firms that: (a) were in the Economática database; or (b) were 

affiliated with students or alumni of a prestigious Brazilian Business School. The 

questionnaire was developed in Portuguese, the native language of the respondents, and 

included five-point, Likert-type questions (Hansen et al., 2011; Money et al., 2012; Sarkar et 

al., 2001) as well as multiple choice questions. It was changed slightly after discussions with 

three executives from firms representative of our sample and a pretest with executive master 

of management students, who typically had 10 to 15 years of experience. The survey was 

directed to finance or planning managers from 2011 to 2012. We guaranteed anonymity of 

respondents and explained that our research was exclusively for academic purposes. 

Questionnaire items are described later and shown in Appendix B.  

 

1.4.2 Measures and instrument 

Dependent variable. Our dependent variable is the change in performance during the 

recession (CHPERF). Objective measures of performance were publicly available for a small 

percentage of the firms we investigated—only those included in the Economática database. In 

addition, prior research has shown that respondents prefer to avoid objective measures to 

preserve confidentiality (Gruber et al., 2010). Therefore, we decided to use subjective 

measures. They have also been widely used (Venaik et al., 2005), tend to have high 

convergent validity with objective measures (Dess and Robinson, 1984; Tehrani and 

Noubary, 2005; Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1987; Worren et al., 2002), and facilitate 

comparisons across multiple industries (Gruber et al., 2010). Change in performance was 

measured with five indicators that together represent both the short-term and long-term 

perspectives: cash flow, market share, operating revenue, operating profit, and net profit. 

These are similar to the four indicators used by Srinivasan et al. (2005). However, we 

distinguished operating profit from net profit to capture the likely effects of higher interest 

expenses following increased interest rates and exchange rates. Respondents were asked to 

select from a five-point Likert-type scale how each of the five indicators was affected by the 

recession. 
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Independent variables. Our first independent variable, opportunity recognition in 

recession (OPP), was measured using three items selected from the questionnaire developed 

by Srinivasan et al. (2005). Our second independent variable, entrepreneurial orientation 

(EO), was measured with 10 items for its three dimensions. These items were selected from 

Anderson et al. (2009) and Srinivasan et al. (2005) and adapted to our context of crisis. Both 

these questionnaires were developed based on the well-recognized scale proposed by Covin 

and Slevin (1989), also used in the context of emerging countries by Engelen (2010) and Scott 

et al. (2010). Our third independent variable, improvisation capability (IC), was measured 

with seven items for its two dimensions. Five items were selected and adapted from Vera and 

Crossan (2005). Two other items were developed based on theoretical arguments by Crossan 

et al. (2005) and Brown and Eisenhardt (1997). Our fourth independent variable, flexibility 

(FLEX), was measured with 12 items for its three dimensions. Five items were selected from 

Zhou and Wu (2010), which address flexible allocation and coordination of resources in 

response to changing environments, based on theoretical work by Sanchez (1995). Two items 

were created to measure diversity and quickness of change, based on theoretical work by 

Nadkarni and Narayanan (2007). Three items were selected and adapted from Verdú-Jover et 

al. (2006), and other two items were created based on theoretical arguments. Our fifth 

independent variable, financial slack (FINSLACK), was measured with one item related to 

firm debt due during the crisis as a reverse proxy. 

 

Control variables. Our main control variables are firm size, age, exports, and industry. 

Size influences a firm’s flexibility (Verdu-Jover et al., 2006), reliance on intuition (Elbanna et 

al., 2012; Muurlink et al., 2012) for improvisation, and availability of resources for survival 

and new investment opportunities. Size was measured by annual sales through one item in our 

questionnaire.16 Firm age (Luo and Junkunc, 2008; Worren et al., 2002) influences a firm’s 

reliance on improvisation for decision making (Zahra et al., 2006), experience with prior 

recessions (Latham and Braun, 2011), and availability of resources. Our questionnaire 

included one item to distinguish firms older than five years. Exports are important in our 
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 We compared annual sales with number of employees and both measures were highly correlated. 
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setting, as Brazilian firms with low levels of exports were less affected by the crisis. Demand 

reduction was lower in Brazil than abroad (De Negri et al., 2009a, 2009b), since developed 

countries were the origin of the 2008-2009 global crisis (Chau et al., 2012). Our questionnaire 

included one item to measure the importance of exports to the firm’s business. Industry 

(Deleersnyder et al., 2004) influences firms’ characteristics, strategies, and performance 

(McGahan, 2004; Porter, 1979). Moreover, manufacturing industries in Brazil were more 

affected than services by the 2008-2009 recession (Pochman, 2009). Our questionnaire 

included one item to separate firms in manufacturing industries from services. 

 

 

1.5 Results 

Data were analyzed in SPSS version 17.0 for Windows. We eliminated repeated answers from 

the same firm, selecting those more complete or from the most senior respondent (Sarkar et 

al., 2001) and using them to check inter-respondent reliability (Elbanna et al., 2012). We also 

eliminated answers with too many missing values (Zhang et al., 2010). No systematic patterns 

of answers were found (Money et al., 2012). Our final sample comprises 91 usable 

questionnaires, which passes the minimum sample requirement criteria as proposed by Hair et 

al. (2011) for partial least squares (PLS),17 our analysis method. 

To address common method bias, we followed recommendations for both ex ante 

survey design and ex post analyses (Walter et al., 2013). In designing the survey, we used 

questions from various sources in different formats, some reverse coded, and we spatially 

separated the items that measure a same construct. Then, in our analysis, Harman’s single-

factor test (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986) confirmed that common method bias was limited in 

our model, as more than one factor with an eigenvalue of greater than 1.0 emerged in a factor 

analysis with all our constructs, and no factor accounted for the majority of the variance 

(Sarkar et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2010). More specifically, items loaded into 11 distinct 
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 The authors propose that PLS-SEM minimum sample size should be equal to the larger of the following: (1) 

10 times the largest number of formative indicators used to measure one construct or (2) 10 times the largest 

number of structural paths directed at a particular latent construct in the structural model. 
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factors, and the first factor accounted for 19% of the variance in the unrotated analysis. It is 

also important to note that the likelihood of obtaining significant interaction effects—such as 

moderations, as in four of our nine hypotheses—is reduced, not enhanced, by common 

method bias (Elbanna et al., 2012; Evans, 1985).  

We analyzed our data using structural equation modeling (SEM) based on PLS, using 

the SmartPLS 2.0 M3 software (Ringle et al., 2005). SEM is recommended for analysis of 

complex models with several latent variables measured by various perceptual items (Kock et 

al., 2009), as it allows estimation of measures and causal relationships all at once (Venaik et 

al., 2005). In particular, PLS is a type of SEM that is suitable when the model uses a 

combination of formative and reflective measures for latent variables (Carmeli et al., 2012; 

Gruber et al., 2010). Moreover, PLS is prediction oriented and, thus, indicated for early stages 

of theory development (Hair et al., 2012). Finally, PLS is appropriate for dealing with non-

normal data and small samples (Hair et al., 2012; Reeves et al., 2005), including samples from 

less than 100 respondents (Ringle et al., 2012).18 All these circumstances apply to our 

research.  

The use of PLS-SEM has become popular in various disciplines (Anderson and 

Swaminathan, 2011; Hair et al., 2012) and has been growing in strategy (Becker et al., 2012; 

Hulland, 1999), to which it is particularly suited (Robins, 2012). More specifically related to 

our topic, PLS has been used for research on entrepreneurship (Sarkar et al., 2001; Wiklund, 

et al., 2009) and performance (Lew and Sinkovics, 2013). Our PLS-SEM analysis is divided 

in two parts—measurement model and structural model—and follows the acceptance criteria 

and reporting suggestions as described by Ringle et al. (2012) and Hulland (1999). 

 

1.5.1 Measurement model 

Reflective constructs. Most constructs in our model were measured by reflective indicators. 

For these, most indicator loadings (24 out of 29) pass the 0.7 threshold that confirms good 

indicator reliability (Tsang, 2002). The only five exceptions are still well above the 0.4 limit 
                                                           
18

 PLS studies with smaller samples were published by Bruhn et al. (2008), Coltman et al. (2008), Crossland and 

Hambrick (2011), Kock et al. (2009), and Tsang (2002). 
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considered acceptable for early stages of theory development (Hair et al., 2011; Hulland, 

1999). Indicators with loadings below 0.4 were excluded from the model. All constructs have 

composite reliability above the 0.7 threshold, which confirms good internal consistency 

reliability (Elbanna, 2012). All these constructs have average variance extracted (AVE) above 

the threshold of 0.5,19 which confirms good convergent validity (Crossland and Hambrick, 

2011). Moreover, all constructs have the square roots of their AVEs superior than the 

respective correlations between them and all other constructs (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; 

Ruiz et al., 2008),20 which confirms good discriminant validity (Zhang et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, all intercorrelations between the constructs, 69% maximum, are sufficiently 

different from 1 (Bruhn et al., 2008; Navarro et al., 2011). Details of our reflective constructs 

are shown in Appendices A and B. 

 

Formative constructs. Second-order constructs entrepreneurial orientation, 

improvisation capability, and flexibility were measured by formative indicators representing 

their respective dimensions. For these, the minimum indicator weight is 0.23 and its T-value 

at 2.52 is statistically significant at the 0.05 level, showing that all indicators sufficiently 

contribute to the formation of their respective constructs. Moreover, the maximum variance 

inflation factor (VIF) is 2.17, well below the threshold of 10, indicating that multicollinearity 

between the constructs is not a problem (Diamantopoulos et al., 2008; Gruber et al., 2010), 

which confirms good discriminant validity. Finally, the use of multiple measures based on 

prior theory also confirms content validity among the constructs (Hulland, 1999). Details of 

our formative constructs are shown in Appendices A and C. 
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 This is an indication that the variance explained by the measurement items is greater than the variance due to 

errors. 

20
 This is an indication that the measurement items are more related to their respective constructs than to other 

constructs. 
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1.5.2 Structural model - results 

The ability of a PLS-SEM model to explain and predict endogenous latent variables is 

characterized by the coefficient of determination R2 as well as the sign and value of path 

coefficients (Ringle et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2010). Measures of goodness-of-fit are not 

applicable to PLS (Hair et al., 2011). Such measures represent an ability to reproduce an 

observed covariance matrix, the approach used in covariance-based SEM models, but not in 

PLS-SEM models (Hulland, 1999). 

Our results are shown in Table 1.1. Model 1 considers the direct effect of our five 

control variables and was our starting point. The R2 calculation indicates that these variables 

together explain 20% of the variance in performance. Model 2 adds to Model 1 the direct 

effects of our four independent variables. It shows that opportunity recognition has a positive 

and statistically significant path coefficient (+3.43), confirming its positive effect on 

performance, which supports Hypothesis 1. Differently, entrepreneurial orientation’s path 

coefficient is statistically insignificant (1.15), so Hypothesis 2 is not supported. Improvisation 

capability has a positive and statistically significant path coefficient (+2.28), confirming its 

positive effect on performance, which supports Hypothesis 5. Flexibility’s path coefficient is 

statistically insignificant (0.43), so Hypothesis 7 is not supported.  

Model 3 adds to Model 2 our several theorized indirect effects to performance. The R2 

calculation at 48% indicates that our final model is a good predictor of performance in 

recessions, in line with management studies (Hair et al., 2011), as several papers (Elbanna et 

al., 2012; Wiklund et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010) have been published or reported (Hulland, 

1999) with some R2 coefficients below 15%. Moreover, the 28 percentage points increase in 

R2 compared to Model 1 indicates that the addition of our four independent variables 

sufficiently contributes to explaining the variance in the change in performance. 

Model 3 shows that entrepreneurial orientation has a positive and statistically 

significant path coefficient (+3.55) to opportunity recognition. This confirms that increased 

EO increases opportunity recognition—and performance indirectly—and provides support for 

Hypothesis 3. Model 3 also indicates that the moderating effect of EO on the relationship 

between opportunity recognition in recessions and the change in performance has a positive 
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and statistically significant path coefficient (+1.99). This result confirms that increased EO 

strengthens the positive effect of opportunity recognition on performance and supports 

Hypothesis 4. In addition, Model 3 indicates that the moderating effect of slack on the 

relationship between flexibility and the change in performance has a positive and statistically 

significant path coefficient (+1.97). This result confirms that higher financial slack 

strengthens the positive effect of flexibility on the change in performance and supports 

Hypothesis 9. Finally, as the other moderating effects have statistically insignificant path 

coefficients (1.06 and 0.14), Hypothesis 6 and Hypothesis 8 are not supported.  

 

 

1.6 Discussion 

1.6.1 Discussion of results 

Recessions are recurring events that have severe impacts on countries and firms. While 

macroeconomic theory has thoroughly studied the causes and consequences of recessions for 

countries, strategic management has made little progress in understanding the effects of 

recessions on firm performance. The RBV theory posits that the value of resources and 

capabilities depends on their surrounding environments. We link the RBV to literatures on 

entrepreneurship, improvisation, and flexibility to create an integrative model that indicates 

characteristics and capabilities that enable a firm to adapt to and be successful in recessionary 

environments.  

Based on a PLS-SEM model, we confirm our hypotheses that firms that pre-recession 

have a propensity to recognize opportunities, not just threats (Hypothesis 1), and 

improvisation capability to quickly and creatively exploit these opportunities (Hypothesis 5) 

have superior performance in recessions.  
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Table 1.1 Results of the PLS structural model analysis.

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

Control variables

IND 0.57 0.43 0.48

SIZE 0.36 0.26 0.76

AGE 1.98 0.93 0.88

EXP 0.03 0.52 1.15

FINSLACK 4.94 3.62 3.08

Independent variables

OPP H1 + 3.43 +++ 2.79 Yes

EO H2 - 1.15 1.13 No

IC H5 + 2.28 ++ 2.00 Yes

FLEX H7 - 0.43 0.02 No

Indirect effects

EO  ---> OPP *** H3 + 3.55 +++ Yes

EO x OPP H4 + 1.99 ++ Yes

IC x EO H6 - 1.06 No

FLEX x IC H8 - 0.14 No

FINSLACK x FLEX H9 + 1.97 ++ Yes

R2 for CHPERF 20% 34% 48%

R2 increase vs. Model 1 14% 28%

* Algorithm calculations based on path weighing scheme;

   sign refers to the first model where each variable or relation is shown.

** All calculations based on bootstrapping with 1000 samples (Navarro et al., 2011) or more

     and individual sign changes (Temme et al., 2010).

*** Direct effect of EO on opportunity recognition, considered indirect effect on performance.

+ T-values above 1.65 are significant at the 10% significance value.

+ + T-values above 1.96 are significant at the 5% significance value.

+ + + T-values above 2.58 are significant at the 1% significance value.

Related 

Hypothesis
Sign* Support

T-values**
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We did not find support for direct effects of entrepreneurial orientation (Hypothesis 2) 

or flexibility (Hypothesis 7) on performance. Nevertheless, both entrepreneurial orientation 

and flexibility have significant indirect effects on performance. Entrepreneurial orientation 

has a strong indirect effect on performance as an antecedent of opportunity recognition, 

indicating that firms with entrepreneurial orientation are more likely to recognize 

opportunities (Hypothesis 3). And, investments can be made to increase performance only 

when these opportunities are available. A second indirect effect is that entrepreneurial 

orientation moderates the positive effect of opportunity recognition on performance. We have 

shown that the more a firm is proactive and accepts changes and risks to be innovative, the 

more it will be willing to invest in the recognized opportunities, thus, improving performance 

(Hypothesis 4). 

Flexibility also has an indirect effect on performance, moderated by slack (Hypothesis 

9). Firms might show flexibility simply as a state of openness to consider various alternative 

courses of action. But, only when slack resources are available can firms take risks to invest 

in a downturn (Zona, 2012), experiment with new strategies to exploit opportunities (Ireland 

et al., 2003; McGrath, 1999; Wiklund et al., 2009), and realize their potential to improve 

performance. In fact, this idea supports the prevalence of improvisation, rather than 

flexibility, with a statistically significant effect on performance. The improvisation construct 

is intrinsically linked to action rather than to analysis. 

In any case, we should note that one possible explanation for the non significant direct 

effects of entrepreneurial orientation and flexibility on performance is that some focus or 

inertia may still be necessary, even in moments of turbulence (van Witteloostuijn et al., 2003). 

That is the case in recessions, especially considering their temporary character. In particular, 

the recession in Brazil, although deep, lasted only two quarters. Firms that are excessively 

flexible and engage in too many distinct entrepreneurial projects may change course too often 

and waste scarce resources before having time to enjoy profits from their investments. This 

discussion is in line with calls for a balance between change and preservation in flexibility 

studies (Volberda, 1996), between exploration and exploitation in entrepreneurship studies 

(Wang, 2008), and between avoiding and taking financial or competitive risks during 

recessions (Latham and Braun, 2011; Zona, 2012). 
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1.6.2 Applicability and boundary conditions 

It is important to mention that there are particular environmental scenarios in which our 

suggestions are more applicable, depending mostly on the depth and longevity of the changes 

in the environment. In a mild recession, operational flexibility may be sufficient to address the 

small environmental changes and limited uncertainty through adjustments in product mix. 

Moreover, as performance reduction is low and there is no immediate risk to survival, firms 

have time to plan their responses and, thus, there is no need to improvise. 

In a second scenario, that of a severe recession, little adjustments in product mix are 

not sufficient to address the larger-scale changes in demand (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001), so 

firms may need new products that cannot be regularly produced with current resources. But 

new resources will not be acquired in a scenario of decreased profits, reduced credit, and high 

uncertainty. Therefore, firms need to rely on reconfigurations or recombinations of resources, 

in line with improvisation and strategic flexibility. Firms may also need structural flexibility 

to change decision and communication processes and create new organizational structures. In 

addition, performance reduction is much more drastic, posing risk to firm survival and 

requiring immediate action. With no time for careful planning, firms must rely on improvised 

initiatives to react.  

Even in our base scenario of a severe recession, there are some boundary conditions to 

our suggested view of recognizing the recession as an opportunity and acting 

entrepreneurially with improvisation and flexibility for superior performance. First, the firm 

may operate in an industry or segment that was not affected by the recession or even benefited 

from the situation. In this case, the firm may just receive the profits from the lucky occurrence 

and no action is necessary. Second, even if the firm is affected, the optimism of viewing the 

recession as an opportunity and acting proactively is not always the best solution. Indeed, 

Gulati et al. (2010) suggest a combination of offensive and defensive moves to fight 

recessions and Srinivasan et al. (2005) recognize that for some firms with certain 

characteristics, the best strategy would be to cut back investments. Third, if the firm operates 

in an industry where changes are common, it may already have the characteristics and formal 
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systems that expedite decision making and allow fast changes in directions (Muurlink et al., 

2012) so that no improvisation is necessary. 

 

1.6.3 Limitations and suggestions for future research 

We see several limitations to our study. First, as is common in surveys, we relied on 

respondent perceptions, which can always differ from reality, although the use of multiple 

measures reduces the impact of errors (Kock et al., 2009). Moreover, we applied a 

longitudinal perspective and respondents might not remember exactly what happened a few 

years back, both regarding the effects of the recession and the firm’s conditions before it 

started. A second limitation refers to the small size of our sample, which is common in 

research on emerging countries (Dib et al., 2010; Hoskisson et al., 2000). Even though SEM 

studies such as Worren et al. (2002) and Coltman et al. (2008) have been published with 

smaller samples and PLS is an adequate technique for such cases (Ringle et al., 2012), our 

results should be considered more indicative rather than conclusive. A third limitation is 

related to our setting, which included only firms operating in Brazil. While Brazil provides an 

interesting context for our research, caution is recommended before generalizing these results 

to firms operating in countries with very different business environments.  

This third limitation leads us to an interesting area for further research. Scholars 

should investigate whether the specific environment of certain countries influences the 

development of the characteristics and capabilities important for performance in recessions. 

For instance, emerging countries have more dynamic environments (Hoskisson et al., 2013), 

which may expose firms to more turbulence and allow them to develop more improvisational 

capability and flexibility than firms from developed countries.   

A second promising area for future research is to investigate other factors that may 

impact firm performance during or after a recession. Based on Latham and Braun (2011), one 

factor of interest would be the strategies firms followed during the recession. In particular, 

firms may choose pro-cyclical strategies of merely cutting costs and reducing investments 

until the end of the crisis or they may opt for a counter-cyclical strategy of increasing 

investments to be better prepared for the post-crisis period (Navarro et al., 2010).  
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1.6.4 Contributions 

Our paper offers three main contributions to research on strategic organization. First, it 

advances the business cycle management literature, a research stream that should be high on 

the list of strategy scholars (Bromiley et al., 2008). In particular, by proposing and testing 

some pre-recession conditions that enable firms to have superior performance than 

competitors in these moments, we extend the conceptual framework suggested by Latham and 

Braun (2011). Our suggested characteristics and capabilities may be also valuable for other 

types of turbulent, fast-changing environments that resemble recessions. This represents an 

important implication of our paper for both theorists and practitioners. McGahan and Mitchell 

(2003) claim that firms can take action to adapt quickly to changes. Thus, if these firms 

consider such situations to be recurrent, they should invest in developing those characteristics 

and capabilities as preparation for the future. For instance, Nadkarni and Narayanan (2007) 

mention that firms in fast-paced industries respond to various environmental stimuli, focus on 

experimentation and innovation, and use an act first, think later approach. These three 

responses support opportunity recognition, entrepreneurial orientation, and improvisation, 

respectively.  

Second, the paper integrates in a singular framework the concepts of entrepreneurial 

orientation, flexibility, and improvisation, which have been only separately associated with 

contexts of change. In doing this, the paper enhances our understanding of the intricate 

relationship among these concepts. For instance, Anderson et al. (2009) claim that 

entrepreneurship has a complex relationship with various constructs that are sometimes seen 

as antecedents, correlates, or outcomes of entrepreneurship. Moreover, while Bingham (2009) 

indicates that improvisation enables flexibility, Brown and Eisenhardt (1997) suggest that 

flexibility21 increases improvisation. Although these constructs—particularly entrepreneurial 

orientation and flexibility—have been studied extensively, we are the first authors to develop 

an integrative model for an empirical investigation of all these constructs in conjunction. In 

addition, our findings suggesting balance between flexibility and entrepreneurship on the one 
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 The authors refer to semi-structures as a balance between order and disorder, a mix of limited structures in the 

form of clear responsibilities and priorities, with extensive communication and freedom. 
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hand and inertia on the other hand can be considered one more case of organizational 

ambidexterity (Li et al., 2013), a topic that has shown increasing scholarly attention in 

strategic organization (Kauppila, 2010). 

Third, the paper contributes to the growing theory of improvisation. It moves the 

discussion, mostly focused as a learning perspective and somewhat limited to organization 

studies, to a new perspective of improvisation as a strategy for performance. In this sense, our 

research approaches a call by Crossan and Berdrow (2003) for a stronger link between 

organizational learning and strategy. Moreover, our work advances our knowledge on the 

dimensions of improvisation capability and provides statistical testing of ideas that have been 

mostly limited to theoretical exercises. 

 

1.6.5 Conclusion 

Recessions are recurring events that cause severe impacts to most firms while others prosper, 

and strategic management has made little progress in understanding the reasons for this 

difference in performance. We build on the RBV and its relationships with literatures on 

entrepreneurship, improvisation, and flexibility to create an integrative model that identifies 

characteristics and capabilities that enable a firm to beat rivals in recessionary environments. 

Based on PLS-SEM calculations for Brazilian firms during the 2008-2009 global recession, 

we find firms that have superior performance are those that pre-recession have a propensity to 

recognize opportunities within the recession and improvisation capability for fast and creative 

actions during the recession. We also find indirect effects of entrepreneurial orientation and 

flexibility. 
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CHAPTER 2: Paper 2 (SR-2) 

 

 

Strategies for superior performance in recessions: Pro- or 

counter-cyclical? 

 

Abstract 

Recessions are recurring events in which most firms suffer severe impacts while others are 

less affected and may even prosper. Strategic management has made little progress in 

understanding the reasons for these differences in performance. In the scenario of decreased 

demand, intensified competition and higher uncertainty, most firms try to guarantee short-

term survival by a pro-cyclical strategy of cutting costs and investments. But, firms could take 

advantage of cheaper labor, lower prices and undervalued assets in the market to counter-

cyclically make investments to develop new business opportunities and differentiate 

themselves from competitors. We survey Brazilian firms in various industries during the 

2008-2009 recession and analyzed data using Partial Least Squares (PLS). We find that while 

most firms pro-cyclically reduce costs and investments during recessions, a counter-cyclical 

strategy of investing in opportunities created by changes in the environment enables superior 

performance. Most successful are firms with a propensity to recognize opportunities, 

entrepreneurial orientation to invest and flexibility to efficiently implement these investments. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Today’s global marketplace is characterized by increased turbulence due to major shocks such 

as the 2008-2009 recession (Li and Tallman, 2011; Ma et al., 2014), one of the most 

important global economic events since the Great Depression of the 1930s (Agarwal et al., 

2009; Crotty, 2009). Economists have thoroughly studied recessions (Mian and Sufi, 2010; 

Zarnowitz, 1985), mostly from a macroeconomic perspective of understanding their causes 

and consequences for countries. The effects of recessions, however, are not limited to 

countries. They can transform industries (Latham and Braun, 2011; Caballero and Hammour, 

1994) and severely affect the performance or even survival of firms (Srinivasan et al., 2005). 

Most importantly, while most firms do suffer severe impacts from recessions, other firms are 

less affected and even prosper in these moments (Gulati et al., 2010), and the reasons for such 

heterogeneity in firm performance are not fully understood (Geroski and Gregg, 1997). In 

particular, within strategic management there has been little investigation of the effects of 

recessions on firm performance and how firms should deal with these events (Bromiley et al., 

2008; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989; Mathews, 2006b). 

Recessions create a scenario of decreased demand, intensified competition and high 

uncertainty (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001) that bring severe negative impacts to most firms, 

while some others are less affected and even prosper in these moments (Dutt and 

Padmanabhan, 2011; Franke and John, 2011; Gulati et al., 2010). Indeed, downturns tend to 

increase performance differences amongst firms (Geroski and Gregg, 1997). To survive in the 

short-term, most firms reduce their operations in a pro-cyclical strategy of cutting costs and 

investments in various functional areas such as production, marketing and research and 

development (R&D) (Geroski and Gregg, 1997; Tellis and Tellis, 2009). Nevertheless, several 

scholars contend that firms can take advantage of lower prices to counter-cyclically invest 

during recessions (Navarro et al., 2010). For instance, history has shown that Procter and 

Gamble, Chevrolet, and Camel flourished during the 1929-1933 Depression because they 

advertised heavily (Gulati et al., 2010; Srinivasan et al., 2005).  

The purpose of this research is to examine pro-cyclical and counter-cyclical strategies 

during recessions and their effects on performance. More specifically, we aim to: (1) 

investigate whether most firms pursue pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical strategies during 
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recessions; (2) identify firms’ characteristics and capabilities that increase the use of counter-

cyclical strategies; and (3) verify whether pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical strategies enable 

firms to have better performance than their competitors during recessions. The impact of 

recessions on firm performance and how firms should react is an unexplored research stream 

that should be high on the list of strategy scholars (Bromiley et al., 2008; Mascarenhas and 

Aaker, 1989).  

Our study contributes to the strategy literature in business cycle management. In 

particular, we answer a call for scholars to analyze how firms absorb and react to economic 

downturns (Kaytaz and Gul, 2013; Latham and Braun, 2008) and to examine organizational 

factors (Srinivasan et al., 2011) that influence investment preferences in these environments 

(Zona, 2012). To our knowledge, this is the first study to propose an integrative model with 

several variables to investigate recessions, and to test hypotheses through the Partial Least 

Squares technique. Furthermore, we do so in less traditional contexts suggested by some 

authors, such as non-listed companies (Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989) and countries other 

than the US and Western European ones (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001). We survey both listed 

and non-listed firms in Brazil, one the largest and most important emerging countries 

(Ogasavara and Hoshino, 2009). 

 

 

2.2 Recessions and their consequences to firms 

Recessions are recurring events, part of business cycles comprising periods of economic 

growth followed by periods of economic contraction (Latham and Braun, 2011). They are 

technically defined by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) as a decrease in real (inflation-

adjusted) gross domestic product (GDP) for two consecutive quarters (Claessens and Kose, 

2009). 

Several economic theories try to explain business cycles (Mian and Sufi, 2010), 

including the causes and consequences of their recessionary stages (Parker, 2012), but with a 

country-wide perspective. Most of these theories agree on the factors involved in recessions, 
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such as demand and credit, but differ regarding their relative importance and cause-effect 

relationships (Zarnowitz, 1985). In this paper, we take a business perspective and focus on 

three important consequences of recessions for firms: change in demand patterns, increase in 

competition and increase in uncertainty. These factors represent important facets of the 

organizational environment (Clark et al., 1994; Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001) that are 

particularly affected by recessions.
22

 

First, recessions reduce the demand for most firms’ products and services (Srinivasan 

et al., 2011). This is a result of decreased disposable income due to lower employment or of 

decreased consumption confidence due to job insecurity (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 2011; Hall, 

2005; Kaytaz and Gul, 2014; Lamey et al., 2012). Besides this general demand reduction, 

recessions alter demand patterns (Hampson and McGoldrick, 2013; Mansoor and Jalal, 

2011)—the variability in customer populations and preferences. A recession’s impact varies 

among consumers of different income levels. Middle and low income classes tend to suffer 

the most (Grusky et al., 2011; Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005). A recession’s impact also varies 

among product segments and industries. Consumers become more price conscious (Hampson 

and McGoldrick, 2013) and “downtrade” to cheaper items, brands, and stores (Ang et al., 

2000; Kaytaz and Gul, 2014) or even look for product substitutes in other segments and 

categories (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 2011; Srinivasan et al., 2011). Products considered 

discretionary, such as leisure, entertainment, cultural, beauty, and luxury items, suffer more 

(Ang et al., 2000; Mansoor and Jalal, 2011; Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005), while necessities, 

such as housing, health care, and food at home, are less affected (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 

2011; Kamakura and Du, 2012). The demand for durable goods is particularly reduced, as 

credit is more limited and expensive (Deleersnyder et al., 2004; Gertler et al., 2010) and the 

purchase of these goods can be postponed (Apaydın, 2011; Lamey et al., 2012; Mansoor and 

Jalal, 2011). 

Second, and related to the first point, recessions change the market competitive 

intensity—the degree of competition a firm faces (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001). Demand 

contraction creates pressure for firms to cut prices in order to keep sales level (Gulati et al., 

                                                           
22

 Scholars have proposed various factors important to analyze the organizational environment; Grewal and 

Tansuhaj (2001) also included technological uncertainty, which we do not think is necessarily altered in 

recessions; Worren et al. (2002) consider uncertainty from exogenous sources, competitors, and suppliers. 
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2010; Kaytaz and Gul, 2014; Kamakura and Du, 2012), which tends to increase rivalry among 

industry players (Porter, 1979). In addition, new demand patterns change the relationships, 

power, and trust among firms, their competitors, customers, and suppliers (Apaydın, 2011; 

Lamey et al., 2012), which also leads to higher rivalry. As a result, recessions sharply increase 

competition (Geroski and Gregg, 1997). 

Third, and related to the first and second points, recessions generate uncertainties 

(Latham and Braun, 2008; Parnell et al., 2012). Although changes in demand patterns and 

competitor moves tend to be in the directions mentioned in prior paragraphs, their levels and 

timing are more difficult to predict. As recessions vary greatly in amplitude, scope, and 

duration (Bromiley et al., 2008; Zarnowitz, 1985), firms cannot foresee how drastic their 

effects will be. Moreover, firms tend to have very misleading expectations when the economy 

turns from expansion to recession (Gore, 2010; Navarro et al., 2010; Zarnowitz, 1985), which 

defies interpretations and imposes severe difficulties on sense making (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 

2001; Weick, 1988). 

 

 

2.3 Theory development and hypotheses 

2.3.1 Our proposed model for recessions 

The scenario of decreased demand, intensified competition, and high uncertainty created by 

recessions (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001) brings severe negative impacts to most firms, while 

some others are less affected and even prosper in these moments (Dutt and Padmanabhan, 

2011; Franke and John, 2011; Gulati et al., 2010). Latham and Braun (2011) proposed a 

framework to understand firm-level dynamics in recessions. The authors claim that 

performance during a recession should depend on a firm’s initial conditions, before the 

recession starts, and on the strategies this firm follows during the recession. Based on their 

framework, we study the strategies, pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical, which enable a firm to 

have superior performance than competitors during recessions. By superior performance we 

mean either of two situations. In the first case, a firm may be less affected than competitors by 
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the negative impacts from the recessionary environment, even though its absolute 

performance may decline compared to the moment prior to the recession. In the second case, 

which is less common, a firm may benefit from the recession more than competitors and even 

improve its performance.  

Especially in the most severe cases, recessions represent risk to the survival of firms 

(Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989; Parnell et al., 2012). Firms are forced to rethink the 

fundamental premises of their strategies (Bohman and Lindfors, 1998; Geroski and Gregg, 

1997) and may choose various courses of action. They may adopt a pro-cyclical behavior of 

reducing operations by cutting costs and expenditures, react with a counter-cyclical behavior 

of increasing investments, use a combination of both, or even do nothing while just waiting 

for the scenario to change. 

Most firms adopt a pro-cyclical strategy of cutting costs and investments. During 

recessions, profits decrease (Beaver, 2002), bank credit is restricted or more expensive 

(Kawai, 2001; Ivashina and Scharfstein, 2010), and equity markets typically “dry-up” 

(Latham and Braun, 2008). With reduced availability of funding sources, most firms have to 

reduce costs and cut investments to preserve short-term cash (Zarnowitz, 1985), bypassing 

positive net-present-value projects (Campello et al., 2010). That is particularly the case of 

financially leveraged firms (Geroski and Gregg, 1997), as high borrowing is common during 

the expansionary periods that precede recessions (Kawai, 2001; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 

1989). 

But several firms realize that just surviving the storm is not enough and adopt a 

counter-cyclical strategy of increasing investments. In spite of an undeniable need to preserve 

cash to survive the short-term, firms must invest for future growth, as some long-term 

trajectories do not change (Franke and John, 2011) and some long-term objectives should not 

change either (Dye et al., 2009). Firms can take advantage of undervalued assets in the market 

(Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989) to develop new business opportunities (Gulati et al., 2010) 

and to differentiate themselves and overtake competitors (Nunes et al., 2010). They are able to 

both achieve immediate returns (Srinivasan et al., 2005) and prepare for long-term success 

(Dye et al., 2009; Franke and John, 2011). 
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This counter-cyclical strategy may be adopted in two ways. Some firms adjust their 

responses as the recession evolves from early to later stages (Bohman and Lindfors, 1998; 

Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989). CEOs of these firms will initially seek to stabilize the firms’ 

financial state via efficiency measures such as cost cutting. Then, following retrenchment, 

these CEOs shift their attention towards longer-term actions, engaging in entrepreneurial 

initiatives intended to strategically transform the firm for competitive advantage (Latham and 

Braun, 2011) 

A second group of firms just have a more aggressive attitude towards investments, 

from the beginning. Their CEOs have promotion-oriented cognitive structures, finding it 

tempting to invest for the long-term, and act opportunistically in an offensive move to acquire 

talent, assets, and businesses that become available during the downturn (Gulati et al., 2010). 

While several authors recommend counter-cyclical strategies, empirical tests of their 

benefits have been more limited. Reviews of prior studies have been provided by Latham and 

Braun (2011), who noted a positive link between counter-cyclical strategies and performance, 

and by Srinivasan et al. (2011), who warned about mixed results. Most importantly, with the 

exception of the work by Navarro et al. (2010) and Gulati et al. (2010), the majority of 

research on the topic limited the analysis to one area: marketing (in most studies), R&D, or 

capital expenditures; rather than encompassing initiatives in various areas. To fill this gap we 

assess firms’ responses to recessions in various types of investments. Adjusting the model 

proposed by Navarro et al. (2010), we study the cyclical strategies pursued by firms grouped 

in 3 independent areas - supply, demand and capital- each with 3 sub-dimensions. Our 

framework of hypotheses is shown in Figure 2.1 and discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.3.2 Supply strategies 

In line with Navarro et al. (2010), our supply dimension comprises three sub-dimensions: 

staffing, production, and purchasing. 
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Staffing. Firms’ staffing strategies tend to be pro-cyclical. Extant turnaround literature 

proffers that managers experiencing deteriorating performance will try to stabilize their firm’s 

finances through efficiency measures, such as employee lay-offs (Latham and Braun, 2011). 

Pro-cyclical hiring also results from wrong forecasting (Navarro et al., 2010). Firms tend to 

have misleading expectations when the economy turns from expansion to recession (Gore, 

2010; Zarnowitz, 1985) and end-up over-estimating sales and production forecasts as well as 

the consequent staffing needs. Nevertheless, a counter-cyclical staffing strategy may be 

beneficial in two ways. First, avoidance of pro-cyclical lay-offs during recessions represents a 

good signal to the workforce, boosting employee morale, usually low during the downturn. 

Instead of spending their time worried about job security (Gulati et al., 2010), employees can 

focus on their tasks and keep productivity. Moreover, these motivated employees tend to 
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continue with the firm during recovery, which prevents the need of re-hiring at increased costs 

(Navarro et al., 2010). Second, rising unemployment (Grusky et al., 2011; Hall, 2005; Lamey 

et al., 2012) that accompanies a recession deepens the pool of qualified labor available in the 

market and reduces wage pressures (Bromiley et al., 2008), which allows counter-cyclical 

hiring of employees available at lower wages (Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989). 

 

Production. Firms’ production strategies are usually also pro-cyclical. As demand 

decreases, sales flatten and finished goods inventories pile up, firms cut production 

(Zarnowitz, 1985), as suggested by the economic theory of the firm (Geroski and Gregg, 

1997). However, a counter-cyclical strategy of increasing production during the recession 

may be recommended to avoid shortages at the beginning of the expansion and thus gain 

revenue opportunities and market share (Bromiley et al., 2008; Navarro et al., 2010). 

Furthermore, during recessions firms can produce taking advantage of lower labor costs, as 

explained earlier, and lower materials costs, as proposed next. 

 

Purchasing. Firms’ purchasing strategies are usually also pro-cyclical. Appropriate 

inventory levels depend on accurate sales forecasts. Again, due to misleading expectations 

(Gore, 2010; Zarnowitz, 1985), firms tend to over-estimate sales and production forecasts and 

increase raw materials purchases during upturns. When a recession starts, these firms already 

hold excess inventories (Navarro et al., 2010). Following reduced demand and sales, firms cut 

production (Zarnowitz, 1985), use fewer quantities of materials, and inventories increase even 

further. Therefore, the intuitive measure by most firms is to reduce purchases during 

recessions to avoid extra inventory costs (Apaydin, 2011). Nonetheless, a counter-cyclical 

strategy of increasing purchases during the recession may be recommended. Firms can take 

advantage of lower prices and possibly better credit terms offered by suppliers and guarantee 

the availability of inputs that may be under shortages in the market after suppliers cut 

production. It is worth mentioning that purchasing (and production) counter-cyclical increases 

work better if inventory holding costs are not too high and if performed right when the 

recovery is about to start, if that is at all possible to foresee.  
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2.3.3 Demand strategies 

Our demand dimension comprises marketing investments, pricing, and R&D investments. To 

the original work by Navarro et al. (2010) we added the R&D sub-dimension since 

investments in marketing and R&D usually accompany one another to support new products 

and processes (Geroski and Gregg, 1997) and both tend to have a similar behavior during 

recessions (Gulati et al., 2010; Srinivasan et al., 2011). 

 

Marketing. Academic research has documented the pro-cyclical behavior of marketing 

investments. Both advertising and promotions increase during expansionary periods and are 

cut in contractions (Srinivasan et al., 2011), when most firms seem to view them as 

dispensable luxuries (Apaydin, 2011). However, firms which cut marketing investments in 

recessions could be missing an opportunity. Several authors recommend reallocation of part 

of the marketing budget from good times to bad times (Lamey et al., 2012) for a more 

aggressive approach of investments during downturns (Srinivasan et al., 2005; Gulati et al., 

2010) to develop strategies that capitalize on changes in consumption patterns (Ang et al., 

2000). Moreover, as most firms reduce their advertising, media owners offer lower rates. 

Hence, those firms that do advertise can take advantage of better deals to increase the return 

on their marketing investments (Apaydin, 2011). 

 

Pricing. Firms’ cyclical behavior in pricing strategy is less clear than in marketing 

investments. There is certainly pressure for firms to reduce prices (Ang et al., 2000; Gulati et 

al., 2010; Kaytaz and Gul, 2013; Kamakura and Du, 2012) in order to keep sales level, 

considering that, as a result of lower income consumers reduce consumption, become more 

price conscious (Hampson and McGoldrick, 2013) and “downtrade” to cheaper items 

(Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005), brands (Hampson and McGoldrick, 2013) and segments. 

Nevertheless, survey by Geroski and Gregg (1997) shows that firms do not adjust prices 
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much. Even more so, empirical evidence from consumer behavior literature (Lamey et al., 

2012; Mansoor and Jalal, 2011) indicates that most companies raise prices during recessions. 

A possible recommendation for a pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical strategy is also more 

complex. On the one hand, basic economics discussions would suggest that firms should 

respond to sharp falls in demand by reducing prices (and quantities produced), in a proportion 

that depends on the elasticity of supply (Geroski and Gregg, 1997), which varies by product. 

On the other hand, a marketing perspective indicates the opposite. Pricing cuts may reduce 

brand equity and hinder long-term positioning (Latham and Braun, 2011), also depending on 

product type. In addition, consumers may expect the lower prices to be maintained even after 

economic recovery, which would negatively affect revenues in the long-run (Apaydin, 2011). 

 

R&D. Academic research has documented the pro-cyclical behavior of innovation 

(Lamey et al., 2012) and R&D (Latham and Braun, 2011), which are reduced in recessions. 

Pressed to control costs to maintain liquidity, firms reduce programs that have limited ability 

to increase short-term cash flow (Srinivasan et al., 2011). However, firms which innovate to 

add new features and upgrade their products to match the changed demand patterns may 

perform better (Apaydin, 2011). Furthermore, since R&D expenditures are less expensive 

during recessions, firms can take advantage of lower opportunity costs and achieve higher 

returns on those investments (Gulatti et al., 2010; Latham and Braun, 2011). 

 

2.3.4 Capital strategies 

Our capital dimension comprises credit policy, capital expenditures in fixed assets, and 

acquisitions (or divestitures). From the original work by Navarro et al. (2010) we dropped the 

capital financing sub-dimension as those authors did not obtain good empirical results for that 

measure in their analysis. 
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Credit policy. Most firms tend to follow a pro-cyclical credit policy. As the recession 

hits various industries, businesses in general face cash flow challenges as a consequence of 

lower profits (Beaver, 2002) and reduced bank credit (Ivashina and Scharfstein, 2010). In this 

context, it is common for a firm’s customers to default more or delay payments (Ang et al., 

2000) and request loosening of payment terms (Navarro et al., 2010). In an attempt to keep 

sales at a reasonable level, firms usually succumb to customers’ pressure and expand credit 

for their purchases during recessions (Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989). However, during 

recessions, firms should carefully monitor the performance of their customers and adjust 

credit policy as necessary, accelerating collections (Dye et al., 2009) and tightening credit 

terms as a way to reduce the risk of default from troubled clients (Navarro et al., 2010). 

 

Fixed assets. The empirical capital investment literature indicates a pro-cyclical 

pattern of expenditures (Navarro et al., 2010), which increase in periods of expansion and 

decrease in periods of contraction. Geroski and Gregg (1997) report that investment in plant 

and equipment usually falls markedly in recessions, more than investment in intangibles such 

as marketing and R&D. In line with these results, Latham and Braun (2011) mention that 

asset sales (rather than capital investments) are among the most usual initiatives taken by 

management as firms try to stabilize their financial state, particularly during the initial stages 

of the recession. Nonetheless, this pro-cyclical pattern can lead to over-investments in 

expansions and consequent excess capacity during the upturn, followed by exaggerated cuts 

and under capacity in recessions (Apaydin, 2011). On the contrary, firms could take 

advantage of depressed prices during recessions to buy property, plants, and equipment and 

invest in both existing and new businesses (Gulati et al., 2010). Such investments can 

guarantee adequate capacity and modern equipment (Navarro et al., 2010) for the firm to offer 

advanced products and gain revenues and market share, both in the recovery (Bromiley et al., 

2008) and during the downturn (Gulati et al., 2010). 

 

Acquisitions. Acquisitions are most likely pro-cyclical (Geroski and Gregg, 1997) as 

firms tend to buy during expansions and sell during recessions (Navarro et al., 2010). 

Recession-driven changes in market structure (Hampson and McGoldrick, 2013; Mansoor and 
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Jalal, 2011; Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005) may alter the relevance and value of assets (Ireland 

et al., 2003; Miller and Shamsie, 1996), making many of them available for sale in a firm’s 

portfolio of businesses. As firms attempt to preserve cash, particularly in the beginning of the 

contraction, divestitures (rather than acquisitions) are among the most common measures 

taken by management (Latham and Braun, 2011). Complementing this rational from the 

opposite perspective, it is difficult for a potential acquirer to convince its management about 

the viability of acquisitions, given the low growth projections for target firms (Navarro et al., 

2010). However, it may be a better idea to counter-cyclically make acquisitions during 

recession. During upturns there is a tendency for firms to overpay for acquisitions as acquirers 

have higher availability of cash (Navarro et al., 2010). Differently, acquisition prices tend to 

be lower during downturns, for two reasons. First, as several firms in financial trouble put 

parts of their businesses for sale (Campello et al., 2010) the number of takeover candidates 

increases (Franke and John, 2011), reducing prices. Second, since potential acquirers also 

have less cash available, the likelihood of overpayment for target firms is lower (Ma et al., 

2014). Therefore, firms that counter-cyclically make acquisitions during recessions tend to 

benefit from a lower price-to-value rate (Bromiley et al., 2008). 

In sum, during recessions firms can take advantage of higher availability of qualified 

resources at lower prices to make counter-cyclical investments in supply-, demand-, and 

capital-related areas. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: A firm’s use of a counter-cyclical strategy of increased investments in 

supply-, demand-, and capital-related areas during recessions leads to higher 

performance than that of competitors. 

 

2.3.5 The moderating effect of flexibility  

The success of counter-cyclical investments in recessions depends on the firm’s 

organizational factors or capabilities. We argue that flexibility is one of these capabilities, 

important for the firm to efficiently implement counter-cyclical strategies that result in 

superior performance.  
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Flexibility is defined as a firm’s ability to rapidly change its policies and procedures to 

adapt to changes in the environment that bring uncertainty and significant impact to 

performance (Aaker and Mascarenhas, 1984; Rowe and Wright 1997). We believe in a strong 

fit between the concept of flexibility and recessionary environments, as recessions bring 

changes and uncertainty (Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001) and create instability (Ma et al., 

forthcoming). In these contexts, scholars recommend flexibility rather than specialization
23

 

(Del Sol and Ghemawat, 1998; Ebben and Johnson, 2005; Volberda, 1996). 

Recessions change consumer demand patterns, the behavior and relative power of 

competitors and suppliers and even the industry’s regulative environment. Opportunities that 

arise for counter-cyclical investments are related to this new market structure so that, to seize 

these opportunities, firms need to implement changes in products, resources and processes to 

adapt to the new context. 

In a mild recession, changes in the market structure are limited and exploitation of 

opportunities probably requires no more than switching focus among segments. Operational 

flexibility to adjust production schedules and product mix is useful and probably sufficient for 

implementation of the new, counter-cyclical strategy.  

In a second scenario, of a more severe recession, market changes are deeper and 

exploitation of opportunities probably requires different resources. But acquisition of new 

resources is restricted by the lower availability of cash, and development of resources is 

limited by time constraints. Thus, strategic flexibility becomes important for quick relocation 

of resources from their original departments and adaptation of these resources to new 

purposes (Wang, 2008). Moreover, strategic flexibility is key for effective coordination of this 

new resource configuration (Zhou and Wu, 2010). This way the firm can efficiently 

implement the new, counter-cyclical strategy and experiment with new products (McGrath, 

1999; Wiklund et al., 2009) to reach other consumers.  

There is also a third scenario, when a drastic and prolonged recession brings more 

radical and lasting transformations in the market (Hampson and McGoldrick, 2013; Mansoor 

                                                           
23

 Specialization requires persistence and long-term commitment. It produces economies of scale and creates 

efficiency, but is indicated only in situations of stability, in which chances of benefiting from long-term 

investments are high (Del Sol and Ghemawat, 1998; Ebben and Johnson, 2005; Volberda, 1996). 
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and Jalal, 2011; Zurawicki and Braidot, 2005). In such case firms may need to transform their 

activities (Mcgahan, 2004; Romanelli &Tushman, 1994) instead of just adjusting product mix 

or reconfiguring current resources. Structural flexibility is necessary to change the firm’s 

decision and communication processes and maybe create a new organizational structure.  

In sum, flexibility, in all of its dimensions, allows acceptance of diverse points of view 

and consideration of a broader range of alternative courses of action, a faster process to decide 

which path to follow and smoother changes in resources and activities. In this sense, firms 

need to be flexible for efficient implementation of investments in supply-, demand-, and 

capital-related areas to improve performance. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: Flexibility moderates the relationship between strategy and 

performance such that increased flexibility strengthens the positive effect of a counter-

cyclical strategy of investments on the change in performance during recessions.  

 

As we have seen in prior sections, even though there are numerous advantages for 

investments during recessions, only a few firms adopt this counter-cyclical strategy. We claim 

that two characteristics of a firm may increase its probability of deciding to invest during a 

recession, pursuing a counter-cyclical strategy - opportunity recognition and entrepreneurial 

orientation - which we discuss next. 

 

2.3.6 The effect of opportunity recognition 

Different firms follow different strategies during recessions in part because they differ in the 

extent to which they view a recession as a threat or as an opportunity (Gulati et al., 2010; 

Latham and Braun, 2011; Srinivasan et al., 2005). These different views depend mostly on 

how executives fit the information they receive into some kind of cognitive structure to 

interpret the environment (Daft and Weick, 1984; Plambeck and Weber, 2010).  

Similar to Srinivasan et al. (2005), we define opportunity recognition in recession as a 

firm’s propensity to create or recognize opportunities arising from the recession. Such 
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opportunities may result from the market itself, directly from changes in demand (Grewal and 

Tansuhaj, 2001) or indirectly, from the difficulties of rivals (Geroski and Gregg, 1997; Parnell 

et al., 2012).  

Recessions create a context of uncertainty in which opportunities are not obvious to 

everyone (McGrath, 1999). A propensity to recognize opportunities is a consequence of 

employees having a cognitive mindset to sense and capture benefits from changes in the 

environment (Haynie et al., 2010; Ireland et al., 2009, McGrath and McMillan, 2000). Only 

those individuals who are alert can identify when and where new knowledge can be applied to 

make new goods and services become feasible (Ireland et al., 2003). And only those firms 

which perceive these opportunities in the environment will find interesting projects, worth 

taking the risk to invest in, resulting in higher spending to grow demand, increase supply and 

capital requirements. Hence, we offer the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 3: Opportunity recognition in recessions increases the probability of a 

firm’s use of a counter-cyclical strategy of investments in supply- (H3a), demand- 

(H3b), and capital-related (H3c) areas during recessions. 

 

2.3.7 The effect of entrepreneurial orientation 

A second characteristic of a firm that may increase its probability of deciding to invest during 

a recession, pursuing a counter-cyclical strategy, is entrepreneurial orientation. 

Entrepreneurial concepts fit the recessionary environment as they are usually associated with 

disruptions in the economy (Hill and Mudambi, 2010), as those created by recessions.  

Srinivasan et al. (2005) suggest that firms vary not only in the extent to which they see 

opportunities within these disruptions, but also in their ability to develop a response to 

capitalize on the perceived opportunity. We argue that part of this ability depends on a 

willingness to act and exploit opportunities, which is part of a firm’s EO, in all of its 3 

dimensions. The proactiveness dimension is essential because, if a firm is not proactive, by 

definition it will not take the necessary action to exploit the opportunity. A proactive firm 

anticipates and acts on future needs (Lumpkin and Dess, 1996; Wang, 2008) and EO is rooted 
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in this ability to move ahead quickly with the information available (even if not complete) on 

the perceived opportunity (Green et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2000).  

The innovativeness dimension is important because, if the firm does not favor creative 

change, an integral part of innovativeness, it will not take the necessary steps to exploit the 

opportunity (Ireland et al., 2003). An important characteristic of entrepreneurs is to creatively 

engage with the opportunities presented by the evolving and changing environment (Gupta et 

al., 2004; Haynie et al., 2010).  

Finally, the risk-taking dimension is fundamental because, if the firm does not have 

risk-taking propensity, it will not invest in opportunities, whose outcomes are always 

associated with uncertainty and risky returns. In economic downturns, executives tend to 

become risk-averse as a consequence of uncertainty and restricted cash-flow (Muurlink et al., 

2012; Zona, 2012), but in an entrepreneur’s cognition, risk concerns are overruled by 

opportunity recognition (Wright et al., 2000). All those arguments hold for supply-, demand-, 

and capital-related areas. Hence, we offer the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 4: Entrepreneurial orientation moderates the relationship between 

opportunity recognition and strategy in recessions such that increased entrepreneurial 

orientation strengthens the positive effect of opportunity recognition on the probability 

of a firm adopting a counter-cyclical strategy of investing in supply- (H4a), demand- 

(H4b), and capital-related (H4c) areas during recessions.  

 

 

2.4 Method 

2.4.1 Research setting, sample, and data collection 

All hypotheses were tested using data from Brazilian firms on the 2008-2009 global 

recession. The crisis started as a mortgage meltdown in the United States (Davis, 2010) and 

quickly spread into most developed and developing countries (Chau et al., 2012; Gore, 2010; 

Tanning et al., 2013). It was called the most severe recession since the 1929 financial crash 
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(Crotty, 2009; Gore, 2010; Grusky et al., 2011; Sinai, 2010; Wray, 2009). Indeed, recessions 

that are globally synchronized and associated with financial crises tend to be unusually severe 

(IMF, 2009).  

Brazil can be considered a good setting for our investigation for two reasons. First, 

emerging countries have more dynamic environments (Hoskisson et al., 2013) in which 

business cycles are more difficult to predict (Xu and Meyer, 2013) compared to developed 

countries. Second, the country was sharply affected by the crisis between the fourth quarter of 

2008 and the first quarter of 2009 (De Negri et al., 2009a; Galveas, 2009), accumulating over 

4% GDP contraction (Pochman, 2009); but most firms were able to recover relatively quickly 

by the second quarter of 2009. Thus, by the time of this analysis, several firms were already in 

a better situation than in the prior-crisis period. Moreover, some firms benefited from the 

crisis, which allows for good comparisons.  

Our sample is made up of publicly-traded firms as well as non-traded firms of various 

sizes and industries in the manufacturing and services sectors. Data were collected from a 

survey questionnaire sent to firms that: (a) were in the Economática database; or (b) were 

affiliated with students or alumni of a prestigious Brazilian Business School. The 

questionnaire was developed in Portuguese, the native language of the respondents, and 

included five-point, Likert-type questions (Hansen et al., 2011; Money et al., 2012; Sarkar et 

al., 2001) as well as multiple choice questions, selected from several prior papers. It was 

changed slightly after discussions with three executives from firms representative of our 

sample and a pretest with executive master of management students, who typically had 10 to 

15 years of experience. The survey was directed to finance or planning managers from 2011 

to 2012. Before answering the questionnaire, all respondents received explanations about the 

purpose of our research and the confidentiality of the answers. Questionnaire items are 

described later and shown in Appendix E. 

 

2.4.2 Measures and instrument 

Dependent variables. Our study has four dependent variables, for different sets of analyses. 

The first is the change in performance during the recession (CHPERF). Objective measures of 
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performance were publicly available for a small percentage of the firms we investigated—

only those included in the Economática database. In addition, prior research has shown that 

respondents prefer to avoid objective measures to preserve confidentiality (Gruber et al., 

2010). Therefore, we decided to use subjective measures. They have also been widely used 

(Venaik et al., 2005), tend to have high convergent validity with objective measures (Dess and 

Robinson, 1984; Tehrani and Noubary, 2005; Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1987; Worren et 

al., 2002) and facilitate comparisons across multiple industries (Gruber et al., 2010). CHPERF 

was measured with five indicators that together represent both the short-term and long-term 

perspectives: cash flow, market share, operating revenue, operating profit and net profit. 

These are similar to the four indicators used by Srinivasan et al. (2005). However, we 

distinguished operating from net profit to capture the likely effects of higher interest expenses 

following increased interest rates and exchange rates. Respondents were asked to select, from 

a five-point Likert-type scale, how each of the five indicators was affected by the recession.  

The other three dependent variables are the strategies followed by the firms during the 

recession: in supply-, demand-, and capital-related areas. Most items that measure these 

strategies were selected and adapted from Navarro et al. (2010) and one item was created 

based on findings from other literature, mainly Gulati et al. (2010). In a format similar to the 

scale used by Geroski and Gregg (1997), respondents were asked to evaluate whether firms 

increased or decreased investments in each of the 9 sub-dimensions of the 3 areas in an 

attempt to deal with the recession.  

 

Independent variables. The first independent variable, opportunity recognition in 

recession (OPP), was measured using three items selected from the questionnaire developed 

by Srinivasan et al. (2005). The second independent variable, entrepreneurial orientation 

(EO), was measured with 10 items for its three dimensions. These items were selected from 

Anderson et al. (2009) and Srinivasan et al. (2005) and adapted to our context of crisis. Both 

these questionnaires were developed based on the well-recognized scale proposed by Covin 

and Slevin (1989), also used in the context of emerging countries, both by Engelen (2010) and 

Scott et al. (2010). The third independent variable, flexibility (FLEX), was measured with 12 

items for its three dimensions. Five items were selected from the questionnaire developed by 
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Zhou and Wu (2010), which address flexible allocation and coordination of resources in 

response to changing environments, based on theoretical work by Sanchez (1995). Two items 

were created to measure diversity and quickness of change, based on theoretical work by 

Nadkarni and Narayanan (2007). Three items were selected and adapted from the 

questionnaire developed by Verdú-Jover et al. (2006) and other two items were created based 

on theoretical arguments. Our last independent variable is cyclical strategy (STRAT), created 

as a composite index with the average of the values for its three areas: supply, demand, and 

capital. 

 

Control variables. Our main control variables are firm size, age, financial slack, and 

industry, for the four dependent variables. Large firms may have better resources to guarantee 

survival and investments in new opportunities, while small firms rely more on intuition than 

careful planning (Elbanna et al., 2012; Muurlink et al., 2012), which is associated with 

improvisation, and may be more flexible (Verdu-Jover et al., 2006) and to adapt to the new 

environment. Size was measured by annual sales through one item in our questionnaire.
24

 

Firm age (Luo and Junkunc, 2008; Worren et al., 2002), similarly to size, may influence a 

firm’s availability of resources and reliance on improvisation for decision making (Zahra et 

al., 2006). Moreover, older firms may have learned from experience with prior recessions 

(Latham and Braun, 2011), the last in 2001. Our questionnaire included one item to 

distinguish firms older than five years. Financial slack, on the one hand, serves as a buffer 

(Bourgeois, 1981; Srinivasan et al., 2005) that allows firms to take risks to experiment with 

new strategies (McGrath, 1999; Wiklund et al., 2009) and make new investments during a 

downturn (Ireland et al., 2003; Zona, 2012). On the other hand, a high level of financial slack 

may represent disadvantages, hiding inefficiencies and making firms postpone necessary 

changes to adapt to new situations (Latham and Braun, 2008; Zona, 2012). Financial slack 

was measured in our questionnaire with one item related to firm’s debt due during the crisis as 

a reverse proxy. Industry (Deleersnyder et al., 2004) influences firms’ characteristics, 

strategies and performance (McGahan, 2004; Porter, 1979). Moreover, manufacturing 

industries in Brazil were more affected than services by the 2008-2009 recession (Pochman, 

                                                           
24

 We compared annual sales with number of employees, and both measures were highly correlated. 
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2009). Finally, industry influences size and exports. Our questionnaire included one item to 

separate firms in manufacturing industries from services.  

For performance testing we also control for exports, opportunity recognition, and 

improvisation capability. Exports are particularly important as a control variable in our setting 

as Brazilian firms with low levels of exports were less affected by the crisis. Demand 

reduction was lower in Brazil than abroad (De Negri et al., 2009a, 2009b), since developed 

countries were the origin of the 2008-2009 global crisis (Chau et al., 2012). Our questionnaire 

included one item to measure the importance of exports to the firm’s business. Opportunity 

recognition and improvisation capability were reported in prior studies to influence 

performance in recessionary environments. 

 

 

2.5 Results 

Data were preliminarily analyzed in SPSS version 17.0 for Windows. No systematic patterns 

of answers were found (Money et al. 2012). We eliminated repeated answers from the same 

firm, selecting those more complete or from the most senior respondent (Sarkar et al., 2001) 

and used them to check inter-respondent reliability (Elbanna et al., 2012). We also eliminated 

answers with too many missing values (Zhang et al., 2010). Our final sample comprises 111 

usable questionnaires, which passes the minimum sample criteria as proposed by Hair et al., 

(2011) for partial least squares (PLS),
25

 the method of analysis that we selected. 

To address common method bias, we followed recommendations for both ex ante 

survey design and ex post analyses (Walter et al., 2003). In designing the survey, we used 

questions from various sources in different formats, some reverse coded, and we spatially 

separated the items that measure a same construct. Then, in our analysis, Harman’s single-

factor test (Podsakoff and Organ, 1986) confirmed that common method bias was limited in 

                                                           
25

 The authors propose that PLS-SEM minimum sample size should be equal to the larger of the following: (1) 

ten times the largest number of formative indicators used to measure one construct; or (2) ten times the largest 

number of structural paths directed at a particular latent construct in the structural model. 
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our model, as more than one factor with eigenvalue of greater than 1.0 emerged in a principal-

component factor analysis with all our constructs, and no factor accounted for the majority of 

the variance (Sarkar et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2010). More specifically, items loaded into 5 

distinct factors, and the first factor accounted for 27% of the variance in the unrotated 

analysis. It is also important to note that the likelihood of obtaining significant interaction 

effects-such as moderations, as in four of our eight hypotheses-is reduced, not enhanced, by 

the presence of common method bias (Evans, 1985). 

We developed distinct sets of analyses to address each of our three objectives in the 

paper. For attaining our first objective of investigating whether most firms pursue pro-cyclical 

or counter-cyclical strategies during recessions, we simply looked at the percentages of 

answers, as shown in Table 2.1. This investigation did not require testing of hypotheses; thus, 

sophisticated statistical methods were not necessary. 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1 Strategy adopted by Brazilian firms - % of usable answers.

Big Small Total Total Small Big

Staffing 12.6 39.6 52.3 37.8 9.9 9.0 0.9

Production 12.0 37.0 49.1 39.8 11.1 10.2 0.9

Purchasing 17.4 39.4 56.9 36.7 6.4 6.4 -          

Marketing 16.2 27.0 43.2 41.4 15.3 12.6 2.7

Pricing 10.9 20.9 31.8 49.1 19.1 17.3 1.8

R&D 17.0 27.4 44.3 40.6 15.1 14.2 0.9

Credit policy 12.1 22.2 34.3 54.5 11.1 11.1 -          

Fixed assets 25.2 17.5 42.7 43.7 13.6 8.7 4.9

Acquisitions 19.1 7.9 27.0 58.4 14.6 10.1 4.5

*can be either a reduction in investments, or the case of lay-offs, sale of assets, or divestitures.

Source: survey by the authors.

Increase

S

D

C

Reduction* No    

change
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Our results indicate that the majority of Brazilian firms pursued a pro-cyclical strategy 

of reductions in supply-related areas, particularly decreasing purchases (56.9% of 

respondents) and cutting personnel (52.3%), but also reducing production (49.1%). In all three 

cases, reductions were small rather than large. As far as demand, reduction was the 

predominant behavior in R&D (44.3%) and marketing (43.2%) investments, while no changes 

was the most common behavior in pricing (49.1%). Nonetheless, among those firms which 

did change prices, a higher percentage reduced (31.8%) rather than increased (19.1%) prices. 

Again, reductions were small in all three cases.  

In capital related areas, no changes was the prevailing behavior of Brazilian firms, 

particularly in acquisitions (58.4%) and credit policy (54.5%), but also in fixed assets 

(43.7%), although pro-cyclical reductions in fixed assets were also reported by a significant 

number of firms (42.7%). Similarly to the behavior in pricing, among those firms which did 

change their strategies, a higher percentage reduced rather than increased investments in all 

three capital-related areas. Reductions were small in credit policy to clients, but rather large 

for fixed assets and acquisitions.  

Few firms adopted a counter-cyclical strategy of increased investments during the 

recession. In general, these investments were small increases in demand-related areas. Most 

commonly, the counter-cyclical move took the form of a price increase. Firms that adopted 

counter-cyclical moves share particular characteristics and capabilities, which we discuss 

next. 

To address both our second objective of identifying firms’ characteristics and 

capabilities that increase the use of counter-cyclical strategies and our third objective of 

verifying the effect of cyclical strategies on performance, we relied on Structural Equation 

Modeling (SEM) based on Partial Least Squares (PLS). We tested our eight hypotheses using 

the SmartPLS 2.0 M3 software (Ringle et al., 2005).  

SEM is recommended for analysis of complex models with several latent variables 

measured by various perceptual items (Kock et al., 2009), since it allows estimation of 

measures and causal relationships all at once (Venaik et al., 2005). In particular, PLS is a type 

of SEM that is suitable when the model uses a combination of formative and reflective 

measures for latent variables (Carmeli et al., 2012; Gruber et al., 2010). Moreover, PLS is 
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prediction oriented and, thus, indicated for early stages of theory development (Hair et al., 

2012). Finally, PLS is appropriate for dealing with non-normal data and small samples (Hair 

et al., 2012; Reeves et al., 2005), including samples from less than 100 respondents (Ringle et 

al., 2012) as published in Bruhn et al. (2008), Coltman et al. (2008), Crossland and Hambrick 

(2011), Kock et al. (2009), Tsang (2002). All these circumstances apply to our research.  

The use of PLS-SEM has become popular in various disciplines (Hair et al., 2012) 

such as marketing and international business (Anderson and Swaminathan, 2011) and  has 

been growing in strategic management (Becker et al., 2012; Hulland, 1999), to which it is 

particularly suited (Robins, 2012). More specifically related to our topic, PLS has been used 

for research on entrepreneurship (Sarkar et al., 2001; Wiklund, 2009) and performance (Lew 

and Sinkovics, 2013). Our PLS-SEM analysis is divided in two parts-measurement model and 

structural model- and follows the acceptance criteria and reporting suggestions as described 

by Ringle et al. (2012) and Hulland (1999). 

 

2.5.1 Measurement model 

Reflective constructs. Most constructs in our model were measured by reflective indicators. 

For these, most indicator loadings (30 out of 38) are equal or above the threshold of 0.7 that 

confirms good indicator reliability (Tsang, 2002). Most remaining indicators are still well 

above the 0.5 limit considered acceptable for early stages of theory development (Hair et al., 

2011; Hulland, 1999). Indicators with loadings below 0.5 we excluded from the model (Kock 

et. al., 2009), with the exception of the pricing
26

 indicator at 0.48, which we kept for being 

conceptually relevant (Schotter and Beamish, 2013) and consistent with Navarro et al. (2010). 

All constructs have composite reliability above the 0.7 threshold, which confirms good 

internal consistency reliability (Elbanna, 2012). Details of our reflective constructs are shown 

in Appendices D and E. 

In our final model, all constructs have average variance extracted (AVE) equal or 

above the threshold of 0.5, most of them well above this limit, indicating that the variance 

                                                           
26

 One possible reason for the low loading of the pricing indicator is the mix of pro-cyclical and counter-cyclical 

strategies followed by firms, as found in our literature review and confirmed by our results shown in Table 2.1. 
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explained by the measurement items is greater than the variance due to errors, which confirms 

good convergent validity (Crossland and Hambrick, 2011). Moreover, all constructs have the 

square roots of their AVEs superior than the respective correlations between them and all 

other constructs (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Ruiz et al., 2008). This is an indication that the 

measurement items are more related to their respective constructs than to other constructs, 

which confirms good discriminant validity (Zhang, 2010). Furthermore, all intercorrelations 

between the constructs, maximum of 62%, are sufficiently different from 1 (Bruhn et al., 

2008; Navarro et al., 2011).  

 

Formative constructs. Second-order constructs strategy, entrepreneurial orientation, 

improvisation capability, and flexibility were measured by formative indicators representing 

their respective dimensions, in line with our literature review. For these, the minimum 

indicator weight is 0.18 and its T-value at 2.47 is statistically significant at the 0.05 level, 

indicating that all indicators sufficiently contribute to the formation of their respective 

constructs. Moreover, the maximum variance inflation factor (VIF) is 2.24, well below the 

threshold of 10, indicating that multicollinearity among the constructs is not a problem 

(Diamantopoulos et al., 2008; Gruber et al., 2010), which confirms good discriminant 

validity. Finally, the use of multiple measures based on prior theory also confirms content 

validity among constructs (Hulland, 1999). Details of our formative constructs are shown in 

Appendices D and F. 

 

2.5.2 Structural model – results  

The ability of a PLS-SEM model to explain and predict endogenous latent variables is 

characterized by the coefficient of determination R2 as well as the sign and value of path 

coefficients (Ringle et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2010). Measures of goodness of fit are not 

applicable to PLS (Hair et al., 2011). Such measures represent an ability to reproduce an 

observed covariance matrix, the approach used in covariance-based SEM models, but not in 

PLS-SEM models (Hulland, 1999). 
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We divide our results in two distinct sets of analyses, each referring to one objective of 

our paper and its related dependent variables. The first set of analyses, shown in Table 2.2, 

addresses the third objective of our paper: the influence of cyclical strategies on the change in 

performance. Model 1 considers the direct effect of our seven control variables and is our 

starting point. The R2 calculation indicates that these variables together explain 29% of the 

variance in performance. Model 2 considers the direct effect of all independent variables in 

the presence of those seven control variables. It shows that strategy has a positive and 

statistically significant path coefficient (+4.69), confirming that a counter-cyclical strategy of 

higher investments enables superior performance than that of competitors, which supports 

Hypothesis 1. Model 3 adds to Model 2 our theorized indirect effect of flexibility. The R2 

calculation at 51% indicates that our final model is a good predictor of performance in 

recessions. Moreover, the 22 percentage points (pp) increase in R2 versus Model 1 indicates 

that our theorized variables offer important contribution to that prediction. Model 3 also 

indicates that the moderating effect of flexibility on the relationship between strategy and the 

change in performance has a positive and statistically significant path coefficient (+3.01). 

This result confirms that increased flexibility strengthens the positive effect of strategy on 

performance and supports Hypotheses 2.  

The second set of analyses, shown in Table 2.3, addresses the second objective of our 

paper, referring to the firms’ characteristics and capabilities that influence the choice for a 

counter-cyclical strategy in its three areas. Model 1 considers the direct effect of our four 

control variables and is our starting point. The R2 calculation indicates that these variables 

together explain 8%, 11%, and 15% of the choice for a counter-cyclical strategy in supply, 

demand, and capital respectively. 

Model 2 considers the direct effect of our independent variable opportunity 

recognition in the presence of those four control variables. It shows that opportunity 

recognition has positive and statistically significant path coefficients (+1.96; +5.18; +2.71), 

confirming its positive effect on the choice of counter-cyclical strategy in the supply, demand, 

and capital areas respectively, which supports Hypothesis 3a, Hypothesis 3b, and Hypothesis 

3c.  
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Model 3 adds to Model 2 our theorized indirect effect of entrepreneurial orientation. 

The R2 calculations at 21%, 28% and 20% indicate that our final model is a reasonable
27

 

predictor of the choice for a counter-cyclical strategy in supply, demand, and capital areas 

respectively. Moreover, the respective 13, 17, and 5pp increases in R2 versus model 1 

indicate that our theorized variables in conjunction offer important contribution to those 

predictions. 

Model 3 also shows EO’s moderating effects on the relationship between opportunity 

recognition and the choice for counter-cyclical strategies, which are complex. For demand 

(+2.39) and supply (+1.84) strategies, the coefficients are positive and significant at the 5% 

and 10% levels respectively. These results confirm that increased EO strengthens the positive 

effect of opportunity recognition on the choice for these counter-cyclical strategies, 

representing strong support for Hypothesis 4b and moderate support for Hypothesis 4a. In the 

case of capital strategy, however, the coefficient (-2.91) is significant but negative, opposite 

of our expectation. Thus, there is no support for Hypothesis 4c.  

 

 

2.6 Discussion 

2.6.1 Discussion of results 

Our results indicate that the majority of Brazilian firms pursued a pro-cyclical strategy of 

reductions in supply-related areas, particularly decreasing purchases and cutting personnel, 

but also reducing production. In most cases, reductions were small, probably because the 

recession in Brazil, although deep, lasted only two quarters, and might have been over before 

extreme measures were taken by firms. For instance, raw materials supplies are usually 

ordered in advance following pre-signed contracts, and it is reasonable to continue producing 
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 These R2 levels are acceptable for management studies, as several papers (Elbanna et al., 2012; Wiklund, 

2009; Zhang et al., 2010) have been published or reported (Hulland, 1999) with some R2 coefficients below 

15%.   
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according to schedule while their inventories are still high. Moreover, management may go 

through a long process before reaching a decision to make cuts.  

 

 

 

Table 2.2 Results of the PLS structural model analysis - dependent variable: Change in performance.

 Model 1  Model 2  Model 3 

Control variables

IND - 0.42 0.13 0.07

SIZE + 0.70 1.13 1.34

AGE + 1.25 1.17 1.22

FINSLACK 4.56 2.28 2.00

EXP - 0.82 1.12 0.93

OPP + 3.38 1.89 2.29

IC + 1.99 1.95 2.31

FLEX - 1.46

Independent variables

STRAT H1 +  4.69  +++ 4.66 Yes

Indirect effects

FLEX x STRAT H2 +  3.01  +++ Yes

R2 29% 44% 51%

R2 increase vs. Model 1  0.15  0.22 

* Algorithm calculations based on path weighing scheme;

   sign refers to the first model where each variable or relation is shown.

** All calculations based on bootstrapping with 1000 samples (Navarro et al., 2011) or more

     and individual sign changes (Temme et al., 2010).

+ T-values above 1.65 are significant at the 10% significance value.

+ + T-values above 1.96 are significant at the 5% significance value.

+ + + T-values above 2.58 are significant at the 1% significance value.

Related 

Hypothesis

Sign 

*

T-values **

SupportChange in performance
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Table 2.3 Results of the PLS structural model analysis - dependent variable: Strategy.

 Supply  Demand  Capital  Supply  Demand  Capital  Supply  Demand  Capital 

Control variables

IND -1.71 0.07 1.50 1.87 0.33 1.37 1.71 0.18 1.44

SIZE 0.07 -0.20 -0.63 0.35 1.05 0.97 0.55 1.27 1.03

AGE 1.16 1.25 1.76 0.64 0.01 1.15 0.12 0.82 1.14

FINSLACK 3.46 3.26 2.63 3.27 3.14 2.48 3.61 3.46 2.26

EO 0.98 1.20 1.60

Independent variables

OPP H3a, b, c  1.96  ++  5.18  +++  2.71  +++ Y,Y,Y

Indirect effects

EO x OPP H4a, b, c  1.84  +  2.39  ++  -2.91  +++ Y,Y,N

R2 8% 11% 15% 13% 24% 17% 21% 28% 20%

R2 increase vs. Model 1  0.05  0.13  0.02  0.13  0.17  0.05 

* Calculations based on path weighing scheme, bootstrapping with 1000 samples (Navarro et al., 2011) or more and individual sign changes (Temme et al., 2010).

+ T-values above 1.65 are significant at the 10% significance value.

+ + T-values above 1.96 are significant at the 5% significance value.

+ + + T-values above 2.58 are significant at the 1% significance value.

Related 

Hypothesis

 Model 1  Model 3 

Support

 Model 2 

T-values *

Strategy
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No changes on the capital- and demand-related areas was the most common behavior 

of Brazilian firms, although pro-cyclical reductions of investments were also reported by a 

significant number of firms and were more common than counter-cyclical increases. Once 

again reductions were mostly small, except for fixed assets and acquisitions, to which larger 

reductions were reported. The likely reason is that the assets involved in these reductions are 

expensive, so that each individual cut is already significant. Institutional theory (DiMaggio 

and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 1977) may provide an explanation for this apparent 

lack of response. In contexts of uncertainty, several firms may just wait to see what other 

organizations will do and imitate them, creating a situation of isomorphism in which none of 

the players take the initiative to make a first move. 

Few companies adopted a counter-cyclical strategy of increased investments during 

the recession. In general, these investments were small increases in demand-related areas. 

Most commonly, the counter-cyclical move took the form of a price increase, confirming the 

mixed results in the literature. Certain characteristics of firms increase the likelihood of their 

choice for a counter-cyclical strategy of investments in recessions.  

The first characteristic is an ability to recognize opportunities in recessions, which has 

a strong positive effect on the choice of counter-cyclical strategies in supply (Hypothesis 3a), 

demand (Hypothesis 3b), and capital (Hypothesis 3c). Firms whose employees have a 

cognitive mindset that fosters the identification of opportunities rather than only threats 

during a recession find new projects to counter-cyclically invest. 

This effect is moderated by a second characteristic, a firm’s entrepreneurial 

orientation. In general, higher entrepreneurial orientation strengthens the positive effect of 

opportunity recognition on the likelihood of a firm’s choice for counter-cyclical investments 

during recessions. That happens because entrepreneurially-oriented firms are proactive and 

accept the changes and risks associated with investments during recessions. This 

strengthening effect is substantial in demand-related areas (Hypothesis 3b) and medium in 

supply-related areas (Hypothesis 3a). Surprisingly, however, this very same EO weakens the 

positive effect of opportunity recognition on the likelihood of counter-cyclical investments in 

capital-related areas, against our hypothesis (Hypothesis 3c). One possible explanation is that, 

due to limited resources during recessions, firms have to select specific areas for investments. 
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Firms in our sample may have invested in demand- and supply-related areas at the expense of 

capital-related areas. In fact, less than half of our respondents mentioned changes in capital-

related strategy. In addition, capital investments like fixed assets and acquisitions are more 

complex, expensive and take longer than those in supply and demand areas. As such, capital 

expenditures may be less associated with the quickness that entrepreneurial orientation 

demands. These arguments are in line with findings by Navarro et al. (2010), who reported 

independence of the three investment areas.  

Our results also indicate that a firm’s choice for a counter-cyclical strategy of 

increased investments during recessions enables superior performance than that of 

competitors (Hypothesis 1). This is a confirmation that the benefits of acquiring good-quality 

resources that become available at low prices during recessions more than offset the high risks 

of such a strategy. This positive effect of counter-cyclical strategy on performance is even 

stronger if the firm is flexible (Hypothesis 2), since flexibility allows relocation and 

reconfiguration of resources for efficient implementation of investments. 

It may sound strange to propose that firms act counter-cyclically with strategies that 

may increase spending with higher costs and investments while availability of cash from 

profits, credit or equity is reduced. The best advice would definitely be to have a good 

forecast for the timing of start and end of the cycle turns, as to take advantage of lower prices 

in recessions just immediately before the recovery is about to begin. But that is difficult for 

firms to achieve and beyond our scope.  

Apart from that, the key to understanding this seemingly paradoxal dilemma is to find 

the right opportunities for investments. At the minimum, we can say that recessions certainly 

may create some opportunities and it is worthwhile for firms to look for them, since those 

firms which find opportunities and invest to develop new businesses were more successful 

than their competitors.  

Finally, we do not mean that preserving cash for short term survival is not important, 

neither that a recession is the moment to increase investments. Firms need to find ways to 

reduce costs in some areas to improve efficiency (rather than just lay off personnel and cut 

costs generally across all areas) while investing in the most promising projects, carefully 
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selected according to the new structure of the market or the long term trajectories that did not 

change. 

 

2.6.2 Applicability, limitations, and future research 

Our suggested view of finding opportunities during recessions and acting entrepreneurially 

and with flexibility for efficient implementation of counter-cyclical investments for superior 

performance is not equally valid in all cases. First, the firm may operate in an industry or 

segment that was not affected by the recession, or even benefited from the situation. In this 

case, the firm may just receive the profits from the lucky occurrence and no action is 

necessary. Second, even if the firm is affected, the optimism of viewing the recession as an 

opportunity and acting counter-cyclically is not always the best solution. Indeed, Gulati et al. 

(2010) suggest a combination of offensive and defensive moves and Srinivasan et al. (2005) 

recognize that, for some firms the best strategy would be to cut back investments. 

We see several limitations to our study. A first limitation refers to the timing of 

performance we measured. We chose to focus on performance during the recession to 

measure immediate returns (Srinivasan et al., 2005) and to fill a gap in extant research, as 

most prior studies measured performance after the recession ends. However, some 

investments have a lagged effect (Srinivasan et al., 2005) and related profits may take long to 

materialize (Gulati et al., 2010). This is also the case of cost cuts that may be restricted by 

prior commitments and long-term contracts (Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989). Depending on 

the duration of the crisis, which was restricted to two quarters in Brazil, effects of some firm’s 

responses might not be felt during the recession, but only after the recovery phase starts. In 

addition, in line with Grewal and Tansuhaj (2001) and most other research on recessions, our 

study suffers from survival bias, as our survey was conducted almost 3 years year after the 

worst quarter of the recession, when some affected firms might have closed operations. 

Other limitations are related to our method. As is common in surveys, we relied on 

respondent perceptions, which can always differ from reality, although the use of multiple 

measures reduces the impact of errors (Kock et al., 2009). Another limitation refers to the 

small size of our sample, which is usual in research on emerging countries (Hoskisson et al., 
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2000), particularly considering that firms are not used to answering questionnaires (Dib et al., 

2010). Even though SEM studies such as Worren et al. (2002) and Coltman et al. (2008) have 

been published with smaller samples and PLS is an adequate technique for such cases (Ringle 

et al., 2012), our results should be considered more indicative rather than conclusive. 

Moreover, we relied on theory to argue that investments increased performance, but it could 

be the opposite case that higher performance allowed higher investments. Similar to Navarro 

et al. (2010), our method can only confirm association between these variables rather than 

causality. Finally, our sample was not random and included only firms operating in Brazil. 

While Brazil provides an interesting context for our research, caution is recommended before 

generalizing these results to firms operating in countries with very different business 

environments.  

This last limitation leads us to an interesting area for further research. Drawing on a 

suggestion from Srinivasan et al. (2011), scholars should investigate whether the specific 

characteristics of certain countries influence the choice for and success of counter-cyclical 

investments during recessions. For instance, emerging countries have more dynamic 

environments (Hoskisson et al., 2013), which may expose firms to more turbulence and allow 

them to develop more flexibility than firms from developed countries. In addition, some 

countries whose cultures are marked by higher tolerance for risk may have firms with higher 

entrepreneurial orientation. 

 

2.6.3 Contributions and conclusion 

By investigating the cyclical strategies that enable firms to have superior performance in 

recessions, our paper advances the business cycle management literature, an unexplored 

research stream (Gulati et al., 2010; Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989) that should be high on the 

list of strategy scholars (Bromiley et al., 2008). In particular, we answer a call for scholars to 

address how firms absorb and respond to economic downturns (Kaytaz and Gul, 2013; 

Latham and Braun, 2008) and to use surveys to examine organizational factors (Srinivasan et 

al., 2011) that influence investment preferences in these moments (Zona, 2012). In this sense, 

we extend the conceptual framework suggested by Latham and Braun (2011) by specifying 
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the investment strategies that allow firms to perform better than competitors in recessionary 

environments. To our knowledge, this is the first study to propose an integrative model with 

several variables to analyze recessions, and to test related hypotheses using PLS. Moreover, 

we do so in less traditional contexts suggested by some authors, such as non-listed companies 

(Mascarenhas and Aaker, 1989) and countries other than the US and Western European ones 

(Grewal and Tansuhaj, 2001).  

In addition to this theoretical contribution, our research is also relevant to 

practitioners. Once in a recession, managers can implement our suggestions to make 

investments that will enable their firms to navigate through this difficult period and be strong 

for the economic recovery. Furthermore, considering that recessions are recurring events, part 

of a natural business cycle that will always come and go, managers can invest in developing 

the characteristics and capabilities that will help their firms to be prepared for future 

recessions. 

To conclude, our research indicated that most firms pro-cyclically reduce costs and 

investments during recessions. Nevertheless, firms with higher ability to recognize 

opportunities in the changing environment and more entrepreneurial orientation to invest in 

these opportunities adopt a counter-cyclical strategy of investing in new projects and have 

superior performance than rivals. Finally, it is important for firms to be flexible for efficient 

implementation of these investments. 
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CHAPTER 3: Paper 3 (IE-1) 

 

 

When distance “does not matter”: Implications for international 

location decisions of companies from emerging economies 

 

Abstract 

The concept of distance has been widely used for international location decisions, but 

inconclusive empirical results lead to a call for scholars to study when distance matters. Based 

on institutional distance, we propose that the general preference for low-distance countries in 

foreign location decisions is lower:(1) when the company is state owned; (2) when its 

internationalization motives are asset, resource or efficiency seeking (rather than market 

seeking); and (3) when it occurred after globalization and the advent of new technologies. 

Each of these circumstances affects the various dimensions of institutional distance in 

different ways. Current conflicting results in the literature may be a consequence of prior 

studies mixing in their samples these circumstances under which distance matters more or 

less, but without controlling for them. As these circumstances under which distance matters 

the least are typical of the internationalization of companies from emerging economies, 

distance should be less important for these companies. 
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3.1 Introduction 

International location choice is one of the most important decisions for multinational 

enterprises (MNEs) (Buckley et al., 2007b; Schotter and Beamish, 2013), yet it is a topic that 

remains underdeveloped within the international business (IB) literature (Goerzen et al., 

2013). The concept of distance, broadly defined as the difference between home and host 

countries for international activities (Hakanson and Ambos, 2010), has been widely used for 

research on international location decisions (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013), but with mixed 

empirical results (Berry et al., 2010; Estrin et al., 2009). Authors suggest that inconclusive 

results are mainly due to wrong operationalizations, inadequate levels of analysis, distorted 

perceptions by managers (Evans and Mavondo, 2002; Hakanson and Ambos, 2010), and lack 

of rigorous theoretical frameworks (Berry et al., 2010; Luo and Shenkar, 2011). While these 

arguments are all valid, we believe they do not fully explain the difficulties in understanding 

empirical results in this line of research. Moreover, this lack of full consensus regarding the 

validity of the concept suggests that distance may be more valid in some circumstances than 

in others. In addition, as some of these circumstances might be particularly related to the 

internationalization of firms from emerging economies, these companies represent an 

interesting setting for an investigation. 

The internationalization of companies from emerging economies is a recent 

phenomenon that has been gaining importance in the global economy (Gammeltoft et al., 

2010; Gaur et al., 2013; Hoskisson et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2005). Their 

internationalization patterns question the main theories of international business (Mathews, 

2006a; Tan and Meyer, 2010), which were developed based on companies from 

advancedeconomies (Li, 2003; Meyer and Nguyen, 2005) and might not be fully applicable in 

the context of emerging economies (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007; Hoskisson et al., 2000; Xu and 

Meyer, 2013). We still have a limited understanding of emerging market multinational 

enterprises’ (E-MNE) behavior (Bangara et al., 2012), and their location decisions need 

further investigation (Aharoni and Brock, 2010; Aykut and Goldstein, 2006; Seno-Alday, 

2010). 

In light of the two gaps mentioned above, the purpose of this conceptual paper is to 

investigate circumstances under which distance is less important for international location 
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decisions of MNEs. More specifically, we aim to: (a) examine the effects of company 

ownership, internationalization motive, and internationalization timing on the preference for 

low-distance countries in foreign location decisions; (b) indicate the particular dimensions of 

the distance concept that are more relevant in each of these circumstances; (c) discuss 

implications of these circumstances to shed some light into the inconclusive empirical results 

concerning the importance of distance; and (d) discuss implications of these circumstances for 

comparing the internationalization of MNEs from emerging economies
28

 versus those MNEs 

from advanced economies (A-MNEs). 

Our paper offers theoretical contributions to IB research in two areas. First, it adds to 

the distance literature by answering a call for scholars to investigate the causes of difficulties 

in internationalization (Cuervo-Cazurra et al., 2007), particularly in terms of when and how 

distance makes a difference (Berry et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2005). Our paper enhances 

current comprehension of the use of distance and its particular dimensions. It also sheds some 

light on the debate over the mixed empirical results of research on the topic. Second, our 

paper advances research on the internationalization patterns of companies from emerging 

economies. We investigate the validity, in their context, of a major concept in IB. In doing 

that, our study also provides insights to the discussion of differences between E-MNEs and A-

MNEs. In addition, our paper enhances the literature on management of state-owned 

enterprises (SOEs). These companies are important for emerging economies (Aulakh et al., 

2000), and the drivers of their internationalization should be identified and examined 

(UNCTAD, 2011). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first, we review the literature on 

distance and discuss particular empirical results in the context of emerging economies. Next, 

we develop our propositions regarding when distance matters the least. Then, we discuss the 

implications of our arguments for a comparison between the internationalization patterns of 

companies from emerging economies versus those from more advanced economies. Finally, 

we draw our conclusions, discuss the limitations of our study, and suggest ideas for future 

research. 

                                                           
28

 In line with Luo and Tung (2007), we exclude from our definition of E-MNEs: import and export companies, 

minority participation in joint ventures and investments in tax havens; UNCTAD (2011) adopts a more 

encompassing definition. 
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3.2 Literature review 

3.2.1 The concept of distance and its various perspectives 

The concept of distance has its origins in the economic gravitational models and was probably 

first used by Beckerman (1956). Since then, it has gained a central role in IB research (Estrin 

et al., 2009), primarily for its impact on location and entry mode decisions (Berry et al., 2010; 

Shenkar, 2001). It has also proved to be an important concept within related disciplines such 

as marketing (Brewer, 2007; Sousa and Bradley, 2008; Stöttinger and Schlegelmilch, 1998) 

and strategic management (Holburn and Zelner, 2010; Parente et al., 2011). 

Distance refers not only to geographic separation between countries, but also to 

differences in terms of culture, economic development, political systems, and business 

practices, among other factors (Dow and Karunaratna, 2006; Ghemawat, 2001; Johanson and 

Vahlne, 1977; Sousa and Bradley, 2005). Companies doing business in distant countries 

suffer from increased organizational complexity and have higher transportation and 

adaptation costs (Ghemawat, 2001; Hutzschenreuter et al., 2011, 2013). Moreover, they face 

difficulties in transferring knowledge and competences to the host market as well as in 

dealing with local customers, suppliers, governments, and employees (Chang et al., 2012; 

Jackson and Deeg, 2008; Ogasavara and Hoshino, 2009). In this sense, by selecting host 

countries that are less distant to the home country, companies should be able to reduce the 

costs and risks of foreign operations (Estrin et al., 2009; Zaheer, 1995).  

To date, scholars have offered several alternative approaches to investigate the 

distance concept, such as: cultural distance (Hofstede, 1980, 2010; Hutzschenreuter et al., 

2011; Javidan et al., 2006; Kogut and Singh, 1988), psychic distance (Brewer, 2007; Dow and 

Karunaratna, 2006; Hakanson and Ambos, 2010; Johanson and Vahlne,1977, 2009; Sousa and 

Bradley, 2005, 2006, 2008), the CAGE framework of cultural, administrative, geographic, 

and economic distance (Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2008; Cyrino et al., 2010; Ghemawat, 

2001; Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013), institutional distance from a sociological perspective 

(Chao and Kumar, 2010; Eden and Miller, 2004; Hsu et al., 2013b; Kostova, 1999; 

Pogrebnyakov and Maitland, 2011; Xu and Shenkar, 2002), and most recently, institutional 
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distance from an economic perspective (Berry et al., 2010). These five models come from 

slightly different theoretical backgrounds and differ in their dimensions of distance. 

 

3.2.2 Empirical results in the context of emerging economies 

Regardless of the distance perspective considered, several studies find support for the 

influence of distance in foreign expansion, while others do not. Most scholars analyze the 

internationalization of firms from advanced economies (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007); but in the 

few studies that test the distance concept in emerging economies, results are not fully 

conclusive either. Cuervo-Cazurra (2008) studies 20 cases of large MNEs throughout Latin 

America and finds various results. In his study, some companies preferred less distant 

countries for their first international location, while other companies selected more distant 

countries, both regarding cultural and economic distance. Rocha and Christensen (2002) 

review a number of studies conducted in Brazil and conclude that Brazilian executives tend to 

choose export markets perceived as culturally close. However, several case studies show that 

some companies choose more distant countries instead as their first location choice for 

internationalization. For instance, Oliveira Junior (2007) mentions the United States as the 

first choice for international expansion of the large Brazilian steel producer Companhia 

Siderurgica Nacional (CSN) in 2001. Cyrino et al. (2010) find that Brazilian companies 

generally start their internationalization in less distant countries, mostly in Latin America, but 

warn that companies in some industries show a different path.  

Kalotay and Sulstarova (2010) mention that Russian companies have important assets 

abroad, often in socially and culturally similar countries. Moreover, the authors observe that 

entry was particularly easy in countries with common regulatory heritages and slight language 

barriers. Nevertheless, their results show that market-driven variables were more significant 

than distance for internationalization decisions. Buckley et al. (2007a) conclude that cultural 

proximity
29

 is a significant driver of Chinese foreign direct investment (FDI),
30

 particularly in 

                                                           
29

 Buckley et al. (2007a) use a slightly different measure of cultural distance: rather than measuring differences 

in culture between China and host countries, they calculate cultural proximity measuring the presence of Chinese 

population in the host countries. 
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earlier phases, while more recently expansion was directed to advanced (more distant) 

countries. Ellis (2008) finds support for distance as a driver of Chinese exports, but as a 

moderator to the relationship between market size and entry choice. Erramilli et al. (1999) 

find that, for Korean firms, distance plays a critical role in FDI market selection in the early 

phases of internationalization, while economic factors become more important in subsequent 

investments. Their findings also suggest that geographic distance is more important than 

culture as calculated by the Kogut and Singh (1988) index. Still, Medinets et al. (2009) find 

general support of distance as a good predictor of Kenya’s export locations, but argue that 

cultural, economic, and political dimensions, in conjunction, explain locations better than 

geography.  

In short, scholars have proposed various approaches to investigate the concept of 

distance. Our review of the literature suggests that, regardless of the distance approach used, 

there seems to be no clear consensus with regard to the importance of distance and its various 

dimensions when E-MNEs make their international location decisions. That is particularly the 

case when distance is compared to other variables. 

 

 

3.3 Conceptual framework and propositions 

Some scholars claim that mixed results are mainly caused by inappropriate 

operationalizations, wrong levels of analysis, distorted perceptions by managers (Evans and 

Mavondo, 2002; Hakanson and Ambos, 2010), and lack of sound theoretical frameworks 

(Berry et al., 2010; Luo and Shenkar, 2011), arguments that should equally apply to E-MNEs. 

While we agree with these explanations, we believe they do not fully explain the difficulties 

in understanding empirical results and suggest that the concept of distance may be more valid 

and impactful in some circumstances than in others. We argue that inconclusive results in the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
30

 In this paper, we use the standard UNCTAD definition of FDI as being an investment involving a long-term 

relationship and reflecting a lasting interest and control by a firm in an enterprise resident in a foreign country 

(UNCTAD, 2006 
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literature may be a consequence of prior studies testing the use of distance in samples that 

represent particular circumstances without controlling for them. 

A number of circumstances may influence the importance of distance for foreign 

location decisions. Due to our particular interest in emerging economies, we focus on 

company characteristics and contexts that distinguish the internationalization of E-MNEs 

from that of A-MNEs. We claim that some of these circumstances are related to: (1) an 

ownership structure in which governments interfere in companies’ risk profile and profit-

maximizing goals; (2) internationalization motives that lead companies to specific types of 

countries; and (3) timing when new technologies and globalization allow easier 

internationalization. These circumstances are typical of the internationalization of E-MNEs, 

which implies that the general recommendation of selecting low-distant countries is less 

important for these companies. 

In the next section, we provide reasoning for these claims, which are summarized in 

our conceptual framework shown in Figure 3.1. We base our study on the theoretical 

foundation of institutional distance from the economic perspective, as proposed by Berry et al. 

(2010), due to its solid theoretical background, comprehensive scope, and 

multidimensionality. Their theoretical background is based on a combination of three 

different traditions of institutional theory (national business systems, national governance 

systems, and national innovation systems) to create an exhaustive list of dimensions that are 

relevant for the analysis of differences between countries. The final list comprises nine 

dimensions: economic, financial, political, administrative (including legal), cultural, 

demographic, knowledge, global connectedness, and geographic. Such comprehensiveness of 

scope is crucial to capture the broadness of costs and risks involved in international 

operations. Finally, multidimensionality allows us to separate the analysis of each dimension. 

This is important because dimensions vary in their relevance for each particular circumstance 

we examine. 
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3.3.1 Company ownership 

Differences in ownership may result in variations in company behavior (Cuervo-Cazurra, 

2007) and performance (Goldeng et al., 2008). Among the various different types of company 

ownership, for the purpose of this paper, it is important to distinguish between private 

enterprises and state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
31

 SOEs used to have a limited role in 

international markets (Vernon, 1979), but have been gaining importance recently (Nolan and 

Sourgens, 2010). In 2012, there were at least 845 state-owned MNEs, which accounted for 11 

percent of global FDI (UNCTAD, 2013). In 2010, these SOEs made up 19 of the world’s 100 

largest MNEs and had 8,500 foreign affiliates across the globe (UNCTAD, 2011). 
                                                           
31

 In this paper, we use the UNCTAD definition of SOEs, which includes partial stakes by the state, as long as 

significant for control, including firms that after the 2008 global economic crisis received support from the 

government. 

Figure 3.1: When distance “does not matter”
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State ownership differs from private ownership because governments influence the 

company-environment relationship and affect managerial practices (Lachman, 1985), 

intervening in a number of areas, including human resources, wages, pricing, plant locations, 

and foreign expansion (Gammeltoft et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2012; Zif, 1983). These last two 

are of particular importance to our research. For instance, governments may impel exports 

through subsidies or reduced prices (Buckley et al., 2007a) or they might discourage 

internationalization when assets are not transferrable across borders (Tan and Meyer, 2010). 

Government participation in international expansion was important in China, where 

companies were either aided or injured by the political agenda of the Chinese government 

(Quer et al., 2011), as well as in Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia (Sim and Pandian, 2003, 2007), 

Korea, and Brazil (Hoskisson et al., 2013). 

We argue that the particular relationship that SOEs have with their governments 

should make these companies less likely to choose low-distance countries in their 

internationalization processes because SOEs have: (1) lower need to avoid risks; and (2) non-

profit-maximizing objectives. With regard to the lower need to avoid risk, SOEs receive direct 

financial subsidies from governments (Hoskisson et al., 2000), which provide them with soft 

budget constraints (Buckley et al. 2007a) or even potentially unlimited cash flow (Zif, 1983). 

For instance, Chinese SOEs remained a persistent drain on government resources even after 

the beginning of reforms in the 1980s (White, 2000). Such governmental financial support 

grants SOEs with lower cost of capital (Quer et al., 2011) and lower downside risks of going 

bankrupt (Cuervo-Cazurra and Dau, 2009; Vernon, 1979). Considering that 

internationalization to low-distance countries is a way to reduce risks (Li, 2003, 2010) and 

ultimately avoid financial problems, there is less need for SOEs to pursue such a strategy 

when compared to private companies.  

As for the non-profit-maximizing objectives, besides the aforementioned financial 

advantages, SOEs may also receive privileged access to raw materials or other inputs from 

their governments (Buckley et al., 2007a), in addition to several other forms of indirect 

preferential treatment (Hoskisson et al., 2000). In exchange for these benefits, SOEs are under 

pressure to help governments attain their multiple sociopolitical objectives (Hafsi et al., 

1987), such as control over natural resources, industrial development, job creation, inflation 

reduction, literacy rate increases, and improvement in the quality of life (Baliga and 
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Santalainen, 2006; Zif, 1983). Therefore, while private companies have business-oriented 

goals, SOEs receive dual pressure from business and politics (Hafsi et al., 1987) and may be 

required to sacrifice profits in favor of other goals. These differences in goals may result in 

criteria for location decisions that are different from those prescribed by extant IB theories, 

which assume that companies are profit maximizers (Gammeltoft et al., 2010; Jackson and 

Deeg, 2008). Considering that internationalization to low-distance countries is seen as a 

strategy to maximize profits, we argue that SOEs would be less likely to follow such a 

strategy when compared to private companies. 

Among the various institutional distance dimensions, political distance is the most 

relevant for the internationalization of SOEs. Functioning as an extension of their 

governments’ interests (Vernon, 1979), SOEs may locate their foreign activities in countries 

where they can take advantage of political connections in various types of relations with 

governments, suppliers, and clients (Puffer et al., 2013; Wan, 2005) or other nonmarket 

resources, such as a general ability to function in weak institutional environments (Cuervo-

Cazurra and Genc, 2011; Ramamurti, 2012). Therefore, SOEs might rely solely on lower 

political distance when deciding on foreign locations, but completely disregard all other 

dimensions of institutional distance, which together should have a stronger effect.  

A prime example of lower risk aversion and nonprofit objectives is the Chinese FDI in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, which displaced prior interests by Anglo-French and U.S. investors in 

the region (Zafar, 2007). To supply the country’s growing demands of natural resources to 

fuel rapid industrialization, the Chinese government negotiated economic cooperation with 

resource-rich African countries. It also funded Chinese SOEs which, without having to invest 

their own equity, could be less risk averse (Gokgur, 2011; Sanfilippo, 2010) and engage in the 

long-term mining and infrastructure projects in risky environments avoided by short-term, 

profit-oriented Western investors (Kaplinsky and Morris, 2009). Hence, based on the 

arguments and evidence above, we offer the following proposition: 

Proposition 1: The preference for low-distance countries in foreign location decisions 

is less important for state-owned companies than for private companies. 
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3.3.2 Internationalization motives 

The literature suggests that various factors may trigger a company’s internationalization 

process. Some examples include limitations in the domestic market, need to follow a home-

country customer expanding abroad, and desire for diversification to spread risk, among 

others. Some of these factors originate from restrictions in the home country (the “push” 

factors), while others originate from opportunities seen in a host country (the “pull” factors). 

Either way, IB literature usually categorizes internationalization motives according to what 

firms are searching for in foreign markets. Based on the seminal work by Dunning (1995), 

most scholars classify internationalization motives as market seeking, resource seeking, 

efficiency seeking, and asset seeking. In short, a company makes market-seeking investments 

to enter an existing market where it does not currently operate or to establish a new market. A 

company makes resource-seeking investments in order to gain access to raw materials, 

usually natural resources, that are either not available or more expensive where it currently 

operates. A company makes efficiency-seeking investments in order to increase the efficiency 

of its operations through access to labor or other input factors at lower costs elsewhere. A 

company makes asset-seeking investments to gain access to knowledge, capabilities, 

advanced technology, recognized brands, or other strategic assets not available where it 

currently operates.
32

 

Considering the exploitation and exploration duality proposed by March (1991) and 

taking a company’s capabilities as a base for comparison, we argue that market-seeking 

investments are related to exploitation of current capabilities or knowledge, whereas asset-

seeking investments are related to exploration of new knowledge (Makino et al., 2002; 

Nachum, 2003). In market-seeking investments, the company will rely on its current 

knowledge and capabilities (Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013) to perform existing routines 

and sell existing products in a new market. Such reliance on existing assets, internal to the 

company, is related to exploitation activities (Hsu et al., 2013a), which are more likely to take 

place in similar environments (Hoskisson et al., 2004) where distance is lower. We also argue 

that in less distant countries, the company is more likely to find consumers with preferences 

                                                           
32

 Asset-seeking investments sometimes are also known by other names, such as knowledge-seeking, 

technology-seeking, or competence-creating investments. 
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and behaviors that are similar to those of consumers in the home country. In turn, these 

consumers are more likely to buy those existing products with little need for adaptations. 

Therefore, preference for low-distance countries is very important for market-seeking 

investments. In fact, Forsgren (2002) and Li (2003) agree that the concept of distance
33

 is 

related to market seeking and exploitation of current capabilities. Most relevant for similar 

consumer preferences and behavior are low distance in the demographic, cultural, economic, 

administrative, and connectedness dimensions of distance.  

Differently, asset-seeking investments refer to exploration—a search for new 

possibilities to find or develop new assets at other locations. A company makes this kind of 

investment to gain access to new knowledge, such as technological and organizational 

capabilities (Barnard, 2010; Nachum, 2003), and to bring it back to existing operations 

(Cuervo-Cazurra et al., 2007), rather than to seek additional markets for exploiting current 

knowledge (Wang and Suh, 2009). We argue that a company is more likely to find 

knowledge, capabilities, technology, and other strategic assets that are different than those 

available at home in countries that are dissimilar, more distant to this company’s home 

country.Therefore, preference for high-distance countries is important for asset-seeking 

investments. Particularly important in this case are the knowledge and economic dimensions 

of distance. 

These arguments are in line with empirical evidence by Quer et al. (2011), who find 

conflicting results for the influence of cultural distance on Chinese foreign investments and 

suggest that its influence may depend on companies’ objectives. According to the authors, 

market-seeking investments might well have been initially aimed at countries in which 

distance was lower, whereas strategic asset-seeking investments have been mainly directed to 

advanced countries in North America and Europe, which are culturally more distant. 

In natural resource-seeking investments, a company is usually looking for a natural 

resource that is not available where it currently operates. One can argue that the existence of 

natural resources in a certain location depends on the geological and climatic characteristics 

of aregion that may encompass several countries. Therefore, a company is more likely to find 

                                                           
33

 The authors’ comments refer to the psychic distance perspective as originally envisioned by the Uppsala 

school (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977), but we believe it also applies to the institutional distance. 
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the resource it seeks away from its own geographic region, in countries that are physically 

more distant. Thus, among the various distance dimensions, geographic distance is the most 

relevant for resource-seeking investments.  

For instance, the gulf area encompasses several countries that are all rich in one 

resource, namely oil. If a Saudi Arabian company needs another resource, it will most 

probably have to look for it further than the neighboring, oil-rich countries of Iraq and 

Kuwait. Chinese natural resource-seeking investments (Kolstad and Wiig, 2012) in African 

countries are in a similar situation. To fuel the country’s economic growth, China has been 

increasingly investing in natural resource projects in Sub-Saharan Africa (Kaplinsky and 

Morris, 2009; Sanfilippo, 2010; Zafar, 2007), rather than searching for these resources in 

neighboring Asian countries.  

Finally, in efficiency-seeking motives, cost cutting is a prime concern (Beugelsdijk and 

Mudambi, 2013; Meyer and Nguyen, 2005). The company is usually trying to improve the 

efficiency of its operations by moving production to a country in which labor costs are lower. 

This company is more likely to find lower labor costs in countries at a lower stage of 

development compared to the company’s country of origin. This is a case of high economic 

distance between the home and host country. Moreover, wages tend to be lower in countries 

with high availability of young people at working ages, rather than retired elderly. This 

difference in age structure translates into high demographic distance between the home and 

host country. So, among the various distance dimensions, economic and demographic 

distances are the most relevant for efficiency-seeking investments. Evidence of such behavior 

is extensive. According to Jensen (2009), offshoring of manufacturing activities from 

developed, high-cost countries to less-developed, low-cost countries has been addressed in the 

IB literature for decades. Hence, based on the company’s primary concern for finding what it 

seeks,
34

 it should look for higher distance countries in strategic asset-, resource-, and 

efficiency-seeking investments, while it should look for lower distance countries for market-

seeking investments. We offer the following proposition: 

                                                           
34

 It should be mentioned that, as a secondary concern, the company should always seek for the lower possible 

risks and costs of operations. In this regard, lower distance in the other dimensions is recommended. 
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Proposition 2: The preference for low-distance countries in foreign location decisions 

is less important for strategic asset-, resource-, and efficiency-seeking investments 

than for market-seeking investments.  

 

3.3.3 Internationalization timing  

The importance of distance may have changed in the last decades as a consequence of two 

related but distinct phenomena: the advent of new technologies and globalization. The last 

few decades have been marked by accelerated creation and diffusion of new technologies 

(Bettis and Hitt, 1995; Wang and Suh, 2009). Most important for the purpose of this research 

are advances in information and communication technology (ICT), whose influence was 

particularly important from the 1990s. For instance, the first Internet service providers were 

created at the end of the 1980s; by the mid-1990s,the Internet was globally adopted 

(Damsgaard and Scheepers, 2001; Ramamurti, 2004). ICTs facilitate access to information 

about foreign markets and internationally dispersed resources and customers (Dib et al., 2010; 

Leung et al., 2005; Mathews and Zander, 2007) and improve organizational communication 

and knowledge transfer both internally and externally (Andersen and Foss, 2005). As a result, 

they enhance the creation of strategic opportunities and reduce the uncertainty and costs of 

doing business internationally which, in turn, reduces the importance of distance (Nachum 

and Zaheer, 2005; Sambharya et al., 2005; Wang and Suh, 2009). 

Although the benefits of ICTs are definitely more pronounced for the exchange of 

explicit knowledge, these technologies also contribute to the exchange of tacit knowledge 

(Andersen and Foss, 2005; Ball et al., 2008; Damsgaard and Scheepers, 2001). For instance, 

videoconferencing allows face-to-face exchanges of tacit information (Ball et al., 2008), 

replacing human-based coordination, at least in some parts of the organizational hierarchy 

(Rabbiosi, 2011), especially after an initial personal contact (Grote and Taube, 2007). 

Moreover, most ICT limitations for sharing tacit knowledge are expected to disappear as 

technologies continue to evolve (Lopez-Nicolas and Soto-Acosta, 2010).  

While most authors acknowledge the consequences of new technologies to business 

and society, the issue of globalization remains more controversial in terms of its current pace 
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and resulting convergence of cultures (and practices), both within academia and in the media. 

We define globalization as the cross-border flow of capital, goods and services, people, 

information, and ideas (Ford and Ismail, 2006), a phenomenon related to the growing 

interdependence among firms of various countries (Leung et al., 2005). Globalization is not a 

new phenomenon (Clark and Knowles, 2003; Feigenbaum, 2002); in fact, it hasbeen studied 

through the lenses of various academic disciplines, such as international business, strategy, 

economics, geography, political science, public administration, cultural studies, arts, and law, 

for some time (Beugelsdijk et al., 2010; Feigenbaum, 2002; Feiock et al., 2008; Terdiman, 

2002).  

This issue has been popularized in the media by the debate of a flat (Friedman, 

2005)versus a spiky world (Florida, 2005). Several authors claim that the pace of 

globalization is increasing (Husted, 2003; Mathews, 2006a) due to numerous forces, such as 

reduced trade barriers, lower costs of international transportation and communications, and 

the integration of capital markets (Wiersema and Bowen, 2008). Furthermore, globalization 

arguably leads to the emergence of a global culture (Bird and Stevens, 2003) or some extent 

of global convergence of cultures (Ford and Ismail, 2006), institutions (Paik et al., 2011), 

markets (Levitt, 1983), and business practices, such as human resources (Paik et al., 2011) or 

governance (Shi et al., 2012). Ultimately, we would converge to a “flat world”, according to 

Friedman (2005), where distance would no longer matter (Cairncross, 1997; Cavusgil, 1994). 

However, Ghemawat (2007) argues that globalization is neither at its peak nor increasing. 

Also questioning globalization, other authors take a more local perspective and say that the 

world is “spiky”, meaning that globalization is, in fact, concentrated in a few clusters around 

large cities (Florida, 2005), claim regionalization or semi-globalization (Ghemawat, 2003; 

Rugman, 2003), or suggest various other positions in between (Buckley and Ghaury, 2004; 

Feiock et al., 2008). Finally, some scholars argue that cultures are not converging 

(Feigenbaum, 2002), even if it is evident that their practices are, as these are just one, shallow 

level of culture (Husted, 2003). 

Following Stevens and Bird (2004), we address this discussion as a matter of degree 

rather than a dichotomy of whether globalization and convergence have or have not occurred. 

We see some degree of globalization, with partial effects for distance reduction, in two ways. 

First, even if full convergence of cultures has not yet been achieved, there is certainly more 
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awareness for other cultures and incentives for their tolerance, which is the starting point for 

cultural convergence. A mere awareness of other cultures is already enough to decrease the 

effects of distance by reducing friction costs in interactions among staff of different cultures 

(Luo and Shenkar, 2011) between headquarters and subsidiaries. When employees do not 

comprehend one another, companies have to spend time and money to resolve conflicts and 

communication misunderstandings. Thus, we suggest that higher awareness of various 

cultures improves efficiency and reduces communication and coordination costs. Similarly, a 

mere tolerance of other cultures is also enough to decrease the effects of distance by reducing 

discrimination against a company and its products. When discrimination is high, companies 

lose sales or have high costs to adapt products as well as high marketing spending to enhance 

company image.  

Second, spikes within global cities (Goerzen et al., 2013) can be considered the 

beginning of a globalization process that would gradually spread into smaller, more rural 

towns in the future. Even if awareness and tolerance of other cultures are not fully 

disseminated, but restricted to these spikes, MNEs can choose to locate in these areas in order 

to benefit from the reduced effects of distance. Global cities provide cosmopolitan 

environments in which consumers and suppliers have higher awareness and tolerance of other 

cultures. These cities also offer international connectedness, which eases the transfer of 

people and goods, reducing transportation and coordination costs, and also facilitates access 

to information, reducing search costs (Goerzen et al., 2013). Moreover, MNEs can choose 

spiky regions to locate their FDI (particularly market seeking, efficiency seeking, and 

strategic asset seeking) so that subsidiaries are close to the largest markets and the highest 

availability of skilled workforce and other assets. Spiky regions tend to be the countries’ most 

densely populated areas, usually where the population has the best education and consumers 

have the highest disposable incomes. 

Regarding the dimensions of institutional distance that are most affected by the 

convergence processes, tolerance is related to values and beliefs, which comprise the cultural 

dimension of distance. Awareness, however, has a broader effect that involves not only values 

and beliefs, but also language, religion, and even legal systems, which are part of the 

administrative dimension of institutional distance. 
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In sum, advances in technology and its related phenomenon of globalization enabled 

improvements in communication, in financial systems, and in transportation of goods and 

people that transformed the environment for MNEs after the 1990s. Such enhancements 

deepened the integration of international markets for capital, products, and technology and 

reduced the uncertainty and costs of trade across national borders (Jensen, 2009; Mathews and 

Zander, 2007). These changes allowed for an easier internationalization process, less affected 

by distance (Fan and Phan, 2007) in various dimensions such as geographic, cultural, and 

administrative. 

For instance, Brazilian construction company Norberto Odebrecht started its 

internationalization process in 1979 by entering Peru (Oliveira Junior, 2007), a country that is 

close to Brazil both geographically and culturally. But, Brazilian cement producer Votorantim 

Cimentos started its internationalization process in 2001 by entering Canada (Borini et al., 

2007), a country that can be considered more distant than Peru. The work of Barkema and 

Drogendijk (2007) supports these arguments. The authors mention that in the 1970s, risk-

averse managers decided to first enter nearby countries in terms of culture, institutions, 

language, and educational level, behavior that was confirmed by empirical studies in the 

1970s and 1980s. The authors also comment that now the world has changed and companies 

race to internationalize and learn fast; and they suggest that recent empirical work indicates 

that internationalization to low-distance markets may reduce performance. Hence, we offer 

the following proposition: 

Proposition 3: The preference for low-distance countries in foreign location decisions 

is less important after the advent of new technologies and globalization. 

 

Next, we discuss our conceptual framework of when distance matters along with 

important implications of our research. 
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3.4 Discussion and implications 

Our conceptual framework offers an answer to the call that triggered our study of distance in 

the first place: ‘When does distance matter?’ In our research, we examine the importance of 

distance for foreign location decisions under particular circumstances and argued that the 

general preference for low-distance countries is less important:(1) when the company under 

analysis is state owned (as opposed to private owned); (2) when its internationalization 

motive is asset, resource, or efficiency seeking (rather than market seeking); and (3) when it 

occurred after globalization and the advent of new technologies. We suggest that each of these 

circumstances affects the various dimensions of institutional distance in different ways. For 

instance, the influence of company ownership is more pronounced for the political dimension, 

the effect of globalization and new technologies is more relevant for the cultural dimension, 

and the influence of the various internationalization motives spans across the demographic, 

knowledge, geographic, and economic dimensions, among others. These circumstances and 

their effects in particular dimensions of distance should have two interesting implications: the 

first is for the debate on the inconclusive empirical results of current research on distance and 

the second is for a comparison between the internationalization patterns of E-MNEs versus A-

MNEs. We next elaborate on these two implications. 

 

3.4.1 An alternative, additional explanation for mixed empirical results 

Several studies find support for the influence of distance in foreign expansion, but others do 

not (Berry et al., 2010; Estrin et al., 2009; Tihanyi et al., 2005). Authors claim that mixed 

empirical results are mainly the consequence of incorrect operationalizations, wrong levels of 

analysis, distorted perceptions by managers (Evans and Mavondo, 2002; Hakanson and 

Ambos, 2010), and lack of rigorous theoretical frameworks (Berry et al., 2010; Luo and 

Shenkar, 2011). While these arguments are all valid, we believe they do not fully explain the 

difficulties in understanding the inconclusive findings. Our conceptual framework suggests 

that conflicting empirical results in the current literature may be a consequence of studies 

mixing in their samples several of the circumstances and dimensions under which distance 

may matter more or less, but without controlling for them.  
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As for the circumstances we examine in our conceptual framework, we argue that 

empirical studies that investigate investments made before the 1990s might find support for 

the preference for low-distance countries in foreign location decisions. But, studies that focus 

on more recent investments, facilitated by globalization and new technologies, might not find 

such support. Similarly, studies based solely on private companies might find support for the 

influence of distance, while investigations that focus on SOEs might not confirm that support. 

The latter could be the case of studies conducted at emerging economies, where SOEs are 

more common. Along the same lines, studies based on market-seeking investments, such as 

those focusing on exports, are expected to find support for the importance of distance, 

whereas studies based on other types of investments might not confirm that support. Finally, 

studies that mix various types of investments, made by both private and state-owned 

companies, and spanning throughout long periods, may have samples with observations that 

have opposing effects from distance. As these opposite effects cancel one another in the 

calculations, results become inconclusive. 

As for the particular dimensions of distance that are most relevant for the phenomenon 

in question, it is possible that prior studies were focusing their investigations only on specific 

dimensions of distance that are not necessarily the most relevant for the circumstances under 

analysis. For instance, while several studies focus on cultural distance only, our analysis 

suggests that political distance is the most important for SOEs and knowledge distance is the 

most important for asset-seeking investments. Studies that focus on SOEs or asset-seeking 

investments, but measure only cultural distance, might find no support for the preference for 

low-distance countries just because they do not capture the most relevant dimension of 

distance for that investigation. In addition, studies could be mixing in a composite index: 

dimensions for which distance should be lower with dimensions for which distance should be 

higher. For example, while lower cultural distance tends to be always recommended, that is 

not the case for other dimensions. Our analysis suggests that countries with higher geographic 

distance are more likely selected in the internationalization for natural resource-seeking 

motives and countries with higher economic distance are more likely selected in the 

internationalization for efficiency-seeking motives. Studies that include resource- and 

efficiency-seeking motives could be mixing effects that cancel one another in the calculation 

of the composite index. All these could be new examples of wrong operationalizations, as 
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several authors have already pointed out. Nevertheless, they could also be cases of a choice 

for definitions or perspectives of distance that are limited in scope. Limited definitions could 

fail to comprise all the dimensions that are important for the investigation and, consequently, 

not capture all the costs, risks, or even opportunities involved in foreign operations. Next we 

address the implications of our conceptual framework for the internationalization of E-MNEs. 

 

3.4.2 Internationalization of companies from emerging economies 

Although emerging economies are not necessarily a homogeneous group (Acquaah, 2007; 

Narayanan and Fahey, 2005), several characteristics are common to most of these countries 

(Gammeltoft et al., 2010). We suggest that many of these characteristics are associated with 

the circumstances under which distance matters the least (as shown in Figure 3.1). For 

instance, SOEs are much more important in emerging economies than in advanced 

economies. It is common for emerging countries to experience high government intervention 

in the economy (Chao and Kumar, 2010; Henisz, 2003; Isobe et al., 2000) and in the 

internationalization process of companies (Gao et al., 2010; Nigam and Su, 2010); this is not 

usual in advanced countries (Sim and Pandian, 2003). Further government intervention in the 

economy is noted via active participation and market control by state-owned enterprises 

(Aulakh et al., 2000; Xu and Meyer, 2013)—a situation that is very different from the 

widespread(private) ownership model prevalent in advanced countries (Peng et al., 2008). 

Emerging economies are home to more than half of multinational state-owned enterprises 

(UNCTAD, 2011). Significant government participation in the economy and strong presence 

of SOEs were emphasized in studies about China (Buckley et al., 2007a), India (Elango and 

Pattnaik, 2007), and Latin America (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2008). As we mentioned earlier, the 

preference for low-distance countries is less important for state-owned companies than for 

private companies; and as in emerging economies a higher percentage of MNEs are state 

owned (Luo and Tung, 2007), distance should be less important in the internationalization 

process of E-MNEs.  

Moreover, asset-seeking investments are more common in the internationalization of 

E-MNEs than in the internationalization of A-MNEs. Emerging economies are normally 
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characterized by weak institutional environments and by market imperfections that create 

difficulties for business operations (Khanna and Rivkin, 2001). In these weaker, less 

munificent environments (Brouthers et al., 2005; Li and Yao, 2010), E-MNEs are not able to 

develop human capital (Tan and Meyer, 2010), sophisticated technology (Barnard, 2010), 

brands, financial capital (Aykut and Goldstein, 2006), and other resources (Cuervo-Cazurra 

and Genc, 2008) that would guarantee firm-specific advantages (Dunning 1988; 1995) to 

compete with firms from advanced countries in international markets (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007; 

Gaur and Kumar, 2009). Such lack of traditional firm-specific advantages implies different 

patterns of internationalization to these companies (Li, 2003; Mathews, 2006a). These E-

MNEs enter advanced countries in search of strategic assets, usually acquiring other 

companies with well-established market presence and brand names (Thite et al., 2012; Aykut 

and Goldstein, 2006), as a catch-up learning opportunity to quickly develop capabilities and 

augment their resource bases (Elango and Pattnaik, 2007; Bangara et al., 2012; Yiu et al., 

2005). According to Guillén and Garcia-Canal (2009), this pattern of internationalization is a 

notable exception to distance. As stated earlier, the preference for low-distance countries is 

less important for asset-seeking investments, which are more common for E-MNEs than for 

A-MNEs.  

Moreover, the timing when internationalization occurred results in E-MNEs having 

different patterns of internationalization than A-MNEs
35

. While A-MNEs internationalized 

long ago, the internationalization of E-MNEs is a more recent phenomenon, which can be 

classified in two separate waves (Ramamurti, 2004). The first wave was based on policies of 

import substitution in still-closed economies, in the 1970s and 1980s (Li, 2003; Sim and 

Pandian, 2007), and was limited. The second wave of E-MNE internationalization, much 

more prominent, started in the 1990s (Gammeltoft et al., 2010; Mathews, 2006a; UNCTAD, 

2006) and was based on pro-market reforms such as deregulation, liberalization, privatization, 

and improvements in national governance (Cuervo-Cazurra and Dau, 2009).These structural 

reforms induced E-MNEs to internationalize by reducing institutional imperfections, 

increasing competition, and augmenting opportunities for international efficiency and 

expansion (Dau, 2012). Such behavior was observed in a number of countries across Central 
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 This is assuming the most common case that A-MNEs internationalized long ago, as explained next. 
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and Eastern Europe (Gelbuda et al., 2008), Asia (Chitoor et al., 2008), and Latin America 

(Cuervo-Cazurra, 2008), as well as in South Africa (Klein and Wocke, 2007).  

This second wave of E-MNEs internationalization took place exactly at a time when 

globalization (Husted, 2003) and new technologies (Bettis and Hitt, 1995) brought a 

completely different context for the world economy and business operations (Jensen, 2009; 

Sambharya et al., 2005). This new environment enabled an easier internationalization process, 

less influenced by distance (Fan and Phan, 2007), as conceptualized in our framework. As 

stated earlier, the preference for low-distance countries is less important after the 1990s, when 

most E-MNEs internationalized, rather than before the 1990s, when most A-MNEs 

internationalized. 

All in all, we claim that the preference for low-distance countries is less important for 

the internationalization of companies from emerging economies than for the 

internationalization of companies from advanced countries. The internationalization of those 

former companies combines three circumstances under which the general recommendation of 

selecting low-distance countries as foreign locations is less relevant: a higher percentage of 

SOEs, higher focus on asset-, resource-, and efficiency-seeking internationalization motives, 

and timing of internationalization concentrated after the 1990s, when the world was more 

globalized and new technologies were available. 

 

 

3.5 Concluding remarks 

We studied distance, a concept that has a central role in international business theory, but 

whose empirical results have been inconclusive. In light of a call for scholars to study when 

distance matters, we propose a conceptual framework that investigates some of the 

circumstances under which distance matters the least. We noted that these circumstances are 

typical of the internationalization of companies from emerging economies, which has been 

gaining importance in international business literature and questions the field’s main theories, 

which were developed based on companies from advanced economies. The theoretical 

foundation for our study is the new perspective of institutional distance from an economic 
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background, which comprises nine dimensions for the concept of distance: economic, 

financial, political, administrative (including legal), cultural, demographic, knowledge, global 

connectedness, and geographic. 

In sum, our framework proposes that the general preference for low-distance countries 

is lower:(1) when the company is state owned, rather than private owned; (2) when its 

internationalization motives are asset, resource, or efficiency seeking, as opposed to market 

seeking; and (3) when it occurred after globalization and the advent of new technologies. 

Each of these circumstances affects the various dimensions of institutional distance in 

different ways. For instance, the influence of company ownership is more pronounced for the 

political dimension, the effect of globalization and new technologies is more relevant for the 

cultural dimension, and the influence of the various internationalization motives spans across 

several dimensions of institutional distance. We argue that current inconsistent results in the 

literature may be a consequence of prior studies mixing in their samples several of these 

circumstances under which distance matters more or less, but without controlling for them. 

An interesting implication of our research is that, as most of these circumstances under which 

distance matters the least are typical of the internationalization of companies from emerging 

economies, distance should be less important for these companies.  

Our paper offers theoretical contributions in two major areas. First, it adds to the 

distance literature by enhancing our comprehension of the concept’s importance for 

international location decisions, particularly identifying when it matters the least. By doing 

this, we offer an alternative, additional explanation for the inconclusive empirical results of 

current research on the concept, shedding some light on that discussion. Furthermore, as we 

discuss the independent relevance of various dimensions of distance for our analyses, we 

confirm the importance of multidimensionality and comprehensiveness in the definition of 

distance, supporting the work of Berry et al. (2010).Second, our paper advances research on 

the internationalization patterns of companies from emerging economies. We investigate the 

validity, in their context, of a major concept in IB. In doing that, our study also provides 

insights to the discussion of differences between multinational enterprises from emerging and 

advanced economies.  
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In addition to its theoretical contributions, our research is also relevant to practitioners 

in two ways. First, by indicating the various distance dimensions that are important in foreign 

location decisions, our study helps managers identify the difficulties faced when operating in 

distant countries as well as the opportunities they may encounter in less distant ones. Second, 

our study suggests how managers should analyze distance in various circumstances. With 

regard to companies’ attributes, for instance, managers of state-owned companies may choose 

different locations than their counterparts from private-owned companies. Similarly, 

managers who are seeking new markets for their products will choose different locations than 

managers seeking foreign opportunities to enhance their companies’ capabilities. Moreover, 

as our study shows the changes in the importance of distance before and after the advent of 

new technologies and globalization, it helps managers understand the need for strategy 

adjustments throughout time. This supports the idea that past achievements do not guarantee 

future success. All in all, our research helps managers have a comprehensive understanding of 

the risks and opportunities involved in international operations and tailor strategies for a good 

fit between a company’s attributes and its evolving environment. 

Notwithstanding, there are some limitations in our research that offer opportunities for 

future research. One limitation is the difficulty in generalizing our propositions, since 

emerging economies, despite their similarities, are not a completely homogeneous group. For 

instance, while Russia and Brazil are resource-rich countries, China and India count on the 

world’s largest populations as their domestic markets. These characteristics may lead to 

different internationalization needs and patterns. Furthermore, the concept of distance applies 

to differences not only at the country level, which distinguishes emerging from advanced 

economies, but also at the subnational (Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013; Goerzen et al., 

2013; Meyer and Nguyen, 2005), corporate (Barkema et al., 1996; Mezias et al., 2002), and 

individual levels (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2011; Schotter and Beamish, 2013; Tihanyi et al., 

2005). For instance, a company may select a foreign location based on its specific capabilities 

and managerial practices. We decided to focus on country-level issues, but future research 

could address multiple levels of analysis. 

Other limitations stem from the variety of factors that influence the process a company 

uses to select its international locations. Considering our particular interest in emerging 

economies, our analysis of when distance matters focused on company characteristics and 
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contexts that distinguish the internationalization of E-MNEs from A-MNEs. But a number of 

other circumstances may influence the importance of distance in foreign location decisions. 

For instance, future research may investigate the effect of industry, which has already been 

recognized as an important variable in explaining internationalization strategy (Ramamurti, 

2012), as foreign expansion is not equally complex and costly in all industries (Lopez et al., 

2009). In particular, the internationalization of service firms may be more dependent on 

distance than that of manufacturing firms, as service firms’ intangibility and inseparability 

between production and consumption require greater adaptability to host country’s local needs 

(Dikova et al., 2010; Goerzen and Makino, 2007; La et al., 2005). Internationalization to low-

distance countries should be especially important for soft (Ball et al., 2008; Erramilli, 1990) 

and knowledge-based services (Contractor et al., 2003). In addition, foreign location decisions 

may depend on other factors that are not related to distance. In fact, distance may represent 

only the disadvantages of potential host countries for location decisions, while these countries 

also offer advantages or factors that represent attractiveness, such as large market size and 

high growth. Future research could investigate the correct balance between distance and 

attractiveness factors, relatively neglected in distance research (Ellis, 2008) for location 

decisions.  

Future research could also build on the sociological perspective of institutional theory 

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 1977) for another alternative explanation to 

E-MNEs’ internationalization patterns. These companies may try to internationalize first to 

advanced countries in an attempt to gain legitimacy and prestige and improve its image 

among consumers. Enhanced image would help these companies increase sales in domestic 

markets or other international markets.  

Another future research opportunity is to examine the relationship between market 

selection decisions and performance on those selected markets (Brouthers, 2013; Goerzen et 

al., 2013), a topic that has received less attention in the literature (Hutzschenreuter et al., 

2013). Do companies that rely on distance as a main driver for their market selection 

decisions have good performance (or do they attain their objectives, if not directly related to 

performance) on those markets, indicating that the decision is correct? Or do these companies 

have poor performance, indicating that the decision based on distance is not optimal? In 

addition, do companies that do not rely on distance as a main driver of their market selection 
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decision also have good performance? This would support the idea that distance should not be 

considered equally important for all companies or, in other words, that companies select the 

criteria that best suits them. For instance, acquisitions have been very usual in the foreign 

expansion of E-MNEs, and research indicates that globally these types of deals frequently do 

not meet expected returns (Hoskisson et al., 2013). 

In conclusion, our conceptual model proposes that the general preference for low-

distance countries in foreign location decisions is lower: (1) when the company is state 

owned, rather than private owned; (2) when its internationalization motives are asset, 

resource, or efficiency seeking, as opposed to market seeking; and (3) when it occurred after 

globalization and the advent of new technologies. We argue that each of these circumstances 

affects the various dimensions of institutional distance in different ways. Current conflicting 

results in the literature may be a consequence of prior studies mixing in their samples several 

of these circumstances under which distance matters more or less, but without controlling for 

them. As most of these circumstances under which distance matters the least are typical of the 

internationalization of companies from emerging economies, distance should be less 

important for these companies.  
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CHAPTER 4: Paper 4 (IE-2) 

 

 

The suitability of distance and its various perspectives to the 

analysis of international location decisions: Implications for 

companies from emerging economies 

 

Abstract 

The concept of distance has been widely used for international location decisions, but with 

inconclusive empirical results. We compare five concurrent perspectives of distance and 

assessed their advantages and disadvantages. We also examine the relationship between 

distance dimensions and the characteristics of various issues that can be involved in 

investigations of distance such as industry, ownership, and type, motive, and timing of 

internationalization. Then, we indicate the suitability of the five distance perspectives to the 

study of those particular issues. However, choosing the right distance perspective for the 

investigation does not suffice to guarantee a proper analysis. We propose that distance 

represents the disadvantages of host countries for international location decisions; as such, it 

should be used in conjunction with factors that represent host country attractiveness, or 

advantages. Our research suggests that an inappropriate selection of the distance perspective 

as well as a neglect of attractiveness factors in the analysis could be additional, alternative 

explanations for mixed empirical results in prior studies. It also indicates distance 

perspectives that are most suitable to investigations of location decisions of multinational 

enterprises from emerging countries, and explains how a search for host country attractiveness 

factors may distinguish internationalization patterns of these companies versus their 

counterparts from advanced countries. 
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4.1 Introduction 

International location choices are among the most important decisions for multinational 

enterprises (MNEs) (Buckley et al. 2007b).  Nevertheless, they are often oversimplified by 

business managers (Schotter and Beamish, 2013), and research on the topic remains 

underdeveloped within the field of international business (IB) (Goerzen et al., 2013). The 

concept of distance, broadly defined as the difference between home and host countries for 

international activities (Hakanson and Ambos, 2010), has been widely used for research on 

international location choices (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013), but with mixed empirical results 

(Berry et al., 2010). Authors claim that inconclusive results are mainly consequence of 

incorrect operationalization, wrong level of analysis or distorted perceptions by managers 

(Evans and Mavondo, 2002; Hakanson and Ambos, 2010), and lack of a rigorous theoretical 

framework (Berry et al., 2010; Luo and Shenkar, 2011). While these arguments are valid, we 

believe they do not fully explain the difficulties in understanding inconsistent empirical 

results.  

Such lack of full consensus regarding the validity of the concept suggests the need for 

an assessment of circumstances under which the concept of distance is most applicable. 

Moreover, the growing number of distance perspectives recently developed, while providing 

authors with the opportunity to select the most adequate approach for their studies, requires 

deeper understanding of the various alternatives for a careful choice. Inconsistent empirical 

findings may have resulted from a poor match between the characteristics of the issue under 

analysis and the distance perspective selected. In light of a call for new theorizing regarding 

the distance concept (Goerzen et al., 2013; Zaheer et al., 2012) the purpose of this paper is to 

indicate the dimensions and perspectives of distance that are most suitable to examine 

selected phenomena. More specifically, we aim to (1) compare various concurrent 

perspectives of distance; (2) assess their suitability to the study of selected international 

business phenomena; and (3) examine the use of the distance concept in conjunction with 

other factors that may explain international location decisions. 

Our paper offers two main contributions to IB research. First, it adds to the distance 

literature by improving the comprehension of the concept, its various perspectives and most 

appropriate use, in line with a call for scholars to investigate when and how distance makes a 
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difference (Berry et al., 2010; Leung et al., 2005). In doing so, our study provides additional, 

alternative explanations for the mixed empirical results of current research on distance.  

Furthermore, it helps authors of future studies in selecting the most appropriate distance 

perspective for the issues they want to examine, which should also help avoiding 

inconsistencies in future research. Second, our paper advances research on the 

internationalization patterns of multinational enterprises from emerging economies (E-

MNEs), topic that has received increased attention in recent years. We suggest a distance 

perspective that is most suitable to investigations of location decisions of E-MNEs. Moreover, 

our study sheds some light into the discussion of differences between internationalization 

patterns of E-MNEs and multinational enterprises from advanced economies (A-MNEs). 

 

 

4.2 Distance: the concept, perspectives, and empirical results 

4.2.1 The concept of distance 

The concept of distance has its origins in the economic gravitational models and was probably 

first used by Beckerman (1956). Since then it gained a central role in IB research, primarily 

for location and entry mode decisions (Berry et al., 2010; Shenkar, 2001). It also proved to be 

an important concept within related disciplines such as marketing (Brewer, 2007; Sousa and 

Bradley, 2008; Stöttinger and Schlegelmilch, 1998) and strategic management (Holburn and 

Zelner, 2010; Parente et al., 2011). 

Distance refers not only to geographic separation between countries, but also to 

differences in terms of culture, economic development, political systems, and business 

practices, among other factors (Ghemawat, 2001; Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Sousa and 

Bradley, 2005).  It can be associated with the liabilities of foreignness (Zaheer, 1995) – 

hindrances to a company’s business when operating in a foreign country – leading to higher 

costs of doing business abroad (Hymer, 1960). Companies doing business in distant countries 

suffer from increased organizational complexity and have higher transportation and 

adaptation costs (Dow and Karunaratna, 2006; Hutzschenreuter et al., 2011, 2013). Moreover, 
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they face difficulties in transferring knowledge and competences to the host market as well as 

in dealing with local customers, suppliers, governments, and employees (Chang et al., 2012; 

Jackson and Deeg, 2008; Ogasavara and Hoshino, 2009). In this sense, by selecting host 

countries that are less distant to the home country, companies should be able to reduce the 

costs and risks of foreign operations (Estrin et al., 2009; Zaheer, 1995).  

Within the field of international business, the distance construct initially developed 

mainly along two separate streams: cultural distance and psychic distance. Later, in an attempt 

to solve some of the problems related to these two approaches, three new models appeared as 

alternative definitions to the construct: The CAGE framework, the sociological perspective on 

institutional distance and the economic perspective on institutional distance. These five 

models come from different theoretical backgrounds and differ on the dimensions of distance 

considered for analysis as well as on their definitions. In several cases, however, differences 

lie just on how these dimensions are organized and grouped under various labels. For 

instance, the cognitive and normative dimensions of the sociological perspective on 

institutional distance represent values and beliefs, which are grouped under the label culture 

(Chao and Kumar, 2010) in most other distance perspectives. Within the CAGE framework, 

culture also includes language and religion, which are separate dimensions of psychic 

distance, but part of administrative distance for the economic perspective on institutional 

distance. Similarly, legal and political aspects of distance are part of separate dimensions of 

the economic perspective on institutional distance, but intertwined to a greater or lesser extent 

under different labels in the other distance perspectives. In other cases, different perspectives 

can have similar definitions for a particular dimension, but operationalizations that may 

include more or fewer aspects of these definitions, which leads to small differences in the 

final meanings. Furthermore, operationalizations may combine the various distance aspects in 

a composite index, which is empirically considered a unidimensional construct, or keep these 

aspects separate in what is most properly called a multidimensional construct. Table 4.1 

shows a comparison among these models. 
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4.2.2 Cultural distance 

Culture was defined by Hofstede (1980) as collective mental programming, something shared 

with members of a group, but not with members of other groups (Hofstede, 1983) and the 

cultural distance construct was introduced in the study of international business as the 

differences in culture between two countries and operationalized by a composite index 

developed by Kogut and Singh (1988). Hofstede (1980) divided cultural distance in four 

dimensions: power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity/femininity, and 

Table 4.1. Comparison of five dominant perspectives of distance

Cultural distance Psychic distance*
The CAGE 

framework

Institutional 

(Sociological)

Institutional 

(Economic)

Seminal Paper Hofstede (1980)
Johanson and 

Vahlne (1977)
Ghemawat (2001) Kostova (1999) Berry et al. (2010)

Theoretical 

Background

Cognitive 

Psychology

Cognitive Science 

and Behavioral 

Economics

Economics
Sociological 

Institutional Theory

Economic 

Institutional Theory

Cognitive

Normative

Religion

Language

Colonial ties

Political (incl. legal) Regulative (legal) Political

Industrial 

Development
Economic

Financial

Knowledge

Education

Time Zones

Geographic

Connectedness

Demographic

Total 

Dimensions
1 8 4 3 9

* various different models of psychic distance have been proposed; 

    our analysis is based on Dow and Karunaratna (2006) as one of the most comprehensive within the IB literature.
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Culture Culture

Culture

Culture
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Administrative and 
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individualism. Later, Hofstede (2001) added short- versus long-term orientation as a fifth 

dimension, and Hofstede (2010) included indulgence versus restraint as a sixth dimension. 

Several papers, particularly Shenkar (2001), presented valid criticisms of the use of 

Hofstede’s dimensions and measurement via the index developed by Kogut and Singh (1988) 

to the study of international business issues. Nevertheless, this approach continues to be the 

most used in IB research. In fact, Leung et al. (2005) reviewed several important attempts to 

change or add new dimensions to Hofstede’s model, of which the GLOBE project (Javidan et 

al., 2006) might be the most comprehensive, and suggested that Hofstede’s dimensions are 

robust. Moreover, empirical studies tested comparative impacts of cultural distance using 

Hofstede’s versus GLOBE’s dimensions (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2011) or Hofstede’s 

dimensions versus time-varying World Values Survey data (Berry et al., 2010) with no 

significant differences in the results. 

On a new direction, Buckley et al. (2007a) studied the influence of culture on Chinese 

foreign direct investment (FDI)
36

 using a slightly different measure of cultural distance. The 

authors measure the presence of Chinese citizens or descendants in the host country, rather 

than evaluating the differences between the culture of the host and the Chinese culture. They 

were followed by Quer et al. (2011), who found more influence of the cultural proximity 

construct than that of the cultural distance construct on Chinese FDI. Indeed, presence of 

similar ethnic groups in the host country has been reported as important in the 

internationalization of both firms from emerging countries (Gaur et al., 2013) and firms from 

advanced countries, such as Japanese companies entering Brazil (Ogasavara and Hoshino, 

2009). 

 

4.2.3 Psychic distance 

The psychic distance concept was introduced by Johanson and Vahlne (1977) as “the sum of 

factors preventing the flow of information” between the home and host markets, mainly 

                                                           
36

 In this paper, we take the standard UNCTAD definition of FDI as being an investment involving a long-term 

relationship and reflecting a lasting interest and control by a firm in an enterprise resident in a foreign country 

(UNCTAD, 2006).  
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related to differences in language, education, business practices, culture, and industrial 

development. The authors based their concept on prior work by Penrose (1966), Cyert and 

March (1963) and Aharoni (1966) and were concerned with the learning process to 

understand foreign markets and reduce uncertainty in investments (Johanson and Vahlne, 

2009). Brewer (2007) pointed out that, over time, some scholars started to change the 

definition of the construct from “factors that hinder the information flow”, as originally 

defined by Johanson and Vahlne (1977), to “country differences” or “factors that create 

difficulties for business operations”. While managers’ familiarity with the market should be 

the key concept (Brewer, 2007), past research has relied too much on factual indicators such 

as statistics (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013; Sousa and Bradley, 2008; Stöttinger and 

Schlegelmilch, 2000). 

Other scholars further developed the concept along the same theoretic lines of 

cognitive science and behavioral economics. For instance, Hakanson and Ambos (2010) stress 

the cognitive focus of the concept, as psychic distance prevents managers from making fully 

informed, economically rational decisions. Perception was also the focus of Stöttinger and 

Schlegelmilch's (1998) operationalization of psychic distance. The authors assumed that 

people develop subjective mental maps of space and distance that express people’s motives 

and needs and do not necessarily correspond to reality. Scholars that follow this tradition of 

distance tend to believe that managers, due to bounded rationality and difficult access to 

information from foreign markets, are unable to make decisions based on full calculations of 

the value of opportunities. Instead, these managers simply try to avoid excessive uncertainty 

of markets perceived as too different from their home ones (Hutzschenreuter et al. 2011). 

Scholars have proposed several models of psychic distance, but perhaps the most 

comprehensive study within the IB literature, in terms of the number of dimensions included, 

was developed by Dow and Karunaratna (2006). The authors considered eight dimensions 

forming the psychic distance construct: culture, religion, language, colonial ties, political 

systems, industrial development, education level, and time zones. 
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4.2.4 The CAGE framework 

Ghemawat (2001) grouped distance’s various dimensions around cultural, administrative (and 

political), geographic and economic areas, which he named the CAGE framework. The author 

created a business-oriented model, based on empirical findings from work in economics, to 

help practitioners make international location decisions in light of a comprehensive analysis 

of all costs and risks associated with international strategies. He departed from the emphasis 

on perceived distance to a more objective perspective of the difficulties with international 

operations. Despite the practice-oriented focus of this perspective, it served as basis for 

various academic studies such as Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc (2008), Cyrino et al. (2010), and 

Hutzschenreuter et al. (2013). 

Although the framework consists of only four dimensions, each dimension is broad 

enough in scope as to capture the complexity and difficulties intrinsic of international 

operations.  For instance, the cultural dimension in the CAGE framework includes language 

and religion, which are separate dimensions of psychic distance. Similarly, the economic 

dimension includes financial and knowledge aspects with are separate dimensions of 

institutional distance from the economic perspective. Finally, the geographic dimension in the 

CAGE framework is the most encompassing of the five perspectives. It includes climate, 

common borders and rivers, which are not covered in any of the other four models, as well as 

transportation and communication links. 

 

4.2.5 Institutional distance: the sociological perspective 

A growing number of authors (Chao and Kumar, 2010; Eden and Miller, 2004; Kostova, 

1999; Hsu, et al., 2013b; Pogrebnyakov and Maitland, 2011) have begun to apply the 

sociological perspective of institutional theory to the study of distance. According to this 

theory, institutions are the rules and norms that define legitimate behavior; and organizations 

are embedded in a broad institutional environment which influences or even forces their 

structures and practices to become isomorphic (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Gelbuda et al., 

2008; Meyer and Rowan, 1977). 
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To be successful companies must shape their strategies and practices in order to reflect 

their core competencies and superior knowledge to conform to their surrounding institutional 

environment (Jackson and Deeg, 2008; Kostova, 1999; Peng et al., 2008). If the company 

enters a host country that is institutionally distant from the home country, it will be more 

difficult for this company to conform to the new, distant institutional environment. The 

company will have problems to imitate strategies of successful local competitors, gain 

legitimacy, and transfer to the host country the practices that grant it competitive advantage at 

home (Brouthers et al., 2005; Xu and Shenkar, 2002). 

Kostova (1999) introduced institutional theory to the study of distance based on the 

three components to institutions as defined by Scott (1995): the regulative component, which 

refers to formal, codified rules and legislations that prescribe obligations; the normative 

component, which refers to informal, tacit norms and values that determine desirable 

behavior; and the cognitive component, which refers to shared perceptions, the way people 

notice, characterize, and interpret the environment. 

This sociological perspective of institutional distance clearly encompasses cultural 

distance as defined by Hofstede (1980). However, whereas some authors (Luo and Shenkar, 

2011) relate the culture construct to the institutions’ normative dimension, others 

(Pogrebnyakov and Maitland, 2011) relate it to the cognitive dimension of institutional 

theory. It is possible that both views are essentially correct as Hofstede (1983) states that 

nationality is important to management for 3 reasons: political (political institutions), 

sociological (symbolic values) and psychological (family and educational experiences).  

 

4.2.6 Institutional distance: the economic perspective  

In addition to the scholars who use the sociological perspective of institutional theory 

distance, as discussed in the prior model, other authors started to use a more economic 

perspective of institutional theory for the study of distance. Berry et al. (2010) contributed to 

distance research by combining three different traditions of institutional theory, those of 

national business systems, national governance systems, and national innovation systems, to 

determine the dimensions that are relevant for the analysis of differences between two 
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countries. Their final list includes nine dimensions:  culture, administrative (including legal), 

political, economic, financial, knowledge, geographic, demographic and connectedness. The 

last two - related to innovation systems - are particularly new, whereas most other 

dimensions, despite some different labels, have counterparts in the psychic distance 

perspective and in the CAGE framework.  

The authors also provide a new methodology for the operationalization of the 

constructs introducing the Mahalanobis calculation while other models calculated Euclidian-

based distance. The study attempted to resolve issues of high correlation and different 

variances and scaling among variables; still, the overall results calculated with the new 

approach were not significantly different from those calculated with the old, Euclidean-

distance method. 

 

4.2.7 Recent developments 

More recently, the distance concept developed in several new directions.  Authors started to 

argue that distance is not symmetrical, in the sense that the distance from country A to 

country B is not necessarily the same as the distance from country B to country A (Brewer, 

2007; Shenkar, 2001). Along the same lines, distance may be directional when considering 

that in some cases distance may bring advantages rather than hindrances for business 

operations in foreign countries (Li, 2010; Parente et al., 2007). In addition, some authors 

(Hutzschenreuter et al., 2011, 2013) point out that distance should not be analyzed between 

the host and the home country; but rather between the host country and its closest country in 

which the company already operates and, thus, has experience in. Finally, several authors 

deepened the discussion on which dimensions of distance suffice to represent the business 

environment in an encompassing manner (Brouthers, 2013).  In particular, authors question 

the actual gains in comprehensiveness by increasing the number of distance dimensions 

included in investigations, considering that several of these dimensions are highly correlated 

and might not add much new information (Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013; Schmitt and van 

Biesebroeck, 2013). 
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4.2.8 Empirical results and related issues  

Despite the widespread use of the concept of distance in the literature, empirical results have 

been mixed, perhaps because of a few issues that remain unanswered: (a) perceived versus 

actual distance; (b) level of analysis; (c) operationalization restricted to the Hofstede’s 

cultural dimensions; and (d) symmetry of measures. In general, these issues are problematic 

for all distance models, in most of their dimensions. 

 

The question of perceived versus actual distance. The use of psychic distance in the 

decision-making process depends on managers’ perceptions of the differences between home 

and host countries at the time of the decision (Dow and Karunaratna, 2006). Managers 

develop mental models to interpret the environment and guide their actions under conditions 

of uncertainty (Holburn and Zelner, 2010). The distance exists in the mind of the managers, 

reflecting how they see the world (Sousa and Bradley, 2005). It is influenced by managers’ 

ages, backgrounds, and experiences.   Hence, there may be a distortion between the perceived 

distance by a manager and the actual distance between two countries (Hakanson and Ambos, 

2010; Parente et al., 2007). In fact, O’Grady and Lane (1996) pointed out a systematic under-

estimation of distance by decision makers, which became known as the “psychic distance 

paradox”. Along the same lines, Petersen et al. (2008) reminded us of a growing amount of 

literature on survival of firms in foreign markets that suggests that foreign investment in close 

countries often fails. The authors indicated overconfidence of managers in evaluating business 

opportunities as a possible cause. 

 

The level of analysis. Distance is usually measured as the difference between two 

countries at the national level, yet the concept of distance applies also to differences at the 

subnational (Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013; Goerzen et al., 2013; Meyer and Nguyen, 

2005), corporate (Barkema et al., 1996; Mezias et al., 2002), and individual levels 

(Hutzschenreuter et al., 2011; Schotter and Beamish, 2013; Tihanyi et al., 2005). When 

measures of distance are limited to the national level, business decisions may arise from two 

problems, particularly concerning cultural matters. First, it is not correct to assume that 
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countries are perfectly homogeneous and that all their geographic regions share the same 

culture. For instance, Vandello and Cohen (1999) found a wide variation across the 50 states 

of the US in one sub-dimension of culture; and, Chen et al. (1998) encountered higher 

distance in this same sub-dimension of culture within their US samples than between the US 

and Chinese samples.  

Second, it is not correct to assume that all companies in a certain country share the 

same culture. Interactions occur between organizations, not countries directly. Therefore, 

companies operating abroad need to accommodate not only national, but also corporate 

cultures of foreign suppliers or partners, in a process of “double-layered 

acculturation”(Barkema et al., 1996). For instance, a company may select a foreign location 

where this company’s capabilities may represent particular advantages. Thus, corporate 

culture also needs to be included in distance models (Li, 2003). To address this problem, 

Mezias et al. (2002) proposed distance be measured at the organizational level. Tihanyi et al. 

(2005) went one step further and point out the need for analysis of culture at organizational, 

group, and individual levels. Treating distance at the individual level is particularly important 

for the psychic distance construct, as perceptions occur in a person’s mind (Sousa and 

Bradley, 2005). 

Similar arguments also make sense for sub-national differences in other distance 

dimensions. Levels of economic development are very different between southern and 

northern regions both in Brazil and in Italy, for instance. Regarding the language dimension, 

Switzerland has four distinct regions and Canada has two. Finally, political distance also 

varies sub-nationally as provinces or states may elect governors from different political 

parties with various ideologies and interests.  These local governments may have autonomy to 

make several decisions to attract foreign investors, such as tax reductions or incentives for 

clustering.  

 

Operationalization restricted to Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. One clear source of 

contradiction in empirical results is the inconsistency between the definition of the distance 

construct and its operationalization in several studies (Berry et al., 2010). The construct is 

usually defined with a broad set of dimensions. However, in empirical tests, several authors 
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focus on only one dimension of distance (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013) and operationalize it 

based solely on the Kogut and Singh (1988) composite index of Hofstede (1980)’s four sub-

dimensions of culture. This approach that does not capture the broad scope of the distance 

construct (Hakanson and Ambos, 2010). 

 In short, scholars have proposed various perspectives to investigate the concept of 

distance. Our review of the literature suggests that, regardless of the distance perspective 

adopted, there seems to be no clear consensus with regard to the importance of distance and 

its various dimensions when companies make their international location decisions. That is 

particularly the case when distance is compared to other variables. Some scholars claim that 

mixed results are mainly caused by inappropriate operationalizations, wrong levels of 

analysis, distorted perceptions by managers (Evans and Mavondo, 2002; Hakanson and 

Ambos, 2010), and lack of sound theoretical frameworks (Berry et al., 2010; Luo and 

Shenkar, 2011). While we agree with these explanations, we believe they do not fully explain 

the difficulties in understanding empirical results. First, we suggest that some distance 

perspectives are more appropriate to investigations of particular location decisions. Second, 

distance represents only disadvantages of host countries for international location decisions, 

while these countries also offer advantages that need to be taken into account for a proper 

analysis of location decisions. Inconclusive results in the literature may be a consequence of 

prior studies neglecting these two issues. We address the first issue in sections 4.3 and 4.4, 

and we explain the second issue in section 4.5.  

 

 

4.3 Selected phenomena and distance dimensions 

The concept of distance, through its several perspectives and dimensions, has been applied to 

the study of a myriad of phenomena, referring to various decisions a company needs to make 

for its regular business operations (Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013; Schotter and Beamish, 2013). 

Nonetheless, not every dimension of distance impacts every decision (Brouthers, 2013). 

Moreover, sometimes distance dimensions can have different, even opposing impacts to the 

same issue (Gooris and Peters, 2013). For instance, cross-border acquisitions in distant 
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countries may be potentially beneficial to the acquirer by providing access to new resources 

and knowledge, but differences in values and beliefs may hinder the transfer of these 

resources between both companies and complicate the integration of their operations (Dikova 

and Sahib, 2013).  These represent opposing impacts of the economic and knowledge 

dimensions of distance on one side, and the cultural dimension on the other. 

It follows that a proper study depends on scholars selecting the perspective and 

dimensions of distance that are most suitable to the issue under analysis. In this section, we 

examine particular characteristics of selected international phenomena and how these 

characteristics relate to specific dimensions of distance.  Among various phenomena that 

relate to distance, we decided to focus on those whose investigation would be most distorted 

by an inadequate choice of the dimensions to be investigated: (1) industry; (2) type of 

internationalization; (3) motive of internationalization; (4) company ownership; and (5) 

timing of internationalization. 

 

4.3.1 Industry  

Industry has already been recognized as an important variable in explaining 

internationalization strategy (Lopez et al., 2009; Ramamurti, 2012), particularly with regard to 

differences between manufacturing versus services sectors (Goerzen and Makino, 2007).
37

 

For successful sales abroad, both products and services need to be appealing to foreign 

consumers. And, for that appeal, there should be a match between characteristics of products 

and services and those of the host country population. Product adaptability to consumer 

preferences and behavior, at reasonable costs, depends on various aspects of the host country 

and its population such as demography, culture, language, religion, economy, and 

international connections. 

                                                           
37

 Although recent research argues that most companies sell a combination of goods and services, a distinction 

between goods and services is still useful for the purpose of this paper; some authors such as Cloninger (2004), 

Goerzen and Makino (2007), Rugman and Verbeke (2008) also note a high government regulation in services, 

despite a decreasing trend, as an important attribute of these industries. 
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Tangibility, an important characteristic of manufactured goods,increases the 

possibility of product standardization. In an extreme case, tangibility has led to the creation of 

several commodity markets, particularly for goods derived from natural resources or 

agriculture such as steel or soy products.  In addition, several manufactured goods became 

internationalized in a way that consumers expect global products and trademarks, case of 

luxury items, for instance (Cyrino et al., 2010). Compared to services, manufactured goods 

have lower need for adaptation to local needs and easier negotiations in sales transactions, 

which decreases the need for communication between suppliers and customers (Cloninger et 

al., 2004). 

Like manufactured goods, services also need to be appealing to foreign customers 

based on those same dimensions that affect consumer preferences and behavior.  In fact, 

services characteristics such as intangibility, customization, and inseparability between 

production and consumption (Cloninger, 2004; Contractor et al., 2003) require even greater 

adaptability to host country’s local needs (Dikova et al., 2010; Goerzen and Makino, 2007; La 

et al., 2005). It is the case of both performance-related services such as management 

consulting and engineering services (Ball et al. 2008), or experience-related services such as 

tourism (La et al., 2005). 

Such adaptability of services to local needs depends on frequent and deep 

communication between supplier and customer (Ball et al. 2008; Cloninger et al., 2004; La et 

al., 2005) for the exchange of tacit information, which can be hindered by differences in 

national cultures of the buyer and seller (Martinez-Noya et al, 2012). For successful 

communications, at least three dimensions of distance are particularly important.  Culture and 

language are important because differences in these aspects may cause communication 

misunderstandings.  Temporal distance (Gooris and Peters, 2013) is important since 

differences in time zones create difficulties for personal contact among people - both directly 

and indirectly via telephone or videoconference - and cause delays in communications.  

In addition to the aforementioned, communications-related aspects, legal and political 

issues also play a larger role for services industries, as these tend to be more regulated than 

manufacturing industries.  Good examples are the utilities, banking, and communications 

industries.  In regulated industries, the advantage of being used to similar legal systems at 
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home to facilitate foreign operations is more pronounced than for unregulated industries. 

Thus, the importance of legal distance rises. Furthermore, as regulations are imposed by 

governments, abilities to develop deep relationships with governments and to address their 

political expectations increase in importance. These abilities are influenced by political 

distance, since closer ideological ties help interaction and facilitate understanding of political 

objectives. 

In short, while a number of distance dimensions have equivalent importance in 

location decisions of companies in manufacturing industries, a few dimensions such as 

culture, language, time zones, politics, and legal systems gain relevance for decisions of 

companies in services sectors. Hence, for the analysis of services industries, psychic distance 

seems to be the most appropriate perspective, as it encompasses all the most important 

dimensions of distance and is the sole perspective to include time zones. Also appropriate for 

the analysis of services industries are economic institutional distance and the CAGE 

framework, the only other perspectives to include language. 

 

4.3.2 Type of internationalization 

A company may have its products or services present in foreign countries either by producing 

in the home country and exporting, or by producing directly in the foreign county, in which 

case FDI to operate abroad is necessary. In exports, and let’s initially think of manufactured 

goods, a company has to transport its products from the production site at home to the 

customers in a host country, which requires movement along physical distances.  The higher 

the physical separation between the home and host countries, the higher are product 

transportation costs.  Particularly costly is the transportation of heavy products or those that 

require special treatment such as delicate or inflammable products. Thus geographic distance 

is very important for the investigation of exports of manufactured goods. 

If services are exported the analysis is different, but just slightly. A service is not an 

actual product to be transported.  However, due to the inseparability between production and 

consumption, typical of services, frequent and deep interaction among employees who 

provide and clients who use the service is necessary. The higher the physical separation 
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between home and host countries, the higher are costs related to travel, communication and 

coordination.  Therefore, in either case, exports of goods or services, geographic distance is a 

very important dimension for the analysis. 

In FDI, the relative importance of the various distance dimensions is different.  On the 

one hand, the company already produces in the host country, so that no transportation and less 

travel across borders are necessary. Thus, geographic distance is less important for the 

analysis of FDI than for the analysis of exports. On the other hand, such production in the 

host country requires deeper interactions among employees of the host and home countries. 

Higher cultural distance brings frictions to these interactions (Luo and Shenkar, 2011), 

hindering their outcomes or at least increasing communication and coordination costs 

(Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013). Furthermore, not only products or services need to be adapted 

to local regulations and business practices, but also production itself, which raises adaptability 

requirements up one level. Finally, as production represents job creation, may increase 

pollution, and sometimes requires special permits or concessions - issues that are important to 

governments - political connections are more important in FDI than in exports. 

In short, while geographic distance is very important in the analysis of exports, its 

relevance in the analysis of FDI is lower. Instead, the cultural, legal, and political dimensions 

of distance are more important to FDI than to exports.  Hence, for the analysis of exports, the 

CAGE framework seems to be the most appropriate perspective, as it includes the broadest 

geographic dimension. Also appropriate for the analysis of exports is economic institutional 

distance, the only other perspective to include a geographic dimension. For the analysis of 

FDI, economic institutional distance seems to be the most appropriate perspective, as it 

includes the broadest political and legal dimensions. Also appropriate are psychic distance, 

whose political dimension includes some legal aspects, the CAGE framework, which includes 

a political, but not a legal dimension, and sociological institutional distance, whose regulative 

dimension includes legal, but not political aspects. 
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4.3.3 Internationalization motive 

A company’s decision to expand its operations abroad may be triggered by various factors. 

Based on the seminal work by Dunning (1995), most scholars classify internationalization 

motives as market seeking, resource seeking, efficiency seeking, and asset seeking. A 

company makes market-seeking investments to enter an existing market where it does not 

currently operate or to establish a new market. The company will rely on its current 

capabilities (Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013) usually to sell existing products in a new 

market. To be successful, this company needs to find consumers with preferences and 

behaviors that are similar to those of consumers in the home country so that these consumers 

are more likely to buy those existing products with little need for adaptations and less costly 

changes. Most relevant for similar consumer preferences and behavior are the demographic, 

cultural, religious and economic, aspects of the host country population. In addition if the 

country has the same official language the company can save in translations of labels, 

manuals, and even advertising campaigns. Thus, to reach an optimal foreign location decision 

for market-seeking investments, a company needs to consider the demographic, cultural and 

religious and economic and language dimensions of distance. In fact, Forsgren (2002) and Li 

(2003) agree that the concept of distance as originally envisioned
38

 is related to market 

seeking investments. 

A company makes resource-seeking investments in order to gain access to raw 

materials, usually natural resources, which are either not available or more expensive where 

the company currently operates. One can argue that the existence of natural resources in a 

certain location depends on the geological and climatic characteristics of a geographic region 

that may encompass several countries. Therefore, a company is more likely to find the 

resource it seeks away from its own geographic region, in countries that are physically more 

distant. Thus, to reach an optimal foreign location decision for resource-seeking investments, 

a company should focus on the geographic dimension of distance. For instance, the gulf area 

encompasses several countries that are all rich in one resource, namely oil. If a Saudi Arabian 

company needs another resource, it will most probably have to look for it further than the 
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 The authors’ comments refer to the psychic distance perspective as originally envisioned by the Uppsala 

school (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977), but we believe it also applies to the institutional distance. 
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neighboring, oil-rich countries of Iraq and Kuwait. Chinese natural resource-seeking 

investments (Kolstad and Wiig, 2012) in African countries are in a similar situation. To fuel 

the country’s economic growth, China has been increasingly investing in natural resource 

projects in Sub-Saharan Africa (Kaplinsky and Morris, 2009; Sanfilippo, 2010; Zafar, 2007), 

rather than searching for these resources in neighboring Asian countries. 

A company makes efficiency-seeking investments in order to increase the efficiency of 

its operations through access to labor or other input factors at lower costs elsewhere. The 

company is usually trying to improve the efficiency of its operations by moving production to 

a country in which labor costs are lower, since cost cutting is a prime concern (Beugelsdijk 

and Mudambi, 2013; Meyer and Nguyen, 2005). This company is more likely to find lower 

labor costs in countries at a lower stage of development compared to the company’s country 

of origin. That is a case of high economic distance between the home and host country. 

Moreover, wages tend to be lower in countries with high availability of young people at 

working ages, rather than retired elderly. This difference in age structure translates into high 

demographic distance between the home and host country. So, among the various distance 

dimensions, economic and demographic distances are the most relevant for efficiency-seeking 

investments. Evidence of such behavior is extensive. According to Jensen (2009), offshoring 

of manufacturing activities from developed, high-cost countries to less-developed, low-cost 

countries has been addressed in the IB literature for decades.  

A company makes asset-seeking investments to gain access to knowledge, capabilities, 

advanced technology, recognized brands, or other strategic assets not available where it 

currently operates.
39

 The idea is to explore new knowledge and add to existing operations 

(Barnard, 2010; Cuervo-Cazurra et al., 2007; Nachum, 2003) rather than to seek additional 

markets for exploiting current knowledge (Wang and Suh, 2009). A company is more likely 

to find such strategic assets that are different than those available at home in countries that are 

dissimilar, more distant to this company’s home country. Particularly important in this case 

are the knowledge and economic dimensions of distance. 
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 Asset-seeking investments sometimes are also known by other names, such as knowledge-seeking, 

technology-seeking, or competence-creating investments. 
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In short, while a large number of distance dimensions are important in location 

decisions for market-seeking investments - demographic, cultural, language, religion, 

economic, and connectedness - for other types of investments the decision can be more 

focused on few dimensions.  For instance, most relevant for natural resource-seeking 

investments is geographic distance, most relevant for efficiency-seeking investments are 

economic and demographic distance, and most relevant for asset-seeking investments are 

knowledge and economic distance. 

Hence, in the analysis of market-seeking investments, economic institutional distance 

seems to be the most appropriate perspective for being the most comprehensive and the sole 

perspective to address the demographic and connectedness aspects of distance. Also 

appropriate is the CAGE framework, which includes communication and transportation links 

in its geographic dimension, and psychic distance, which includes similar aspects in its 

industrial development dimension. For the analysis of resource-seeking investments, the 

CAGE framework seems to be the most appropriate perspective, as it includes the broadest 

geographic dimension. Also appropriate is economic institutional distance, the only other 

perspective to include a geographic dimension. For the analysis of efficiency-seeking 

investments, economic institutional distance seems to be the most appropriate perspective, as 

it includes both an economic and a demographic dimension. Also appropriate are the CAGE 

framework and psychic distance, which address economic aspects of distance. For the 

analysis of asset-seeking investments, economic institutional distance and the CAGE 

framework seem to be the most appropriate perspectives, as they address both economic and 

(scientific) knowledge aspects. Also appropriate is psychic distance, which includes an 

economic dimension and whose education dimension can be considered an antecedent to 

scientific knowledge.  

 

4.3.4 Ownership 

Differences in ownership may result in variations in company behavior (Cuervo-Cazurra, 

2007) and performance (Goldeng et al., 2008). Among the various different types of company 

ownership, for the purpose of this paper, it is important to distinguish between private 
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enterprises and state-owned enterprises (SOEs).
40

 Governments influence the company-

environment relationship and affect managerial practices in a number of areas, (Buckley et al., 

2007a; Gammeltoft et al., 2010; Lachman, 1985; Wang et al., 2012; Zif, 1983). 

Internationalization to low-distance countries can be seen as a strategy to reduce the 

costs and risks of international operations (Li, 2003, 2010) and ultimately avoid financial 

problems and maximize profits. In this sense, the general rule is for a company to select low-

distance countries in all possible distance dimensions, which should have equivalent weight in 

the decision.  At least that is the case of profit-maximizers private companies. Nevertheless, 

due to the particular relationship that SOEs have with their governments, SOEs have: (1) 

lower need to avoid risks; and (2) non-profit-maximizing objectives. With regard to the lower 

need to avoid risk, SOEs receive direct financial subsidies from governments (Hoskisson et 

al., 2000), which provide them with soft budget constraints (Buckley et al. 2007a) or even 

potentially unlimited cash flow (Zif, 1983). For instance, Chinese SOEs remained a persistent 

drain on government resources even after the beginning of reforms in the 1980s (White, 

2000). Such governmental financial support grants SOEs with lower cost of capital (Quer et 

al., 2011) and lower downside risks of going bankrupt (Cuervo-Cazurra and Dau, 2009; 

Vernon, 1979). 

As for the non-profit-maximizing objectives, besides the aforementioned financial 

advantages, SOEs may also receive privileged access to raw materials or other inputs from 

their governments (Buckley et al., 2007a), in addition to several other forms of indirect 

preferential treatment (Hoskisson et al., 2000). In exchange for these benefits, SOEs are under 

pressure to help governments attain their multiple sociopolitical objectives (Hafsi et al., 

1987), such as control over natural resources, industrial development, job creation, inflation 

reduction, literacy rate increases, and improvement in the quality of life (Baliga and 

Santalainen, 2006; Zif, 1983). Therefore, while private companies have business-oriented 

goals, SOEs receive dual pressure from business and politics (Hafsi et al., 1987) and may be 

required to sacrifice profits in favor of other goals. These differences in goals may result in 

criteria for location decisions that are different from those prescribed by extant IB theories, 
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 In this paper, we use the UNCTAD definition of SOEs, which includes partial stakes by the state, as long as 

significant for control, including firms that after the 2008 global economic crisis received support from the 

government. 
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which assume that companies are profit maximizers (Gammeltoft et al., 2010; Jackson and 

Deeg, 2008).  

Given this particular relationships of SOEs with government, leading to lower need to 

maximize profits and lower risk aversion, political distance may play a larger role in the 

internationalization of SOEs. Functioning as an extension of their governments’ interests 

(Vernon, 1979), SOEs may locate their foreign activities in countries where they can take 

advantage of political connections in various types of relations with governments, suppliers, 

and clients (Puffer et al., 2013; Wan, 2005) or other nonmarket resources, such as a general 

ability to function in weak institutional environments (Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2011; 

Ramamurti, 2012). Therefore, SOEs might rely solely on lower political distance when 

deciding on foreign locations, but completely disregard all other dimensions of distance.  

A prime example of lower risk aversion and nonprofit objectives is the Chinese FDI in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, which displaced prior interests by Anglo-French and U.S. investors in 

the region (Zafar, 2007). To supply the country’s growing demands of natural resources to 

fuel rapid industrialization, the Chinese government negotiated economic cooperation with 

resource-rich African countries. It also funded Chinese SOEs which, without having to invest 

their own equity, could be less risk averse (Gokgur, 2011; Sanfilippo, 2010) and engage in the 

long-term mining and infrastructure projects in risky environments avoided by short-term, 

profit-oriented Western investors (Kaplinsky and Morris, 2009). So the Chinese government 

has put more emphasis in political aspects than other factors that influence foreign country 

locations. 

In short, while private-owned companies follow the general rule of selecting low-

distance countries across all distance dimensions to select their international locations, SOEs 

place more emphasis on political distance for location decisions. Hence, for the analysis of 

private-owned companies, economic institutional distance seems to be the most appropriate 

perspective, as it is the most comprehensive. Also appropriate are the CAGE framework and 

psychic distance, both quite complete. For the analysis of SOEs, economic institutional 

distance, the CAGE framework, and psychic distance seem to be the most appropriate 

perspectives, as all include political dimensions. 
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4.3.5 Timing 

The relative importance of distance’s dimensions may have changed in the last decades as a 

consequence of two related but distinct phenomena: the advent of new technologies and 

globalization. The last few decades have been marked by accelerated creation and diffusion of 

new technologies (Bettis and Hitt, 1995; Wang and Suh, 2009). Most important for the 

purpose of this research are advances in information and communication technology (ICT), 

whose influence was particularly important from the 1990s, when the Internet was globally 

adopted (Damsgaard and Scheepers, 2001; Ramamurti, 2004). ICTs facilitated access to 

information about foreign markets and internationally dispersed resources and customers 

(Leung et al., 2005; Mathews and Zander, 2007).  Moreover, they improved organizational 

communication and the transfer of both explicit and tacit knowledge, internally and externally 

(Andersen and Foss, 2005; Ball et al., 2008; Damsgaard and Scheepers, 2001; Grote and 

Taube, 2007; Lopez-Nicolas and Soto-Acosta, 2010; Rabbiosi, 2011). Also relevant are 

improvements in transportation technologies, which reduced the duration and costs of the 

transfer of people and goods. Together, these technology enhancements reduced the effects of 

distance (Fan and Phan, 2007; Jensen, 2009; Mathews and Zander, 2007) in its geographic 

dimension. 

While most authors acknowledge the consequences of new technologies to business 

and society, the issue of globalization remains more controversial.  While a number of authors 

believe that globalization is increasing and resulting in convergence of cultures, markets and 

practices, at least to some extent (Bird and Stevens, 2003; Cairncross, 1997; Cavusgil, 199; 

Ford and Ismail, 2006; Friedman, 2005; Husted, 2003; Levitt, 1983; Mathews, 2006; Paik et 

al., 2011; Shi et al., 2012; Wiersema and Bowen, 2008), other authors disagree (Buckley and 

Ghaury, 2004; Feigenbaum, 2002; Feiock et al., 2008; Florida, 2005; Ghemawat, 2003, 2007; 

Rugman, 2003). 

Following Stevens and Bird (2004), we see at least partial globalization, leading to 

some degree of cultural convergence, even if restricted to spikes in the largest or more 

cosmopolitan cities, which are the most likely destinations of exports and FDI.  The 

international connectedness in these global cities (Goerzen et al., 2013) enhances awareness 
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for other cultures and provides incentives for tolerance to cultural differences, even if full 

convergence of cultures is not achieved. 

A mere awareness of other cultures is already enough to reduce friction costs in 

interactions among staff of different cultures (Luo and Shenkar, 2011) between headquarters 

and subsidiaries. When employees do not comprehend one another, companies have to spend 

time and money to resolve conflicts and communication misunderstandings. Thus, we suggest 

that higher awareness of various cultures improves efficiency and reduces communication and 

coordination costs. Similarly, a mere tolerance of other cultures is also enough to decrease the 

effects of distance by reducing discrimination against a company and its products. When 

discrimination is high, companies lose sales or have high costs to adapt products as well as 

high marketing spending to enhance company image. Regarding the dimensions of 

institutional distance that are most affected by the convergence processes, tolerance is related 

to values and beliefs, which comprise the cultural dimension of distance. Awareness, 

however, has a broader effect that involves not only values and beliefs, but also language, 

religion, and even legal systems, which are part of the administrative dimension of 

institutional distance.  

On the other hand, there is no reason to expect reductions in the importance of other 

dimensions of distance, such as economic, political and connectedness. There continues to be 

differences in the level of economic development among countries, even if some countries 

such as South Korea have emerged from the less developed group of economies to reach the 

status of an advanced economy. Thus, economic distance remains at a similar level of 

importance. Likewise, there continues to be differences among countries in their political 

ideologies and levels of democracy and stability. Most importantly, the number of trade blocs 

and their memberships have increased, indicating higher importance of membership in trade 

blocs for international transactions. Moreover, the recent growth of government-controlled 

emerging economies such as China and Russia, coupled with increased government 

participation in various economies after the 2008-2009 global crisis, may have also increased 

the importance of political interests in international trade. Thus, political distance continues to 

have a similar, if not higher, level of importance.
41

 In addition, the more a country, its 
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 There might have been a decrease in the importance of political distance compared to the “cold war” period, 

but not after the 1990s, period considered in this research. 
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population, and businesses are connected to the international community, the easier it is to do 

business with this country, and the more it will be involved in imports, exports, and FDI 

transactions. Therefore, there has been an increase in the relevance of the connectedness 

dimension of distance.   

In short, as a consequence of globalization and advances in technology after the 1990s, 

a number of dimensions of distance such as cultural, geographic, language, religion, financial, 

and legal have decreased in relevance. Conversely, there is no reason to believe in reduced 

importance of the economic, political, and connectedness dimensions of distance.  In fact, the 

political and connectedness dimensions may have gained relevance in recent years. Hence, for 

the analysis of internationalization after the 1990s, economic institutional distance seems to 

be the most appropriate perspective, the sole to include political and connectedness 

dimensions. Also appropriate are the CAGE framework, which includes communication and 

transportation links in its geographic dimension, and psychic distance, which includes similar 

aspects in its industrial development dimension. 

 

 

4.4 The distance perspective most appropriate to each study 

The concept of distance has been applied to the study of a variety of phenomena 

(Hutzschenreuter et al., 2013) and investigations have relied on several perspectives of 

distance (Schotter and Beamish, 2013). For a proper analysis, it is important that scholars 

select the approach to distance that is most adequate to the issue they want to investigate. 

However, it is unclear whether authors carefully examined the various distance perspectives 

available before selecting the one that is most suitable to their studies. Our literature review of 

research on distance revealed that, in most papers, particularly those that use the concept in a 

secondary role such as a moderator variable, authors just choose one perspective of distance 

and briefly explain it, but without clearly stating the reasons for that choice. This is especially 

relevant considering that, when distance plays a secondary role in the study, authors are most 

probably not specialists in the topic.  Moreover, a careful selection of the perspective has 

become even more important recently, since many different perspectives were made available. 
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The choice for a particular perspective is influenced by the researchers’ subjective 

preferences based on epistemological positions, knowledge of, and experience with a 

theoretical background.  But we can offer some guidelines for selecting the distance 

perspective that is most suitable to certain situations. Although we may have our own 

preferences, we try to be objective and impartial in providing our analysis, which is based on 

three criteria. First is an appropriate theoretical background. Even though the selection of a 

theoretical background should not be contaminated by the researcher’s general preference and 

experience, it should definitely be based on the characteristics of the phenomenon under 

investigation. 

Second is a good match between, on one side, the characteristics of the issue under 

analysis and the setting for the investigation and, on the other side, the dimensions of distance 

encompassed by the perspective selected. As per our prior analysis, scholars should select the 

most appropriate distance perspective depending on characteristics of the phenomenon being 

investigated such as industry, company ownership, and type, motive, and timing of 

internationalization. 

Third is a trade-off between depth and parsimony of such distance perspective. 

Theoretically, the higher the number of distance dimensions in a given perspective, the more 

comprehensive it is in terms of the breadth of phenomena that it can be helpful in 

understanding. Nonetheless, several dimensions are highly correlated and overlapping 

(Schmitt and van Biesebroeck, 2013), which makes it difficult to identify each dimension’s 

individual effect (Beugelsdijk and Mudambi, 2013). Empirically, the higher the number of 

distance dimensions in a given perspective, the lower is its parsimony, and the higher is the 

effort required in data collection and analysis.  For such effort to be worthwhile, additional 

dimensions of distance must bring sufficient new information that addresses aspects of the 

issue that are not covered by prior dimensions. 

 

4.4.1 Cultural distance 

One advantage of the cultural distance perspective is parsimony, considering its reduced 

number of dimensions. Moreover, the early development of this perspective culminated in its 
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widespread use. Combining these two characteristics, it is fair to say that cultural distance is 

the most easily understood among all perspectives, as scholars gained experience with a 

relatively simple approach. In addition, cultural distance is easy to operationalize, since data 

for the Kogut and Singh (1988) composite index calculation is readily available for a large 

number of countries. The main disadvantage of this perspective is that it is the most limited in 

scope. Hence, it does not capture all difficulties involved in international operations, 

particularly when scholars investigate complex phenomena. 

Based on the discussion above, we suggest that cultural distance may be an 

appropriate perspective in studies in which parsimony is more important than depth. That is 

probably the case when distance plays a secondary role in the investigation. For instance, 

when distance is just one among several variables; or when scholars investigate distance in a 

moderating, rather than direct effect.  This perspective is also indicated in studies that focus 

on integration issues, to which cultural distance is the most important dimension. It is the case 

of topics related to events that occur after location and entry mode have been selected, such as 

the study of synergies between an acquirer and its acquired company.  

 

4.4.2 Psychic distance 

The main advantage of the psychic distance perspective over the cultural distance perspective 

is that it is more encompassing to cover various aspects of distance. In addition, it addresses 

the perceptions of decision-makers instead of objective measures of country differences, 

which is advantageous in several circumstances. However, it is more difficult to 

operationalize. The perspective is not parsimonious and requires gathering of a lot of data, 

some of which are difficult to obtain. Perceptions have to be measured at the individual level 

(Sousa and Bradley, 2006), using survey questionnaires that ask managers about decisions 

made sometimes long ago by prior occupants of their positions.  

The psychic distance perspective is very appropriate for investigations in services 

industries, the most dependent on people contact.  Psychic distance most effectively considers 

people’s perceptions in the analysis. Furthermore, this perspective, at least as proposed by 
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Dow and Karunaratna (2006), examines time zones as a source of difficulties for direct or 

indirect contact among people. 

Psychic distance is also adequate for investigations of companies with little 

internationalization experience.  In these companies, knowledge on internationalization is 

tacit and concentrated on a few people in charge of international operations or new business 

development, rather than explicitly codified in formal routines and procedures and 

disseminated throughout the organization. Then, decisions tend to be based on the personal 

knowledge of a few people instead of objective measures. Examples of such situations are 

companies in early stages of internationalization, companies which have small international 

departments, or small companies in general. 

Finally, the psychic distance perspective is suitable when the study is interested on 

how decisions were made, rather than on the outcomes of those decisions. Whether correct or 

wrong, decisions are made by people, and psychic distance is the perspective that is most 

concerned with the individuals in charge of decisions. 

 

4.4.3 The CAGE framework 

A clear advantage of the CAGE framework, particularly when compared to cultural distance, 

is its comprehensiveness. Although it includes only four dimensions, each of these 

dimensions encompasses various aspects of distance. Nevertheless, this characteristic may 

also represent a disadvantage. As several aspects of distance are grouped in few, 

encompassing dimensions, it may be difficult to distinguish and understand the individual 

effects of each of these aspects. 

The CAGE framework is very appropriate for the analysis of complex issues, as it is 

very comprehensive. Moreover, as it includes the most encompassing geographic dimension, 

this perspective is adequate for investigations of resource-seeking internationalization, for 

which climate differences are important, and for investigations focused on exports, for which 

the existence of physical borders and common rivers are important. 
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The CAGE framework is also adequate for the analysis of very practical issues.  

Ghemawat (2001) was published in Harvard Business Review, a journal that targets business 

leaders in the corporate world; as such, the study was designed to address issues that are 

relevant to companies’ top management, and it is communicated in a way that is accessible to 

that audience. For instance, in this framework, religion and language are considered part of 

culture, which is usual in business practical, while in academia the definition of culture is 

generally restricted to values and beliefs only.  

 

4.4.4 Sociological institutional distance 

The main advantage of the sociological perspective of institutional distance is that it comes 

from a solid theoretical background that grants credibility to its arguments. It is also more 

encompassing than cultural distance, although still limited when compared to psychic distance 

and the CAGE framework. For instance, Eden and Miller (2004) relate institutional distance 

with discrimination, unfamiliarity and relational hazards. Though, for a full analysis of entry 

mode decisions, the authors complement their model with geographic distance, related to 

activity-based costs such as communications and transportation.  

This perspective is appropriate when authors perceive the institutional environment as 

the key determinant of company behavior (Chao and Kumar, 2010) and want to approach 

institutions from a sociological standpoint, focusing their investigations on the informal 

aspects of the institutional environment. Such an approach is recommended for societies in 

which business is associated to rules of social conduct and emphasizes the importance of 

relationships to facilitate transactions. This is typically the case in emerging countries. The 

relatively weak legitimacy of formal institutions in their environments (Brouthers et al., 2005; 

Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2011; Khanna and Rivkin, 2001; Li and Yao, 2010; Ramamurti, 

2012) tends to be replaced by informal institutions, situation that is illustrated by the reliance 

on the widespread practice of giving and receiving favors in China, Russia, India, and Brazil 

(Puffer et al., 2013). 
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4.4.5 Economic institutional distance 

The economic perspective of institutional distance also comes from a solid theoretical 

background. Moreover, it is the most comprehensive, and the large number of dimensions in 

this approach provides a holistic perspective that is very important to capture the variety of 

costs and risks involved in international operations. Another advantage is that it is 

multidimensional in nature, which makes it versatile. Separate dimensions can be used for 

specific phenomena, so that effect of distance is not diluted and dimensions do not cancel one 

another - problems that are discussed in section 4.6.1. Also advantageous is the calculation of 

Mahalanobis distance
42

 rather than Euclidean distance. This is consistent with a 

multidimensional approach in which several dimensions are highly correlated, have different 

variances, and are measured on different scales (Berry et al., 2010). A disadvantage of this 

perspective is that it requires a large amount of data, some of which are difficult to obtain. 

That is both because of the quantity of dimensions and the requirements for the covariance 

matrix in the Mahalanobis calculation. Moreover, this model has the temporary disadvantage 

of being new and thus not yet fully validated. 

Similar to the sociological perspective of institutional distance, the economic 

perspective is appropriate when authors perceive the institutional environment as the key 

determinant of company behavior. However, unlike the sociological perspective, it is 

indicated when authors want to approach institutions from an economic standpoint, focusing 

their investigations on the formal aspects of the institutional environment. This is 

recommended for countries that are under institutional transitions, for instance. 

Economic institutional distance is also adequate to investigate countries in which 

government intervention in the economy is strong or when SOEs are important in the sample.  

In these cases, the investigation needs to take into account a combination of business and 

political goals, and this distance perspective includes the most comprehensive political 

dimension to capture this effect.
43

 Even in countries in which government intervention in the 
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 The Mahalanobis calculation can also be used in other distance perspectives, even if not originally proposed; 

for instance it was used by He et al. (2013) on the sociological perspective of institutional distance. 

43
 Other perspectives such as psychic distance, the CAGE framework, and the sociological perspective of 

institutional distance (partly included in the regulative pillar) also address political distance in some form, but 

studies tend to measure it with fewer variables.  
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economy is not particularly strong, some industries tend to be more regulated for their 

strategic importance to the country or because they deal with resources that are property of 

federal governments and are exploited under concessions. This is generally the case of natural 

resources, communications, banking and utilities services. Analyses of internationalization in 

these industries demand examination of not only legal, but also political aspects, since 

governments are responsible for regulations. 

Emerging countries are good examples of these various scenarios. Although emerging 

economies are not necessarily a homogeneous group (Acquaah, 2007; Narayanan and Fahey, 

2005), several characteristics are common to most of these countries (Gammeltoft et al., 

2010). Two of these characteristics are particularly relevant in this analysis.  First, emerging 

countries experience high government intervention in the economy (Chao and Kumar, 2010; 

Henisz, 2003; Isobe et al., 2000) and in the internationalization of companies (Gao et al., 

2010; Nigam and Su, 2010); this is not usual in advanced countries (Sim and Pandian, 2003). 

Also common is active participation and market control by state-owned enterprises (Aulakh et 

al., 2000; Xu and Meyer, 2013)—a situation that is very different from the widespread 

(private) ownership model prevalent in advanced countries (Peng et al., 2008). Emerging 

economies are home to more than half of multinational state-owned enterprises (UNCTAD, 

2011). Strong presence of SOEs and significant government participation in the economy 

were emphasized in studies about China (Buckley et al., 2007a), India (Elango and Pattnaik, 

2007), and Latin America (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2008).In particular, prior literature has indicated 

government influence in international expansion of companies from China (Quer et al., 2011), 

Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia (Sim and Pandian, 2003, 2007), Korea, and Brazil (Hoskisson et 

al., 2012). 

Second, emerging countries have gone through institutional changes in the last few 

decades. E-MNEs had some early and limited internationalization efforts based on policies of 

import substitution in still-closed economies in the 1970s and 1980s (Li, 2003; Sim and 

Pandian, 2007). But internationalizations of most E-MNEs started in the 1990s (Gammeltoft 

et al., 2010; Mathews, 2006; UNCTAD, 2006) and were based on pro-market reforms such as 

deregulation, liberalization, privatization, and improvements in national governance (Cuervo-

Cazurra and Dau, 2009). These structural reforms induced E-MNEs to internationalize by 

reducing institutional imperfections, increasing competition, and augmenting opportunities for 
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international efficiency (Dau, 2012). Such behavior was observed in a number of countries 

across Central and Eastern Europe (Gelbuda et al., 2008), Asia (Chitoor et al., 2008), and 

Latin America (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2008), as well as in South Africa (Klein and Wocke, 2007). 

Indeed, institutional theory has been recommended as a theoretical pillar for analysis 

of emerging countries (Peng et al., 2008), particularly during early stages of market 

emergence (Hoskisson et al., 2000), and has been successfully used in several studies that 

make a contribution to research on these countries (Wright et al., 2005).
44

 

 

4.4.6 Two groups of perspectives 

Our review of the various distance perspectives available in the IB literature shows several 

differences, but also similarities among these various approaches. In this sense, they share 

several advantages and disadvantages, and they can be indicated to the study of similar issues. 

Despite coming from different theoretical backgrounds and, in some cases, focusing on 

different aspects of distance, the five perspectives can be classified in two groups, based on 

their broadness in scope.  

A first group comprises the most focused perspectives. Cultural distance is the 

narrowest, followed by institutional distance from the sociological perspective, whose 

cognitive and normative dimensions are equivalent to culture, but has the additional regulative 

dimension. These perspectives are appropriate for investigations of less complex phenomena 

and are also indicated when distance has a secondary role in the analysis. In such cases 

parsimony may be more important than detail. 

A second group includes the more comprehensive approaches of psychic distance, the 

CAGE framework, and institutional distance from the economic perspective, the broadest. 

These approaches include a number of dimensions which sometimes have different names and 

are grouped in different ways, but address similar factors. The three perspectives are 

appropriate for investigations of more complex phenomena and are also indicated when 
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distance has a central role in the analysis. In such cases, depth and detail are more important 

than parsimony. 

These encompassing perspectives are also indicated in a general case when aspects of 

the sample are not completely known. Authors can usually select or control for industry and 

type of internationalization – exports or FDI – in their samples. They can also choose the 

most appropriate distance perspectives according to these characteristics of the sample. 

Conversely, internationalization motives of companies in the sample are not necessarily 

known in advance. In fact, samples will most probably mix companies that internationalized 

for different motives.  Encompassing distance perspectives will better capture such diversity 

in the effects of distance in various internationalization motives. 

 

4.5 How distance matters: disadvantages of host countries 

While several authors have astutely pointed out the problems with the distance construct as 

explanations for mixed empirical results, we focus here on a problem with the use of the 

distance concept. Selecting the most suitable distance perspective for a particular 

investigation does not suffice to guarantee a comprehensive analysis of international location 

decisions, as various factors that are not related to distance also impact foreign operations. In 

light of the call for scholars to study how distance matters (Leung et al., 2005), we argue that 

distance matters as a proxy for the disadvantages of a host country; as such, it should be 

evaluated in conjunction with various other factors that represent advantages of a host country 

and are also important for international location decisions. Some of these factors might be 

more relevant than distance when a company is selecting a foreign location and may hide the 

influence of distance in the decision. Indeed, Buckley et al. (2007b) review several studies on 

FDI location decisions and find that companies decide based on a number of factors such as 

market size, wage rate, transport costs, institutions, technology, tariffs, government 

incentives, and global economic opportunities. While these factors may represent either the 

difficulties or attractiveness of doing business abroad, the concept of distance is biased 

towards the difficulties. Thus, its use as a sole factor in the analysis of host countries will not 

capture all aspects of the decision on which foreign market to enter.  
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Companies should invest in projects with the highest net present value (NPV) of 

discounted free cash flows, whose calculation has basically three components: revenues, 

costs, and discount rate (which reflects the risk or uncertainty of the cash flows). The use of 

distance for market selection decisions focuses on risk avoidance and cost reduction (Li, 

2003; 2010), and somewhat neglects the revenue side of the NPV calculation.  For instance, 

host market size is an important indication a business opportunity’s revenue potential but, 

according to (Ellis, 2008), was largely ignored by psychic distance researchers.  Nevertheless, 

the revenue side of the NPV calculation should not be neglected. In line with the OLI 

paradigm (Dunning, 1988, 1995), the other major theory of internationalization, companies 

may opt to enter distant countries where projects offer the highest NPV due to strong revenue 

opportunities arising from company ownership (O) or country location (L) advantages that 

more than offset the high costs and risks associated with distance. 

Another way of looking at the limitations of the use of distance is that while distance 

represents a difference between countries, or a flow of information from a country to another, 

some factors important to the decision may refer only to the host country, rather than 

involving the home country as well. Some scholars do take some of these factors into account 

in their studies of distance. For instance, Brewer (2007) and Hakanson and Ambos (2010) 

claim that host country characteristics such as high development (or economic development) 

and strong governance systems reduce the perceived distance from any home country to that 

host country. While these authors present a possible view, we offer the alternative explanation 

that economic development and strong governance systems are better seen as indicators of 

market attractiveness. In countries with high levels of economic development, per capita 

consumption is higher, which leads to larger markets (Ellis, 2008). Hence, these countries 

represent larger revenue potential and tend to be more attractive to investments. Likewise, in 

countries with strong governance systems, rules are more transparent and stable, which 

reduces chances of corruption or a sudden expropriation of foreign assets (Holburn and 

Zelner, 2010). Thus, these countries offer lower risk and tend to be more attractive to 

investments. Therefore, high economic development and strong governance systems are 

qualities that make a country attractive for inward foreign investments, increasing this 

country’s probability of receiving FDI from any country, regardless of distance. 
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Finally, in addition to considering the analysis of the home and host countries only, be 

it a distance, or solely characteristics of the host country, location decisions may gain a 

broader scope and have to fit the company’s global strategy (Isobe et al., 2000) or at least, a 

regional strategy (Rugman and Verbeke, 2004). For instance, a company may enter a close 

country to serve as a regional hub. Then, rather than entering the next closest country, which 

may be located in a region that is already served by a hub, the company may prefer to enter a 

more distant country in a different region to a guarantee more globally spread presence. In 

this sense, location decisions are not just a matter of the analysis of two countries. Instead, 

decisions may involve numerous countries in conjunction. 

In short, in this research we claim that, for a proper analysis that leads to a correct 

location decision, distance should be used side-by-side with other factors, particularly those 

that represent the attractiveness of foreign countries. For instance, Ghemawat (2001) suggests 

companies combine the avoidance of distance with the search for attractive markets through 

portfolio analysis.  Furthermore, the firm-specific or ownership (O) advantages that enable 

internationalization according to the OLI paradigm (Dunning, 1988; 1995) are more 

transferable and exploitable in foreign countries with similar environments that are less 

distant to the home country (Rugman and Verbeke, 2008).  

 

 

4.6 Discussion and implications 

4.6.1 Additional, alternative explanations for mixed empirical results 

Several studies find support for the influence of distance in foreign expansion, but others do 

not (Berry et al., 2010; Estrin et al., 2009; Tihanyi et al., 2005). Authors claim that 

inconsistent results are mainly the consequence of incorrect operationalizations, wrong levels 

of analysis, distorted perceptions by managers (Evans and Mavondo, 2002; Hakanson and 

Ambos, 2010), and lack of rigorous theoretical frameworks (Berry et al., 2010; Luo and 

Shenkar, 2011). While these arguments are all valid, we believe they do not fully explain the 
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difficulties in understanding the inconclusive findings. Our research proposes two additional, 

alternative explanations for the mixed empirical results. 

First, it is possible that prior studies were not using the distance perspective that was 

most suitable to the characteristics of the phenomena under analysis. These studies might not 

be focusing on the right dimensions of distance – those most relevant to the issues being 

examined. For instance, while several studies focus on cultural distance only, our analysis 

suggests that political distance is the most important for SOEs and knowledge distance is the 

most important for asset-seeking investments. Studies that focus on SOEs or on asset-seeking 

investments but measure only cultural distance might find no support for the preference for 

low-distance countries just because they do not capture the most relevant dimension of 

distance for their investigations.  

Moreover, these studies could be mixing in a composite index dimensions that are 

very relevant for the analysis of a particular issue, with dimensions that are not as important. 

In this case, the compound effect of distance becomes diluted so that it is less likely to be 

statistically significant.  In a more drastic situation, a composite index could even mix 

dimensions for which distance should be lower with dimensions for which distance should be 

higher. For example, while lower cultural distance tends to be always recommended, that is 

not the case for other dimensions. Our analysis suggests that countries with higher geographic 

distance are more likely selected in the internationalization for natural resource-seeking 

motives and countries with higher economic distance are more likely selected in the 

internationalization for efficiency-seeking motives. Studies that include resource- and 

efficiency-seeking motives could be mixing effects that cancel one another in the calculation 

of the composite index. All these could be new examples of wrong operationalizations, as 

several authors have already pointed out. Nevertheless, they could also be cases of a choice 

for definitions or perspectives of distance that are limited in scope. Limited definitions could 

fail to comprise all the dimensions that are important for the investigation and, consequently, 

not capture all the costs, risks, or even opportunities involved in foreign operations. Second, 

prior studies could be using distance as a sole factor in the analysis of host countries for 

international location decisions and neglecting these countries’ attractiveness factors. Any 

country offers both advantages and disadvantages as a potential location to receive 

international investments or exports. Our research suggests that distance represents the 
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disadvantages of host countries; as such, we claim that it should be used in conjunction with 

factors that represent host country attractiveness, or advantages, for a proper international 

location decision. In several cases attractiveness factors could have been more important than 

distance in the decision, and studies that disregarded their impact might not have found 

statistically significant effects of distance in empirical results. 

Next we address the implications of our conceptual framework for the 

internationalization of E-MNEs. 

 

4.6.2 Implications for companies from emerging countries 

Our research has two important implications for emerging countries, which are important for 

their increasingly prominent position in the world economy in recent years (Hoskisson et al., 

2012).  Growth has picked up in these countries and slowed in advanced economies 

(Ramamurti, 2012).  Moreover, emerging countries have increased their participation in 

international business (Hsu et al., 2013a), including exports and, most recently, foreign direct 

investment (Aulack et al., 2000; Gaur et al., 2013). The internationalization of companies 

from emerging economies is a recent phenomenon that has been gaining importance in the 

global economy (Gammeltoft et al., 2010; Gaur et al., 2013; Hoskisson et al., 2012; Sun et al., 

2012; Wright et al., 2005). Their internationalization patterns question the main theories of 

international business (Mathews, 2006; Tan and Meyer, 2010), which were developed based 

on companies from advanced economies (Li, 2003; Meyer and Nguyen, 2005) and might not 

be fully applicable in the context of emerging economies (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007; Hoskisson 

et al., 2000; Xu and Meyer, 2012). We still have a limited understanding of emerging market 

multinational enterprises’ behavior (Bangara et al., 2012), and their location decisions need 

further investigation (Aharoni and Brock, 2010; Aykut and Goldstein, 2006; Seno-Alday, 

2010). 

The consideration of host country attractiveness factors for location decisions, as 

discussed earlier, may represent a different internationalization pattern for E-MNEs versus A-

MNEs.  Countries that are most attractive from the revenue-generating side are those with the 

largest markets, usually due to highest per capita income and purchasing power resulting from 
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these countries’ high economic development.  When an A-MNE enters such a country, its 

selection was a country that is not distant from its home country, particularly in the economic 

dimension by definition, but probably also in the financial, knowledge and political 

dimensions. On the other hand, when an E-MNE enters this same attractive country, its 

selection was for a distant country in those same dimensions.  This situation is very typical, as 

several E-MNEs cannot count on the availability of a large market at home, in currency 

terms.
45

 Good examples come from African E-MNEs, which have difficulties finding outlets 

for their products in their own region and therefore have to cater distant Western markets.  

In addition, the selection of the appropriate distance perspective for the issue under 

analysis also has implications for emerging countries, particularly for their 

internationalization efforts after the 1990s. Our investigation has indicated that the economic 

institutional distance perspective is the most appropriate for examining internationalization of 

companies from emerging countries, followed by sociological institutional distance.  Hence, 

the use of other distance perspectives, not consistent with these countries’ characteristics such 

as institutional changes and high participation of government and SOEs in their economies, 

may have been the reason for inconsistent empirical results in several studies.  

 

 

4.7 Concluding Remarks 

We studied distance, a concept that has a central role in international business 

research, but whose empirical results have been inconclusive. We compared five concurrent 

perspectives of distance and assessed their advantages and disadvantages. We also examined 

the relationship between distance dimensions and the characteristics of various issues that can 

be involved in studies of distance such as industry, ownership, and type, motive, and timing 

of internationalization. Then, we indicated the suitability of various distance perspectives to 

the study of those particular issues based on (1) a good match between the characteristics of 

distance perspective and those of the issues under analysis; and (2) a trade-off between 
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comprehensiveness and parsimony of the perspective. In addition, we argued that distance 

represents the disadvantages of host countries for international location decisions; as such, it 

should be used in conjunction with factors that represent host country attractiveness, or 

advantages to receive FDI or exports.  

Our research suggests that an inappropriate selection of the distance perspective as 

well as a neglect of attractiveness factors in the analysis could be additional, alternative 

explanations for mixed empirical results in prior studies. We also suggest distance 

perspectives that are most suitable to investigations of location decisions of E-MNEs, and we 

explain how a search for host country attractiveness factors may distinguish 

internationalization patterns of these companies versus their counterparts from advanced 

countries. 

 

4.7.1 Contributions 

Our paper offers theoretical contributions to IB research in two areas. First, it improves the 

comprehension of the distance concept by comparing various concurrent perspectives 

available in the literature, examining their advantages and disadvantages as well as their 

suitability to the investigation of particular phenomena.  In doing so, our study provides 

additional, alternative explanations for the mixed empirical results of current research on 

distance.  Furthermore, it helps authors of future studies in selecting the most appropriate 

distance perspective for the issues they want to examine, which should also help avoiding 

inconsistencies in future research. Second, our paper advances research on the 

internationalization patterns of multinational enterprises from emerging economies. We 

suggest a distance perspective that is most suitable to investigations of location decisions of 

E-MNEs. Moreover, our study sheds some light into the discussion of differences between E-

MNEs and A-MNEs.  

In addition to its theoretical contributions, our research is also relevant to practitioners 

in two ways. First, by discussing the relative importance of various distance dimensions along 

with attractiveness factors involved in foreign location decisions, our study helps managers 

identify the difficulties faced when operating in distant countries as well as the opportunities 
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they may encounter in less distant ones. Second, our study suggests how managers of various 

types of companies should analyze distance in different circumstances. With regard to 

company types, managers of state-owned companies should assess the importance of distance 

in a slightly different way than their counterparts of private-owned companies. Differences in 

the analysis also apply to managers of companies in services industries compared to managers 

of companies in manufacturing industries. As far as the circumstances involved in location 

decisions, managers who are interested in new locations to export their products should 

analyze distance in a slightly different way than managers who are willing to make foreign 

investments. Similarly, differences in the analysis apply to managers who are seeking natural 

resources abroad compared to managers seeking foreign opportunities to enhance their 

companies’ capabilities. 

 

4.7.2 Limitations and future research 

Our research is not without limitations. One possible limitation stems from the variety of 

factors that influence the process a company uses to select its international locations. While 

focus on the use of distance, we recognize it is only part of the decision and recommend its 

use in conjunction with attractiveness factors.  Along these lines, future research could 

identify attractiveness factors that are relevant for international location decisions and 

examine their relative importance. Moreover, future research could study the weight that 

distance and attractiveness factors should have in various circumstances related to 

international location decisions. For instance, in countries characterized by high uncertainty 

avoidance (Ellis, 2008) companies are likely to stress the difficulties of operating in foreign 

markets and will tend to focus on the importance of distance. On the other hand, in countries 

where an ethnocentric view of business prevails (Perlmutter, 1969) companies will probably 

not foresee difficulties to transfer their capabilities to and sell their products in foreign 

markets and will tend to emphasize host market attractiveness characteristics. Finally, 

companies that consider the environment to be analyzable and are active in information search 

(Daft and Weick, 1984) would probably evaluate attractiveness and distance factors with 

equivalent importance for a calculated decision. 
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A second limitation of our study, more specifically related to distance, refers to the 

multitude of dimensions that may impact international location decisions.  Future research 

could assess new theorizing on the concept, as suggested by Goerzen et al. (2013).  An 

interesting avenue would be to study the relationship between the various dimensions of 

distance and their corresponding liabilities of foreignness (LOF) (Zaheer, 1995). New 

theorizing based on LOF could either confirm the dimensions of a distance perspective 

already available in the literature, or offer new possibilities. A natural next step would be to 

study how LOF and distance can be reduced. Most authors argue that foreign companies must 

rely on firm-specific advantages to offset LOF. However, not many authors studied how such 

difficulties can be reduced, for instance, through participation in networks (Johanson and 

Vahlne, 2009). Moreover, a few authors have argued that foreign companies, in some cases, 

may have advantages of being foreign (Cuervo-Cazurra, 2007), which is line with the 

argument that distance may be directional and asymmetric. Deeper understanding of 

distance’s various dimensions and mechanisms to reduce them would be helpful both for 

theorists and practitioners. 

Regardless of the theoretical background used as a base, either in those perspectives 

already available, or in a new, based on LOF, the set of distance dimensions is developed 

mostly from theory. There is little empirical confirmation that a particular group of 

dimensions is comprehensive without being repetitive.  Future research could use 

confirmatory factor analysis to determine an encompassing, but not repetitive set of 

dimensions to study distance, so that the model is comprehensive yet still relatively 

parsimonious. 

Finally, another future research opportunity is to examine the relationship between 

market selection decisions and performance on those selected markets (Brouthers, 2013; 

Goerzen et al., 2013), a topic that has received less attention in the literature (Hutzschenreuter 

et al., 2013). What definition of the distance construct is most appropriate for performance 

evaluation? Distance defined as “factors that hinder the information flow”, as originally 

proposed by Johanson and Vahlne (1977) and stressed by Brewer (2007), assuming that 

familiarity with a market will allow managers to make the best decisions, prepare the best 

plans, and thus achieve superior performance?  Or distance defined as “country differences”, 
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assuming that smaller differences lead to lower costs and fewer difficulties for business 

operations, hence higher performance? 

 

4.7.3 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we assessed the advantages and disadvantages of five concurrent perspectives 

of distance and indicated their suitability to the study of selected international business 

phenomena. In addition, we argued that distance represents the disadvantages of host 

countries for international location decisions; as such, it should be used in conjunction with 

factors that represent host country attractiveness, or advantages to receive FDI or exports. Our 

research suggests that an inappropriate selection of the distance perspective as well as a 

neglect of attractiveness factors in the analysis could be additional, alternative explanations 

for mixed empirical results in prior studies. We also suggest a distance perspective that is 

most suitable to investigations of location decisions of E-MNEs and explain how a search for 

host country attractiveness factors may distinguish internationalization patters of these 

companies versus their counterparts from advanced countries. 
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Conclusion 

 

In recent years, emerging countries have assumed an increasingly prominent position in the 

world economy, as growth has picked up in these countries and slowed in developed 

economies.  Two related phenomena, among others, can be associated with this growth: 

emerging countries were less affected by the 2008-2009 global economic recession, 

solidifying their position as the most important source of world economic growth; and they 

increased their participation in global foreign direct investment, reaching record highs of both 

investments inflows and outflows in 2012. 

The prominence of emerging countries is reflected in a growing number of studies that 

focus on their particularities, both in the academic and corporate arenas. But comprehension 

of these countries’ environments remains limited and further research on the topic continues 

necessary.  There is a need to consider the extent to which theories and methods used to study 

strategy in mature, developed economies are suited to the unique social, political, and 

economic contexts of emerging countries and the characteristics of their firms. 

This doctoral dissertation contributes to research on firms from emerging countries 

through four independent papers, grouped around two themes: strategy in recessions (SR) and 

international expansion (IE), each comprising two papers. The first group of two papers 

examined firm strategy in recessionary moments and uses Brazil, one of the largest emerging 

countries, as setting for the investigation. Recessions are recurring events that create a 

scenario of decreased demand, intensified competition and high uncertainty that bring severe 

negative impacts to most firms, while some others are less affected or even prosper in these 

moments. To survive in the short-term, most firms reduce their operations in a pro-cyclical 

strategy of cutting costs and investments in various functional areas such as production, 

marketing, and research & development.  Nevertheless, several scholars contend that firms 

can take advantage of lower prices to counter-cyclically invest during recessions. While 

macroeconomics has thoroughly studied the causes and consequences or recessions for 
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countries, strategic management has not fully explained the effects of recessions to firm 

performance and the reasons for differences in firm performance. 

In a conceptual paper, Latham and Braun (2011) proposed a framework to understand 

the underlying firm-level dynamics in recessions.  The authors claim that performance during 

a recession should depend on:(a) a firm’s initial conditions, before the recession; and (b) the 

strategies this firm follows during the recession.  The first group of two papers in this doctoral 

dissertation extended and detailed the work of those authors to determine which initial 

conditions (paper SR-1) and strategies (paper SR-2) are these that enable superior 

performance in recessions. Paper SR-1 offered an integrative model linking RBV to literatures 

on entrepreneurship, improvisation, and flexibility to indicate the characteristics and 

capabilities that allow a firm to have superior performance in recessions. Paper SR-2 built on 

business cycle literature to study which strategies - pro-cyclical or counter-cyclical – enable 

superior performance in recessions. Data were collected through a survey on Brazilian firms 

referring to the 2008-2009 global recession, and 17 hypotheses were tested using structural 

equation modeling based on partial least squares. 

Paper SR-1’s results indicated superior performance for those firms with a propensity 

to recognize opportunities within the recession, rather than only threats.  In addition, 

improvisation capability for fast and creative actions to exploit these opportunities is 

essential, since recessions require immediate responses and leave no time for careful 

planning. While opportunity recognition and improvisation capability have strong direct 

effects on performance, indirect effects of entrepreneurial orientation and flexibility on 

performance were also relevant. Entrepreneurially oriented firms are more likely to recognize 

opportunities and to invest in these opportunities to improve performance. Flexibility’s effect 

on performance is moderated by financial slack, as only when slack resources are available 

firms can take risks to experiment with new strategies to exploit the recognized opportunities. 

Paper SR-2’s results showed that most Brazilian firms pro-cyclically reduce costs and 

investments during recessions, particularly in supply-related areas such as purchases, 

personnel and production. Nevertheless, firms with higher propensity to recognize 

opportunities and entrepreneurial orientation to exploit them adopt a counter-cyclical strategy 
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of investments and outperform rivals. It is also important for firms to be flexible in relocating 

and reconfiguring resources for efficient implementation of those investments. 

In conjunction, papers SR-1 and SR-2 explained why some firms are less affected by 

recessions or even prosper in these moments. Seventeen hypotheses regarding the 

characteristics, capabilities, and strategies that enable a firm to have superior performance 

than competitors in recessions were developed and tested. Twelve of these hypotheses were 

confirmed.  Results indicated that firms must look for and recognize opportunities rather than 

only threats in the recessionary environment. Moreover, firms need entrepreneurial 

orientation, being proactive and accepting changes and risks, to invest in these opportunities.  

In addition, improvisation capability for fast and creative actions is fundamental, considering 

that during recessions there is no time for development of new resources or capabilities. 

Finally, flexibility in the relocation and reconfiguration of resources from various departments 

is essential for the improvised actions to happen and investments to be efficiently 

implemented. The studies suggested that firms with these characteristics and capabilities 

invest in the right projects and achieve superior performance than competitors during 

recessions. 

Nevertheless, this does not mean that preserving cash for short-term survival in a 

downturn is not important, neither that a recession is the right moment to increase 

investments. Firms need to find ways to reduce costs in some areas to improve efficiency, 

rather than just cut costs across all areas, while investing in the most promising projects, 

carefully selected according to the new structure of the market. And the key to understanding 

this seemingly paradoxal dilemma is to find the right opportunities for investments, which 

recessions certainly create. It is also important to mention that the proposed response to 

recessions is not equally valid in all cases. Firms may operate in industries or segments that 

were not affected by the recession, or even benefited from the situation.  In this case, the 

company may just receive the profits from the lucky occurrence and no action is necessary. 

These papers make two main contributions to research in strategic management. First, 

they advance the business cycle management literature by proposing and testing several 

characteristics, capabilities, and strategies that enable firms to have superior performance than 

competitors in recessions. Second, the papers enhance our understanding of the intricate 
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relationship among the concepts of entrepreneurial orientation, flexibility and improvisation, 

which scholars have associated with contexts of change, but only separately. 

In addition to making these theoretical contributions, the studies are also relevant to 

practitioners.  Once in a recession, managers can implement our suggestions to make 

investments that will enable their firms to navigate through this difficult period and be strong 

for the economic recovery.  Furthermore, considering that recessions are recurring events, part 

of a natural business cycle that will always come and go, managers can invest in developing 

the characteristics and capabilities that will help their firms be prepared for future recessions. 

The second group of two papers investigated international expansion of multinational 

enterprises, particularly the use of distance for their location decisions. Broadly defined as the 

difference between home and host countries for international activities, the concept of 

distance has been widely used for research on foreign location decisions, but with mixed 

empirical results. Authors suggest that inconclusive results are mainly due to wrong 

operationalizations, inadequate levels of analysis, distorted perceptions by managers, and lack 

of rigorous theoretical frameworks. While these arguments are all valid, they might not fully 

explain the difficulties in understanding empirical results in this line of research. This second 

group of two papers deepened the comprehension of the use of distance to offer additional, 

alternative explanations for the inconsistent empirical results. 

Paper 3 (IE-1) proposed a conceptual framework to examine circumstances under 

which distance is less important for international location decisions, taking the new 

perspective of economic institutional distance as theoretical foundation. The framework 

indicated that the general preference for low-distance countries is lower: (1) when the 

company is state owned, rather than private owned; (2) when its internationalization motives 

are asset, resource, or efficiency seeking, as opposed to market seeking; and (3) when 

internationalization occurred after globalization and the advent of new technologies. 

Inconsistent results in the literature may be a consequence of prior studies mixing in their 

samples several of these circumstances under which distance matters more or less, but without 

controlling for them. An interesting implication of the study is that, as most of these 

circumstances under which distance matters the least are typical of the internationalization of 

companies from emerging economies, distance should be less important for these companies.  
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Paper 4 (IE-2) compared five concurrent perspectives of distance and assessed their 

advantages and disadvantages. It also examined the relationship between distance dimensions 

and the characteristics of various issues that can be involved in investigations of distance such 

as industry, ownership, and type, motive, and timing of internationalization. Then, the paper 

indicated the suitability of the five distance perspectives to the study of those particular issues 

However, choosing the right distance perspective for the investigation does not suffice to 

guarantee a proper analysis. The study proposed that distance represents the disadvantages of 

host countries for international location decisions; as such, it should be used in conjunction 

with factors that represent host country attractiveness, or advantages to receive FDI or 

exports. The research suggests that an inappropriate selection of the distance perspective as 

well as a neglect of attractiveness factors in the analysis could be additional, alternative 

explanations for mixed empirical results in prior studies. It also indicates distance 

perspectives that are most suitable to investigations of location decisions of E-MNEs, and 

explains how a search for host country attractiveness factors may distinguish 

internationalization patterns of these companies versus their counterparts from advanced 

countries. 

In conjunction, papers IE-1 and IE-2 enhanced the understanding of international 

location decisions of multinational enterprises. In particular, they improved the 

comprehension of various aspects of the use of the distance concept for such decisions by: 

comparing various concurrent perspectives available in the literature; examining their 

advantages and disadvantages as well as their suitability to the investigation of particular 

phenomena; and identifying when distance matters the least for international location 

decisions. In doing so, the studies provided additional, alternative explanations for the mixed 

empirical results of current research on distance.   

It is interesting to note that, despite the inconclusive results in empirical investigations 

of distance, there has been a good evolution in the study of the concept and in the perspectives 

offered by scholars in the field. Early internationalization efforts were based on exports by 

manufacturing companies from the most advanced countries in their respective times. Little 

by little, FDI became more common, services industries gained relevance in the world 

economy, and companies from emerging countries, several of which state owned, increased 

their internationalization efforts, particularly for asset-seeking motives. In line with these 
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developments, scholars have proposed new perspectives of distance, with higher focus on the 

political, knowledge, and connectedness dimensions of distance to match the characteristics of 

these developments. 

These papers make two main theoretical contributions to research in international 

business. First, they improve the comprehension of the distance concept and offer several 

additional, alternative explanations for the current inconclusive empirical results of research 

on the topic. Furthermore, they help authors of future studies in selecting the most appropriate 

distance perspective for the issues they want to examine, which should also help avoiding 

inconsistencies in future research. Second, the papers advance research on the 

internationalization patterns of multinational enterprises from emerging countries (E-MNEs). 

They discuss the validity of the distance concept in the context of emerging countries and 

suggest a distance perspective that is most suitable to investigations of location decisions of 

E-MNEs. Moreover, the studies shed some light into the discussion of differences between E-

MNEs and multinational enterprises from advanced countries (A-MNEs).  

In addition to their theoretical contributions, the papers are also relevant to 

practitioners. By discussing the relative importance of various distance dimensions along with 

attractiveness factors involved in foreign location decisions, the studies help managers 

identify the difficulties faced when operating in distant countries as well as the opportunities 

they may encounter in less distant ones. Furthermore, the papers suggest how managers of 

various types of companies such as state or private owned, in services or manufacturing 

industries, should analyze distance in circumstances like exports or FDI, for market-, or 

resource-seeking motives. 

All in all, this doctoral dissertation contributes to research in strategic management 

and international business, focusing on emerging countries. In particular, it advances 

knowledge related to the 2008-2009 global recession and foreign expansion, two issues that 

have helped emerging countries to gain prominence in the world economy and in the 

academic arena.  The four papers offer answers to important gaps in current literatures on 

strategic management and international business and open interesting avenues for future 

research in these fields. 
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Appendix A: Appendix I (SR-1) 
 

 

 

Appendix I - (SR-1)

Descriptive statistics and correlations

Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1. Change in performance R 2.24 0.77 0.87

2. Opportunity recognition R 3.23 0.81 0.39 0.78

3. Entrepreneurial orientation F 3.38 0.65 0.11 0.31 n/a

4. Innovativeness R 3.48 0.86 0.17 0.24 n/a 0.72

5. Proactiveness R 3.30 0.77 0.06 0.36 n/a 0.40 0.80

6. Risk-taking propensity R 3.37 0.85 0.04 0.15 n/a 0.44 0.45 0.77

7. Improvisation capability F 3.72 0.71 0.32 0.21 0.65 0.69 0.40 0.42 n/a

8. Creativity R 3.81 0.83 0.24 0.17 0.53 0.52 0.30 0.43 n/a 0.80

9. Spontaneity R 3.63 0.87 0.29 0.18 0.54 0.63 0.38 0.27 n/a 0.38 0.78

10. Flexibility F 3.33 0.64 0.16 0.32 0.65 0.53 0.50 0.51 0.60 0.61 0.39 n/a

11. Structural flexibility R 3.56 0.93 0.14 0.10 0.33 0.34 0.08 0.34 0.52 0.62 0.24 n/a 0.85

12. Strategic flexibility R 3.33 0.83 0.16 0.26 0.60 0.49 0.55 0.38 0.49 0.43 0.39 n/a 0.16 0.75

13. Operational flexibility R 3.12 0.91 0.04 0.34 0.50 0.32 0.49 0.38 0.29 0.26 0.22 n/a 0.19 0.49 0.77

Note: Square roots of AVEs in the diagonal, correlations off-diagonal.

R = reflective construct; F = formative construct.

SD = standard deviation.

n/a = not applicable for formative constructs and their dimensions.
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Appendix B: Appendix II (SR-1) 
 

  

Appendix II - (SR-1)

Measurement items and indices of the reflective constructs

Reflective constructs and their items Load  CR  AVE  

Change in performance 0.94 0.76

How much was your firm affected by the recession, in terms of:

Operating revenue 0.90

Operating profit 0.94

Net profit 0.94

Cash flow 0.89

Market share 0.65

Opportunity recognition 0.81 0.60

Particularly about the 2008-2009 recession:

Our firm's management treated the downturn more like na opportunity than as a threat. 0.89

Our plans for the downturn basically involved hunreking down and riding out of the recession. 

- ( R )
0.48

We viewed this downturn as na opportunity to leapfrog over our competitors. 0.87

Innovativeness 0.76 0.51

Innovative ideas are well accepted in our firm. 0.70

Our performance appraisal system rewards people for new dieas and process improvement. 0.78

Our firm accepts errors as a way of learning. 0.66

Proactiveness 0.84 0.64

Our firm typically initiates actions which competitors then respond to. 0.58

Particularly about the 2008-2009 recession:

We were very proactive in developing plans to counter the downturn. 0.91

We responded more quickly to the market changes caused by the downturn than our 

competitors.
0.87

Risk-taking 0.74 0.60

The top managers of this firm believe that bold strategies are required to achieve our business 

objectives.
0.70

In general, people at our firm accept changes promptly. 0.84

Creativity 0.84 0.64

Our employees know how to improvise when necessary. 0.74

Our firm has great ability to address new situations through new ideas of using the resources at 

hand.
0.84

In our firm, people are encouraged to resolve problems in creative ways. 0.81

Spontaneity 0.76 0.61

In our firm, actions are always carefully planned before execution. - ( R ) 0.70

To respond to unexpected events, our firm encourages balance between established plans and 

flexibility.
0.86
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Appendix II (SR-1) (continued)

Reflective constructs and their items Load  CR  AVE  

Operational flexibility 0.81 0.60

Our firm's structure has high fixed costs, which hinders changes. - ( R ) 0.59

In responding to changes in the business environment, our strategy emphasizes flexibility...

in the allocation of production resources to manufacture a broad range of products or services. 0.84

in the design of products or services to support a broad range of applications. 0.85

Strategic flexibility 0.79 0.56

In responding to changes in the business environment, our firm...

is able to reconfigure its organiztional resources to support different strategies. 0.75

has difficulties in repositioning products or services to target diverse market segments. - ( R ) 0.70

In responding to changes in the business environment, our strategy emphasizes flexibility...

in the allocation of marketing resources to market a broad range of products or services. 0.78

Structural flexibility 0.84 0.73

Our employees are capable of performing various different activities. 0.90

In our firm, employees don't have autonomy to change the way they organize their activities. - ( R ) 0.80

( R ): Item is reverse coded.

CR: Composite Reliability.

AVE: Average Variance Extracted.

All algorithm calculations based on path weighing scheme.
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Appendix C: Appendix III (SR-1) 
 

 

 

Appendix III - (SR-1)

Measurement indices of formative constructs

Formative constructs Weight* T-value** VIF***

Entrepreneurial orientation 2.17

Innovativeness 0.40 7.69 +++

Proactiveness 0.56 8.51 +++

Risk-taking 0.29 6.30 +++

Improvisation capability 1.90

Creativity 0.77 12.59 +++

Spontaneity 0.40 6.24 +++

Flexibility 1.97

Operational flexibility 0.56 7.90 +++

Strategic flexibility 0.51 8.61 +++

Structural flexibility 0.23 2.52 ++

* Algorithm calculations based on path weighing scheme.

** All calculations based on bootstrapping with 1000 samples (Navarro et al., 2011) or more

     and individual sign changes (Temme et al., 2010).

*** Variance inflation factor, calculated in SPSS.

+ T-values above 1.65 are significant at the 10% significance value.

+ + T-values above 1.96 are significant at the 5% significance value.

+ + T-values above 2.58 are significant at the 1% significance value.
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Appendix D: Appendix I (SR-2) 
 

Appendix I - (SR-2)

Descriptive statistics and correlations

Variables Mean SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1. Change in performance R 2.19 0.79 0.87

2. Opportunity recognition R 3.20 0.77 0.36 0.76

3. Entrepreneurial orientation F 3.38 0.61 0.11 0.30 n/a

4. Innovativeness R 3.51 0.81 0.14 0.20 n/a 0.71

5. Proactiveness R 3.30 0.74 0.01 0.32 n/a 0.36 0.78

6. Risk-taking propensity R 3.34 0.85 0.09 0.18 n/a 0.35 0.38 0.75

7. Flexibility F 3.34 0.60 0.03 0.35 0.62 0.45 0.48 0.46 n/a

8. Structural flexibility R 3.57 0.86 0.10 0.10 0.33 0.32 0.07 0.34 n/a 0.78

9. Strategic flexibility R 3.32 0.79 0.15 0.28 0.56 0.43 0.52 0.34 n/a 0.15 0.74

10. Operational flexibility R 3.12 0.86 0.03 0.36 0.45 0.26 0.46 0.32 n/a 0.18 0.48 0.75

11. Strategy F 2.56 0.60 0.55 0.33 0.03 0.02 -0.00 0.04 0.03 -0.11 0.17 0.02 n/a

12. Supply R 2.42 0.73 0.60 0.19 0.06 0.09 -0.01 0.05 0.03 0.12 0.20 -0.00 n/a 0.86

13. Demand R 2.62 0.74 0.43 0.38 0.08 0.01 0.10 0.08 0.09 -0.06 0.21 0.07 n/a 0.54 0.78

14. Capital R 2.64 0.72 0.34 0.25 -0.07 -0.05 -0.09 -0.03 -0.05 -0.10 -0.00 -0.01 n/a 0.49 0.55 0.73

Note: Square roots of AVEs in the diagonal, correlations off-diagonal.

R = reflective construct; F = formative construct.

SD = standard deviation.

n/a = not applicable for formative constructs and their dimensions.
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Appendix E: Appendix II (SR-2) 
 

  

Appendix II  - (SR-2)

Measurement items and indices of the reflective constructs

Reflective constructs and their items Load  CR  AVE  

Change in performance 0.94 0.76

How much was your firm affected by the recession, in terms of:

Operating revenue 0.90

Operating profit 0.94

Net profit 0.93

Cash flow 0.87

Market share 0.69

Opportunity recognition 0.81 0.58

Particularly about the 2008-2009 recession:

Our firm's management treated the downturn more like na opportunity than as a threat. 0.90

Our plans for the downturn basically involved hunreking down and riding out of the recession. - 

( R )
0.63

We viewed this downturn as na opportunity to leapfrog over our competitors. 0.75

Innovativeness 0.75 0.50

Innovative ideas are well accepted in our firm. 0.72

Our performance appraisal system rewards people for new dieas and process improvement. 0.75

Our firm accepts errors as a way of learning. 0.64

Proactiveness 0.82 0.60

Our firm typically initiates actions which competitors then respond to. 0.57

Particularly about the 2008-2009 recession: -            

We were very proactive in developing plans to counter the downturn. 0.90

We responded more quickly to the market changes caused by the downturn than our 

competitors.
0.83

Risk-taking 0.72 0.57

The top managers of this firm believe that bold strategies are required to achieve our business 

objectives.
0.71

In general, people at our firm accept changes promptly. 0.80

Creativity 0.81 0.59

Our employees know how to improvise when necessary. 0.72

Our firm has great ability to address new situations through new ideas of using the resources at 

hand.
0.80

In our firm, people are encouraged to resolve problems in creative ways. 0.79

Spontaneity 0.76 0.62

In our firm, actions are always carefully planned before execution. - ( R ) 0.71

To respond to unexpected events, our firm encourages balance between established plans and 

flexibility.
0.85
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Appendix II  - (SR-2) (continued)

Reflective constructs and their items Load  CR  AVE  

Operational flexibility 0.79 0.56

Our firm's structure has high fixed costs, which hinders changes. - ( R ) 0.57

In responding to changes in the business environment, our strategy emphasizes flexibility...

in the allocation of production resources to manufacture a broad range of products or services. 0.82

in the design of products or services to support a broad range of applications. 0.82

Strategic flexibility 0.78 0.55

In responding to changes in the business environment, our firm...

is able to reconfigure its organiztional resources to support different strategies. 0.74

has difficulties in repositioning products or services to target diverse market segments. - ( R ) 0.70

In responding to changes in the business environment, our strategy emphasizes flexibility...

in the allocation of marketing resources to market a broad range of products or services. 0.78

Structural flexibility 0.75 0.61

Our employees are capable of performing various different activities. 0.90

In our firm, employees don't have autonomy to change the way they organize their activities. - ( R ) 0.64

Supply strategy 0.90 0.74

What was the strategy adopted by your firm with regard to the following topics?

In the total number of employees 0.80

In the production of goods or service offerings 0.89

In the purchases of materials for those products and services 0.89

Demand strategy 0.81 0.60

What was the strategy adopted by your firm with regard to the following topics?

In research adn development investments 0.89

In marketing investments 0.89

In product prices, on average 0.48

Capital strategy 0.77 0.53

What was the strategy adopted by your firm with regard to the following topics?

In the ease of credit offered to clients 0.71

In fixed assets investments 0.80

In investments in other firms 0.68

( R ): Item is reverse coded.

CR: Composite Reliability.

AVE: Average Variance Extracted.

All algorithm calculations based on path weighing scheme.
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Appendix F: Appendix III (SR-2) 
 

  

Appendix III  - (SR-2)

Measurement indices of formative constructs

Formative Constructs Weight* T-value** VIF***

Entrepreneurial orientation 2.24

Innovativeness 0.41 6.81 +++

Proactiveness 0.59 9.22 +++

Risk-taking 0.29 6.25 +++

Improvisation capability 1.96

Creativity 0.77 12.35 +++

Spontaneity 0.42 6.09 +++

Flexibility 1.95

Operational flexibility 0.55 8.79 +++

Strategic flexibility 0.54 8.97 +++

Structural flexibility 0.18 2.47 ++

Strategy 1.31

Supply 0.53 13.64 +++

Demand 0.37 14.04 +++

Capital 0.30 10.52 +++

* Algorithm calculations based on path weighing scheme.

** All calculations based on bootstrapping with 1000 samples (Navarro et al., 2011) or more

     and individual sign changes (Temme et al., 2010).

*** Variance inflation factor, calculated in SPSS.

+ T-values above 1.65 are significant at the 10% significance value.

+ + T-values above 1.96 are significant at the 5% significance value.

+ + T-values above 2.58 are significant at the 1% significance value.
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Appendix G: Questionnaire used for papers 1 (SR-1) and 2 (SR-2) 
 

 

 Cover Letter (in Portuguese) 

 Questionnaire (in Portuguese) 
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Pesquisa sobre as estratégias de empresas na recessão de 2008-2009 

 

A recessão de 2008-2009 foi intensa e afetou os negócios das empresas em todo o 

mundo, inclusive no Brasil. É essencial que se aprendam lições sobre este período, para que, 

em um novo período de crise, prejuízos sejam evitados e oportunidades sejam aproveitadas.   

A Escola Brasileira de Administração Pública e de Empresas da Fundação Getulio 

Vargas (Ebape/FGV), instituição dedicada à pesquisa acadêmica, busca este aprendizado em 

uma pesquisa intitulada “Estratégias das empresas brasileiras na recessão de 2008-2009”.  

Agradeceríamos a sua participação nesta pesquisa preenchendo o questionário anexo com 

informações sobre a sua empresa.   

Suas respostas contribuirão para o progresso científico e para o benefício das empresas 

que atuam no Brasil, inclusive, para auxiliar sua empresa a se preparar para futuros períodos 

de recessão.  As respostas serão utilizadas somente para fins acadêmicos e serão tratadas com 

total confidencialidade.  Todos os dados serão analisados apenas de forma agregada e 

nenhuma informação que possa identificar as empresas ou os respondentes será divulgada. 

O questionário está dividido em quatro partes que abordam: (I) os efeitos da recessão 

de 2008-2009 sobre a sua empresa; (II) as estratégias adotadas pela sua empresa em função da 

recessão; (III) a situação da empresa antes do início da recessão; e (IV) a forma de atuação da 

sua empresa, com características que podem facilitar ou prejudicar o desempenho de uma 

empresa em momentos de recessão.   

Se alguma informação não estiver disponível, responda da maneira mais completa que 

puder.  Em muitos casos uma resposta aproximada é suficiente.  Mesmo que sua empresa 

tenha sido beneficiada com a recessão suas respostas serão valiosas como contraste com as 

respostas daquelas empresas menos favorecidas.  Na existência de alguma dúvida sobre o 

preenchimento não hesite em entrar em contato com Rafael Goldszmidt pelo e-mail 

rafael.goldszmidt@fgv.br ou pelo telefone (21) 3799 5717. 

Uma cópia do relatório com os principais resultados da pesquisa será enviada 

gratuitamente em 2012 para os respondentes interessados.  Agradecemos antecipadamente a 

sua cooperação. 

 

Rio de Janeiro, 17 de outubro de 2011, 

 

Rafael Goldszmidt 

Professor Adjunto – Ebape/FGV 
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Questionário: As estratégias das empresas na recessão de 2008-2009 
 

Parte I: Os efeitos da recessão 

 

Em relação à recessão que afetou a economia brasileira no final de 2008 e início de 2009, responda as seguintes 

perguntas. 

 

1. Quanto a sua empresa foi afetada pela recessão, em termos de: 

 

 

 

Muito 

preju-

dicada 

Pouco 

preju-

dicada 

Não 

afetada 

Pouco 

bene-

ficiada 

Muito 

bene-

ficiada 

1.1. Receita operacional 
          

1.2. Lucro operacional 
          

1.3. Lucro líquido 
          

1.4. Fluxo de caixa 
          

1.5. Participação de mercado 
          

 

 

2. Como as seguintes alterações nas condições do ambiente de negócios associadas à recessão afetaram a sua 

empresa? 

 

 

Muito 

preju-

dicada 

Pouco 

preju-

dicada 

Não 

afetada 

Pouco 

bene-

ficiada 

Muito 

bene-

ficiada 

2.1. Alteração na demanda por parte dos clientes 

          

2.2. Alteração de preços por parte dos 

concorrentes 
          

2.3. Alteração de capacidade de pagamento por 

parte dos clientes 
          

2.4. Alteração na disponibilidade de 

empréstimos 
          

2.5. Alteração no custo de empréstimos 

          

2.6. Alteração na taxa de câmbio 

          

2.7. Atuação governamental (por ex. redução de 

impostos) 
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3. Em que períodos a sua empresa especificamente foi afetada pela recessão (prejudicada ou beneficiada)?  

Marque na escala abaixo todos os momentos significativos. 

 

3o.   
Trimestre   

2008 

4o.   
Trimestre   

2008 

1o.   
Trimestre   

2009 

2o.   
Trimestre   

2009 

3o.   
Trimestre   

2009 

4o.   
Trimestre   

2009 

            
 

 

4. A sua empresa foi prejudicada pelo vencimento de dívidas durante a crise?  Selecione um número da escala 

seguinte: ____. 

 
1                     2                      3                        4                        5                     

|-----------------|------------------|-------------------|-------------------| 

Não             Muito 

prejudicada       prejudicada 
 

 

5. No início da recessão a dívida em moeda estrangeira representava cerca de ____ % da dívida total. (Sua 

melhor estimativa é suficiente). 

 

 

6. Quanto ao acesso a financiamento público (ex. BNDES ou outro órgão), sua empresa: 

 

 
Sim Não 

6.1  Tinha acesso a este tipo de financiamento? 
    

6.2  Captou recursos desta fonte durante a crise? 
    

 

 

 

Parte II: As estratégias adotadas em função da recessão 

 

 

Em relação às estratégias adotadas pela sua empresa em função da recessão entre o 3º. trimestre de 2008 e o 1º. 

trimestre de 2009, responda as seguintes perguntas.   

 

 

1. Sua empresa se envolveu em alguma transação de fusão ou aquisição de outras empresas?   

 

a) Sim, a empresa foi vendida ou se fundiu com outra empresa. 

b) Sim, a empresa comprou ou se fundiu com outra empresa. 

c) Não, a empresa não se envolveu neste tipo de transação.  
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2. Qual foi a estratégia adotada pela sua empresa em relação aos tópicos abaixo?   

 

 

Houve 

grande 

redução 

Houve 

pequena 

redução 

Não houve 

alteração 

Houve 

pequeno 

aumento 

Houve 

grande 

aumento 

2.1 No total de funcionários           

2.2 Na produção de bens ou disponibilização de serviços           

2.3 Nas compras de insumos para tais produtos/serviços           

2.4 Nos investimentos em pesquisa e desenvolvimento           

2.5 Nos investimentos em marketing           

2.6 Nos preços dos produtos, em média           

2.7 Na facilidade de concessão de crédito a clientes           

2.8 Nos investimentos em ativos imobilizados           

2.9 Nos investimentos em outras empresas*           

 

* considerar aquisições como aumento e vendas de empresas como redução 

 

    
 

3. Durante a recessão houve alguma negociação com sindicato(s) visando reduzir custos? 

 

a) Não houve negociação. 

b) Houve negociação mal sucedida. 

c) Houve negociação bem sucedida para a empresa. 

 

 

 

Parte III: A situação da empresa antes da recessão 

 

 

Em relação à situação da sua empresa em 2008, antes do início da recessão, responda as seguintes perguntas: 

 

 

1. Qual era a receita anual da sua empresa? 

 

a) Menos de R$ 10 milhões 

b) Entre R$ 10 milhões e R$ 100 milhões 

c) Entre R$ 100 milhões e R$ 500 milhões 

d) Entre R$ 500 milhões e R$ 1 bilhão 

e) Entre R$ 1 bilhão e R$ 5 bilhões 

f) Acima de R$ 5 bilhões 

 

 

2. Quantos funcionários a sua empresa 

tinha? 

 

a) Até 49 funcionários 

b) Entre 50 e 99 funcionários 

c) Entre 100 e 249 funcionários 

d) Entre 250 e 999 funcionários 

e) Entre 1000 e 4.999 funcionários 

f) 5000 ou mais funcionários 
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3. Sua empresa fazia parte de um grupo de negócios, em conjunto 

com uma ou mais empresas? (isto é, sua empresa estava 

vinculada a outras empresas, seja por controle acionário ou por 

gestão?) 

 

 

a) Sim  

 

b) Não  

 

 

4. Uma única pessoa, família ou grupo empresarial detinha mais 

que 50% do controle da empresa? 

 

 

a) Sim  

 

b) Não  

 

 

 

 

5. Qual a participação de capital estatal e estrangeiro no controle de sua empresa? Assinale a 

opção correspondente em cada coluna da tabela abaixo: 
 

 

6.1  Capital 

Estatal 

6.2  Capital 

Estrangeiro 

a) Zero 
    

b) Entre zero e 50%  
    

c) Maior que 50% e menor que 100% 
    

d) 100% 
    

 

 

 

6. Como você descreveria o posicionamento de precificação da maioria dos seus produtos: 

 

a) Preços acima da média do seu segmento de mercado 

b) Preços na média do seu segmento de mercado 

c) Preços abaixo da média do seu segmento de mercado 

 

 

 

 

7. Quanto à sua empresa investia em Marketing na 

média dos últimos 3 anos anteriores à crise?  (A 

sua melhor estimativa é suficiente). 

 

 

a) Menos de 2% da receita líquida 

b) Entre 2% e 5 % da receita líquida 

c) Entre 5% e 10 % da receita líquida 

d) Mais de 10% da receita líquida 
 

8. Quanto a sua empresa investia em Pesquisa e 

Desenvolvimento de produtos na média dos 

últimos 3 anos anteriores à crise?  (A sua melhor 

estimativa é suficiente). 

 

 

a) Menos de 0,5% da receita líquida 

b) Entre 0,5% e 1% da receita líquida 

c) Entre 1% e 2% da receita líquida 

d) Mais de 2% da receita líquida 
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9. Que importância tinham  para sua empresa: 

 

 

 

Nenhuma 

importância 
   

Muita 

importância 

9.1. Exportações de produtos ou serviços? 

          

9.2. Importação de insumos? 

          

 

 

 

10. Quanto representavam aproximadamente as exportações de produtos ou serviços como porcentagem da 

receita total da empresa? E quanto representavam as importações de insumos como porcentagem do custo total 

de insumos da empresa?  Assinale a opção correspondente em cada coluna da tabela abaixo (Sua melhor 

estimativa é suficiente). 

 

 

 
10.1  Exportações 10.2  Importações 

a) Zero 
    

b) Entre zero e 5%  
    

c) Entre 5% e 25% 
    

d) Entre 25% e 50% 
    

e) maior que 50% 
    

 

 

 

11. Indique todas as regiões para as quais a receita de exportações representava mais que 5% da receita total, e o 

custo de insumos importados representava mais que 5% do custo total de insumos. 

 

 
11.1  Exportações 11.2  Importações 

a. América Latina     

b. Estados Unidos ou Canadá     

c. União Européia     

d. Japão     

e. Outros países da Ásia     

f. Outros países     
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Parte IV: A forma de atuação da empresa 

 

Em relação à forma de atuação da sua empresa em geral, responda as seguintes perguntas selecionando da escala 

o número que melhor represente sua opinião. 

 
1                     2                      3                        4                        5                     

|-----------------|------------------|-------------------|-------------------| 

Discordo         Neutro    Concordo 

totalmente       totalmente 

 

 

 

1. Em nossa empresa as ações são sempre cuidadosamente planejadas antes 

da execução. 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. Colocamos em prática novas ideias mesmo com incerteza nos resultados. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. Nossa empresa incentiva o uso de intuição para interpretar 

acontecimentos e tomar decisões. 
1 2 3 4 5 

4. Nossa empresa tipicamente inicia ações, às quais os concorrentes 

posteriormente reagem. 
1 2 3 4 5 

5. Nossos funcionários sabem improvisar quando  

necessário. 
1 2 3 4 5 

6. Nossa empresa tem grande habilidade para encarar novas situações a 

partir de formas inovadoras de utilização dos recursos já disponíveis. 
1 2 3 4 5 

7. Em geral, nossa diretoria evita projetos de alto risco, mesmo que tenham 

potencial de alto retorno. 
1 2 3 4 5 

8. Em nossa empresa as pessoas são encorajadas a resolver os problemas de 

maneira criativa. 
1 2 3 4 5 

9. Ideias inovadoras são bem aceitas em nossa  

empresa. 
1 2 3 4 5 

10. Nosso sistema de avaliação de desempenho recompensa as pessoas por 

novas ideias e melhorias em processos.      
1 2 3 4 5 

11. Faturamos nossos produtos ou serviços com base em uma lista fixa de 

preços para todos os clientes. 
1 2 3 4 5 

12. Para responder a eventos inesperados, nossa empresa encoraja o 

equilíbrio entre os padrões estabelecidos e a flexibilidade. 
1 2 3 4 5 

13. Nossos funcionários compartilham a visão sobre o futuro da empresa. 1 2 3 4 5 

14. Nossa empresa aceita os erros como forma  

de aprendizagem. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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15. Nossos funcionários tem dificuldade para trabalhar  

em equipe. 
1 2 3 4 5 

16. Prevalece em nossa empresa um ambiente de confiança entre as 

pessoas. 
1 2 3 4 5 

17. Frequentemente trabalhamos em conjunto com nossos fornecedores em 

equipes multi-disciplinares. 
1 2 3 4 5 

18. Em nossa empresa as pessoas ouvem e respeitam diferentes opiniões. 1 2 3 4 5 

19. Nossos funcionários são capazes de desempenhar várias funções 

diferentes. 
1 2 3 4 5 

20. A diretoria de nossa empresa acredita que estratégias ousadas são 

necessárias para atingir nossos objetivos de negócios. 
1 2 3 4 5 

21. Frequentemente coletamos informações externas para analisar o 

mercado.  
1 2 3 4 5 

22. Em nossa empresa os funcionários não tem autonomia para alterar a 

forma como organizam suas atividades. 
1 2 3 4 5 

23. Em nossa empresa mantemos elevada capacidade produtiva ociosa. 1 2 3 4 5 

24. A comunicação entre os funcionários de nossa empresa é rápida e 

eficiente. 
1 2 3 4 5 

25. Nossas estratégias de negócios são diversificadas, dependendo das 

condições de mercado. 
1 2 3 4 5 

26. Nossa empresa tem programas de responsabilidade social corporativa. 1 2 3 4 5 

27. Em geral, as pessoas em nossa empresa aceitam mudanças 

prontamente. 
1 2 3 4 5 

28. Vendemos somente produtos ou serviços customizados para cada 

cliente. 
1 2 3 4 5 

29. Tentativa e erro é uma forma de aprendizagem importante em nossa 

empresa. 
1 2 3 4 5 

30. Desenvolvemos relacionamentos de longo prazo com nossos 

fornecedores. 
1 2 3 4 5 

31. Frequentemente cooperamos com nossos principais fornecedores para 

resolver problemas inesperados. 
1 2 3 4 5 

32. Avaliamos rapidamente os resultados das nossas mudanças de 

estratégia. 
1 2 3 4 5 

33. Em geral somos lentos para alterar nossas estratégias  

de negócios. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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34. Nossa empresa possui vários fornecedores para todos  

os principais insumos. 
1 2 3 4 5 

35. Nossa empresa tem estrutura com altos custos fixos, o  

que dificulta mudanças. 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

Em comparação com os concorrentes, nossa empresa... 

 

1. investe em treinamento mais recursos financeiros por funcionário. 1 2 3 4 5 

2. dedica mais horas por ano treinando os funcionários. 1 2 3 4 5 

3. contrata funcionários com pouca experiência prévia. 1 2 3 4 5 

4. contrata funcionários com alto nível de escolaridade. 1 2 3 4 5 

5. contrata funcionários com alto grau de treinamento. 1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

Em resposta a mudanças no ambiente de negócios, nossa empresa... 

 

1. tem boa capacidade para reorganizar os recursos da empresa de forma a 

dar suporte para diferentes estratégias. 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. tem dificuldade para reposicionar produtos ou serviços para  

atingir diversos segmentos do mercado. 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

Em resposta a mudanças no ambiente de negócios, nossa estratégia 

enfatiza flexibilidade... 

 

1. na alocação dos recursos de marketing para comercializar uma ampla 

linha de produtos ou serviços. 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. na alocação dos recursos de produção para oferecer uma ampla linha de 

produtos ou serviços. 
1 2 3 4 5 

3. no design de produtos ou serviços para servir de base a diversas 

aplicações. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Particularmente sobre a recessão de 2008-2009: 

 

1. A diretoria da nossa empresa tratou a recessão mais como uma 

oportunidade do que como uma ameaça. 
1 2 3 4 5 

2. Nossos planos para a recessão basicamente envolveram uma redução dos 

negócios para sair da crise. 
1 2 3 4 5 

3. Nós vimos a recessão como uma oportunidade para superar os 

concorrentes. 
1 2 3 4 5 

4. Nós fomos bastante proativos na criação de planos para  

combater a recessão. 
1 2 3 4 5 

5. Nós respondemos mais rapidamente às mudanças de mercado causadas 

pela recessão do que nossos concorrentes. 
1 2 3 4 5 

 

 

 

Dados gerais da empresa: 

 

Razão Social:___________________________________________________________. 

 

Estado da sede: _______________________. 

 

Idade: até 5 anos de fundação ____; entre 5 e 15 anos de fundação ____; 15 ou mais anos de fundação ____. 

 

Ramo de atuação: _______________________ Código CNAE (se souber)  _ _ .  _ _ - _. 

 

Este ramo de atuação se enquadra em:  Indústria ____; Comércio ____; Serviços ____. 

 

 

 

 

Dados gerais do respondente: 

 

Nome:________________________________________________________________. 

 

Cargo:________________________________________________________________. 

 

Telefone para contato: DDD ____ número _______________ramal _______. 

 

E-mail: _______________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

Assinale no quadrado ao lado caso queira receber uma cópia gratuita do relatório ao final da pesquisa: 

 

 

 

 

 

OBRIGADO PELA COLABORAÇÃO! 

 


